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Abstract
This dissertation investigates the householder defence’s proportionality of force through both
theoretical and penal policy lenses. The householder defence deals with a dwelling-house
defender’s use of force against an invading aggressor to their own home. The householder defence
can be used to shield a defender’s conduct from possible criminal liability linked to their use of
force against the aggressor, by justifying the defender’s defensive conduct. Answering how a
defender’s use of force against a dwelling-house aggressor is justified and how this protected use
of force should be regulated with consideration for proportionality are this dissertation’s primary
research objective. Before turning to this dissertation’s chosen jurisdictions and penal populism
discussions, the householder defence and its justificatory relationship to force will be thoroughly
introduced via criminal law theory. In this theoretical chapter, the most significant criminal law
theoretical approaches to the householder defence and its authorization of force will be discussed,
namely: choice-of-evils theory, forfeiture theory, rights-based theories, and communitarian theory.
The jurisdictions for this dissertation’s exploration of policy reform of the householder defence
are Canada and England & Wales (E&W). In Canada, the entirety of the self-defence and defence
of property provisions of the Criminal Code were replaced by new sections 34 and 35 in 2012.
This reform was enacted by Bill C-26: The Citizen's Arrest and Self-defence Act and positioned
the householder defence as unanchored and undifferentiated from the general law of self-defence.
In E&W, reform of the householder defence was done through the Crime and Courts Act 2013.
This 2013 reform of the householder defence created new subsections within the pre-existing
section 76 of the Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008, which deals generally with defence
of person. The cases and public discourse motivating reform, the relevant Parliamentary debates,
and finally the receiving case law for the 2012 and 2013 reforms will be organised and discussed
to present a chronological legal reform story of the householder defence for each jurisdiction.
Notably, the notorious cases of both Tony Martin and George Stanley will be directly dealt with
as to better contextualize the reform processes and penal climates in Canada and E&W.
The importance of the proportionality of force requirement for the householder defence will
also be explored through an analysis of penal policy reform dynamics. In particular, the last part
of the dissertation will present a substantial account of penal populism to explain and make sense
of the popular reforms passed in Canada and E&W. It will be shown how the rhetoric about a new
understanding of the proportionality of force requirement for the householder defence was
critically influenced by penal populist discourses. Finally, some recommendations for reform and
future research are put forward.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Home invasions ensnare the public imagination. Christmas comedies and psychological
horror films have theatrically depicted the pervasive fear that a person’s home will become a final
frontier for survival.1 Often, the criminal law works to reconcile with fearful public imaginations.
The householder defence is paradigmatic of this reconciliation. Although fear is a steadfast
motivator, its influence on reform and a dwelling-house defender’s use of force can obscure
reasonableness and proportionality.
Justified through theory, constructed in legislation, and received by case law, an
individual’s ability to use force in self-defence is enhanced by their presence within their dwellinghouse. This specific track of enhancement is the householder defence.2 The householder defence
shields the conduct of defenders from offences that could raise objection with their use of force
against an invading aggressor to their home. This dissertation’s chosen jurisdictions for analysis
are Canada and England and Wales (hereinafter, E&W). In 2012 and 2013, the householder
defence underwent legislation reform in both jurisdictions. These reforms are this dissertation’s
central touchstone.

The Ivory Tower of Desk Research
The safety of desk-based research is disconnected from the dangerous realities of dwellinghouse defenders. The ivory tower of this dissertation’s desk-based research is far removed from

1

Chris
Columbus,
“Home
Alone
Trailer
1”
(YouTube,
1990)
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEDaVHmw7r4> accessed 14 November 2020; Bryan Bernito, “The
Strangers Trailer 1” (YouTube, 2008) <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEDaVHmw7r4> accessed 14
November 2020.
2
Siân Dickson, “Householder Self-Defence and the Erroneous Belief: What Has Changed? R v Ray (Stephen
Jason) [2017] EWCA Crim 1391,” (2018) 82(1) The Journal of Criminal Law 14, 15-16; Criminal Justice and
Immigration Act 2008 (CJIA 2008), s 76(5a).
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the lived realities of the householder defence. Ivory tower research is academic research
disconnected from the realities of the law and those who experience it.3 Criminal law research is
often distanced from both the emotion-based debates and the realities of the law’s application.
Arguably, this same distance in research can help to create balanced discourse on even the most
contentious topics, such as the householder defence.
Canadian Senator Boisvenu, during a debate for reform on the householder defence,
criticized traditional legal studies for learning in a “sterile environment in which victims of crime
and the circumstances in which such crimes actually occur” are not properly appreciated.4
Similarly, Lord Blencathra, during an E&W discussion for reform, contrasted the positions of legal
practitioners and dwelling-house defenders.5 Whereas lawyers ascertain what is and is not
proportional force in “cosy” safety, defenders do not have this luxury of time when choosing to
use defensive force.6 To provide a fuller picture of the householder defence, this dissertation will
include academic assessments, political debates, and experience-based accounts from dwellinghouse defenders.7

3

Dolores Morondo Taramundi, “Escaping the Ivory Tower: Legal Research on Human Rights from a Critical
Perspective,” (2019) 13 The Age of Human Rights Journal 1, 9.
4

Senate Committee, “Proceedings of the Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs,” Issue
19,
41st
Parliament,
1st
Session,
(6
June
2012)
Senator
Boisvenu
<https://sencanada.ca/en/Content/SEN/Committee/411/lcjc/19cv-e> accessed 17 June 2020.
5

House of Lords, “Crime: Home Protection,” Volume 731 (20 October 2011) Lord Blencathra, 11:38am
<https://hansard.parliament.uk/Lords/2011-1020/debates/11102033000621/CrimeHomeProtection?highlight=self-defence%20householder#contribution11102033000066> accessed 12 June 2020.
6

Ibid Lord Blencathra, 11:38am.

7

Taramundi (n 3) 17.
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Chapter Outline
The social significance of the householder defence and its authorization of force will first
be outlined using the four major themes of security, property rights and the defence of property,
monopoly of force, and rural and urban differences. Afterwards, the central and subordinate
research questions of this dissertation will be presented. These questions guide the overarching
aim of each chapter and relationships between chapters. Three methodologies will be used to
deliver on the specific aims of each chapter: doctrinal, socio-legal, and comparative. These
methodologies are overlapping as to properly deliver on the central research question. A roadmap
of this dissertation’s chapter structure will conclude this introduction.

Four Major Themes
Academics and laymen alike are easy to excite over the householder defence’s practical
and theoretical controversies. Dispassionate debate on the householder defence is a challenge
because of the central risks to life, property, and familial safety. Security, property rights and the
defence of property, the state’s monopoly on force, and rural and urban differences will each be
examined for their competing interests to the householder defence. All four major themes of the
householder defence must be introduced before proceeding with discussion.
(1) Security
The lives of defenders and their families are the primary concern for the householder
defence and those legislating reform. The householder defence allows individuals to protect
themselves with force when aggressors threaten their safety. For those who have experienced a
home invasion, individual and familial safety is commonly their primary explanation for their

14
actions.8 A defender’s right to protect themself with force is increased when they are at home. This
has a long history in the common law tradition and has drawn on cultural understandings of
homeownership and family security to inform the law’s development.9 A person’s home is
culturally understood as a guaranteed place of safety and refuge. Although this is not a reality for
many, these cultural values in both Canada and E&W inform key understandings of the
householder defence.
Yet, the amount of force a defender can use is complicated by the possibility of severe
injury or death to the aggressor. Security concerns are not exclusive to defenders. The aggressor’s
right to life must also be contended with. This specific contention will be further explored within
the theory chapter. For the householder defence, the fragility of life is arguably the most important
consideration. The householder defence is necessarily influenced by cultural understandings of
community safety, security, and the value of life.
(2) Property Rights and Defence of Property
The householder defence unevenly straddles between self-defence and defence of property.
The proprietary rights of the defender, or the defender’s legal right to be and dwell within the
dwelling-house, are fundamental to this defence. A householder’s property rights and their right
to defend their property against attack or theft are difficult to disentangle from the realities of the
householder defence.10 The line between defending one’s home as property and defending one’s

8

Andrew Pinsent, “Self-defence: What’s Acceptable Under Canadian Law?” (12 May 2012) Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation <https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/self-defence-what-s-acceptable-under-canadianlaw-1.1229180> accessed 14 June 2020.
9

William Blackstone, “Chapter 1: Of the Redress of Private Wrongs by the Mere Act of the Parties,”
Commentaries on the Laws of England: Book the Third of Private Wrongs, Vol. 2 (Collins and Co 1832) 2.
10

Chris Gray, “Farmer Cleared of Shooting Intruder Outside his Home,” (12 July 2002) Independent
<https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/hatchet-assault-charges-shock-taber-man-1.940478> accessed 3 July
2020; Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, “Hatchet Assault Charges ‘Shock’ Taber Man,” (28 October 2010)
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home as a place of safety is challenging to define. It is difficult to distinguish between whether a
defender’s use of force against an invading aggressor was to defend themselves or defend their
property.
Although uses of significant force for the sole protection of property is extremely
controversial, aspects of the defence of property are routinely conflated with the householder
defence.11 The right to life is possessed by all people, and thus, it is difficult to see how interests
over mere property could function as the sole rationale for sanctioning significant or lethal force.12
There is a hierarchy between proprietary interests and the interests attached to human lives, which
will be addressed during the theory chapter.13
This notion that life should never be sacrificed to protect property is complicated when
“the property in question is the home” and entangled with safety of self and family.14 Presumptions
of a threat whenever an aggressor trespasses within a defender’s dwelling-house rely too heavily
on the sometimes accompanying “threat of death or serious injury” from the aggressor.15 A
person’s home is their fortress of refuge, their source of privacy, and the place where “the most
intimate activities in life” can happen securely.16 The householder defence is at a difficult junction
between life and property.17

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation <https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/hatchet-assault-charges-shocktaber-man-1.940478> accessed 14 June 2020.
11

Fiona Leverick, Killing in Self-Defence (Oxford University Press 2006) 131, 138.
Ibid 131.
13
Ibid 135-136.
14
Ibid 138.
15
Ibid 140.
16
Joshua Dressler, Understanding Criminal Law (8th edn, Carolina Academic Press 2018) 238-239.
17
Leverick, Killing (n 11) 138-140, 142.
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(3) Monopoly of Force
For a state to have a monopoly on force means that no force employed by private citizens
within the state’s jurisdiction can be legitimate if it is not sanctioned by the state. A private person’s
use of defensive force is outside the state’s direct control, and yet, the householder defence
legitimately authorizes a defender’s force against possible aggressors within the dwelling-house.18
Any decision the state makes to legitimize the force of a non-state actor is significant. The stakes
cannot be overstated when it comes to a state expanding and shifting the sources of potentially
legitimate force its citizens may be subject to.
Max Weber’s and Thomas Hobbes’ understandings of the state’s monopoly of force will
be used to highlight the danger of an absolute monopoly for the householder defence. First, Weber
asserts that the state is the only entity that should lay a “claim to the monopoly on the legitimated
use of physical force” and violence.19 The alternative to this monopoly on force is anarchy. All
force should be controlled by the state so that people can have security, order, and the knowledge
that the only legitimate sources of force they may face will be state-sanctioned. Yet, even Hobbes,
who is an infamous advocate for that state’s monopoly on force, concedes there are essential
limitations.20 It is the nature of man to preserve their own life “against [their] enemies” and there
is a natural right for all people to preserve “by all means” their own life.21 Regardless of the state’s
dominion on force, Hobbes accepts that restraining the defensive force an individual may require
for self-preservation, would also be to restrain the nature of man. Thus, a full restriction on all
18

George Fletcher, “Passion and Reason in Self-Defense” in George Fletcher, A Crime of Self-Defense:
Bernhard Goetz and the Law on Trial (University of Chicago Press 1988) 18.
19

Max Weber, “Politics as Vocation,” Weber's Rationalism and Modern Society: New Translations on Politics,
Bureaucracy, and Social Stratification, (Eds. and trans. by Tony Waters and Dagmar Waters), (Springer 2015)
136.
20

Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan (1651) (eds) Rod Hay (McMaster University Archive) 79.

21

Ibid 80.
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force outside the direct monopoly of the state would be unnatural. The householder defence
expands and shifts the sources of legitimate force that people living under the state’s control and
protection can be subject to.
(4) Rural and Urban Experiences
A person’s experience with law and the criminal justice system is partially characterized
by whether they live in a rural or urban area. The householder defence is experienced differently
by urban and rural dwellers.22 Those living in rural locations cannot always rely on fast emergency
responses, and thus, their perspectives on home security and the right to defend one’s own home
are coloured by isolation. Emergency response times can be delayed by hours and even days for
some remote and rural areas in Canada.23 This leaves many rural Canadians alone to defend
themselves against a home invasion.
These different experiences of the law, as well as its relative ability to protect, are a central
tension to both Canada and E&W’s policy change processes. Rural experiences and perspectives
on home security will help to contextualize the policy reforms of both jurisdictions. Due to long
police response times and feelings of isolation, those in rural areas can feel as if they are “the
perfect targets” for home invasions.24

22

Canadian Television Network, “Charges Dropped Against Taber Homeowner,” (14 June 2011)
<https://calgary.ctvnews.ca/charges-dropped-against-taber-home-owner-1.657280> accessed 14 June 2020.
23

House of Commons, “Study on Crime in Rural Areas in Canada,” Report of the Standing Committee on Public
Safety and National Security, 42nd Parliament, 1st Session, (May 2019) Conservative Members, 11
<https://www.ourcommons.ca/Content/Committee/421/SECU/Reports/RP10493887/securp33/securp33-e.pdf>
accessed 12 August 2020.
24

Jessica Nelson, “High Rural Crime Rates and Slow Emergency Response Times Leave Albertan Residents
Feeling
Vulnerable,”
The
Globe
and
Mail
(24
January
2020)
<https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/alberta/article-wheres-a-cop-when-you-need-one/> accessed 22
September 2020.
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Research Questions
The central research question of this dissertation is as follows: how can a dwelling-house
defender’s use of force against an invading aggressor be justified? And, how should the extent of
such force be regulated with consideration for proportionality?
To properly contextualize the central research question, this dissertation's overarching
terms of discussion will be outlined. For this dissertation, “defender” will refer to an individual
whose conduct is under the householder defence’s umbrella of protection. The “force” defenders
use must be intentionally directed at an intruding aggressor to the defender’s dwelling-house. The
“dwelling-house” is the required setting for a householder defence incident. Dwelling-houses are
the defender’s homes, meaning the location they habitually reside and occupy. Finally, the
“aggressor” is the individual who initially invades the dwelling-house and poses a threat to the
defender. The aggressor becomes the subject of the defender’s force.
(1) Subordinate Research Questions
The purpose of subordinate research questions is to clarify from the beginning what
specific aspects this dissertation will be exploring and frame its chapters. The three subordinate
research questions are the following:
1. How do the most applicable theoretical approaches to the householder defence rationalize
a justification for the dwelling-house defender’s use of force against the aggressor?
2. Does the householder defence have a clear policy development story that led to legislative
change in either Canada or E&W?
3. How does the householder defence’s process of reform and current relationship with
proportionality compare between Canada and E&W?

19
Although these three subordinate research questions interlock to provide a fully formed answer to
the central research question, they each correspond to the guiding aim of specific chapters.
(2) Proportionality of Force
Traditionally, the force used against a dwelling-house invader must be proportional. This
proportionality requirement is arguably the most byzantine element of the householder defence for
both practical legislation and criminal law theory. Initially, proportionality of force appears to be
a simple measure between a dwelling-house defender’s force and the potential threat the aggressor
poses to the occupants of the home.25 This is traditionally tied to the imagined conduct of the
reasonable man placed in identical circumstances.26 Nonetheless, the factors for determining what
is proportional force, as well as whether force needs to be proportionate or can be legitimate and
disproportionate, are all contested battlegrounds.27
Competing ideas of reasonableness and proportionality informed legislative changes in
both jurisdictions. In Canada, all self-defence traditionally required proportionality, but the 2012
reform omitted this bright-line requirement and positioned proportionality as one of many
factors.28 As for E&W, both legislation and case law have dived into whether the householder
defence should permit disproportionate force and whether this disproportionate force can be
“merely” or “grossly” unaligned with the circumstances the defender honestly perceived them to
be.29 These competing understandings are central to the socio-legal narratives of policy

25

Jeffrey Blustein, “Proportionality and the Problem of the Psychotic Aggressor: A Moral Analysis,” (1978) 10
Ottawa Law Review 88, 89.
26
Ibid 91; Leverick, Killing (n 11) 140
27
Ibid 140.
28
Kent Roach, "A Preliminary Assessment of the New Self-defence and Defence of Property Provisions,” (2012)
16(3) Canadian Criminal Law Review 275, 261, 277, 293.
29
Mark Dsouza, “Understanding the ‘Householder defence’: Proportionality and reasonableness in Defensive
Force” (2016) 75 Cambridge Law Journal 75 1, 1.
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development in both Canada and E&W, as they are integrally linked to theoretical understandings
of the householder defence’s justification of force.30

Methodology
Three different methodology families will be used to produce a fuller picture of the
householder defence and its relationship to proportionality. This dissertation will be a
methodological chimera, featuring doctrinal, socio-legal, and comparative research methods and
arrangements of evidence.
(1) Doctrinal
Doctrinal research will guide the theory chapter and sections of the policy chapters. These
policy sections will be those clarifying the law in each jurisdiction. The theory chapter will include
a literature review of the most applicable theories to the householder defence. This literature
review will aim to give the reader a complete and detailed picture of each of the most significant
theories to the householder defence and its dilemma of determining what is reasonable and
proportional force.31 The doctrinal research uses sources such as case law, domestic legislation,
policy changing documents and guidance, and academic journals and books. Mainly, the doctrinal
research in the theory chapter will concern reviewing how scholars have fashioned academic
theories to support the householder defence.

30

CJIA 2008, s 76(3-4); Criminal Code 1985 (CC 1985), ss 34(1-2), 35(1a-b).
Wing Hong Chui, “The Research Ethos,” Research Methods for Law, Eds. McConville, M., and Chui, Wing
Hong, (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press 2017) 50; Caroline Morris and Cian Murphy, “Legal Research
Methodologies,” Getting a PhD in Law (Hart Publisher 2011) 35.
31
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Additionally, doctrinal research will selectively be used in the policy chapters to support
their overarching socio-legal aims. Doctrinal work will be used to present the relevant cases from
before and after the 2012 and 2013 reforms. Although the policy chapters will be primarily sociolegal, this doctrinal work will help support these chapters by outlining the different statuses
overtime of the law in each jurisdiction using case law.
(2) Socio-legal
Both policy chapters will be navigated with socio-legal research. This will employ the use
of parliament debates, news articles and receiving media coverage, experiences of defenders, and
case law. This will include looking at calls for reform from academia, the media, and the populous.
Therefore, defender and aggressor rights, influencing political actors, and popular social forces
will all be included in these discussions on legal reform. Media resources will play a large role in
chronologically constructing the policy development timelines. Interpreting legal sources
alongside their non-legal counterparts will allow for a wider perspective on how reform of the
householder defence manifested in each jurisdiction.32
(3) Comparative
The penal populism (PP) and proportionality chapter will assess the similarities between
Canada and E&W’s householder defence reform stories. This will focus on comparing the policy
development processes and the current law in each jurisdiction’s relationship with proportionality
of force.33

32

Roger Cotterrell, “Why Must Legal Ideas be Interpreted Sociologically?” (2010) 2 Legal Theory and the Social
Sciences (Ashgate Publishing Ltd) 183.
33

Geoffrey Wilson, “Comparative Legal Scholarship,” Research Methods in Law, Eds., McConville, Mike, Eric,
Wing Hong Chui, (ProQuest Ebook Central: Edinburgh University Press, 2017) 168-169.
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Although there are issues with solely relying on a shared common law tradition to compare
jurisdictions, the likeness between Canada and E&W for the householder defence has many points
of similarity. First, the householder defence has a specific shared legal history and origin between
the two jurisdictions. This shared historical foundation, and its diverging points, will be discussed
further during the policy chapters. Second, the householder defence’s recent reforms in each
jurisdiction were motivated by controversial cases of defenders being charged and prosecuted.
These ‘popular hero’ cases were used by the governing conservative parties in Canada and E&W
to argue that reform was required. Third, in both Canada and E&W the media played a notable
role in responding and shaping public opinion in relation to the householder defence and its popular
hero cases.
Each chapter of this dissertation has been paired with the methodology most suited to its
overarching aim and corresponding subordinate research question. Doctrinal, socio-legal, and
comparative research guide this dissertation’s chapter structure. This combination of research
methodologies helps each chapter to read as a part of this dissertation, instead of apart.

Chapter Structure
There will be four substantive chapters. The first chapter will discuss the theoretical
background supporting the householder defence and its justifications for defenders’ uses of force.
Canada’s householder defence and this jurisdiction’s most recent legal reform will guide the
second chapter. Similarly, the third chapter will house the E&W counterpart discussions. The last
chapter will focus on the householder defence’s relationship to PP and proportionality of force.
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(1) Theory Chapter
The theory chapter will provide a solid base for this dissertation’s approach to the
householder defence and proportionality. Before the four most applicable theories are outlined, the
relationship each of these fundamental elements of the householder defence have with a defender’s
use of force will be contextualized. The householder defence will be firmly established as a
justificatory defence.34
The theory chapter will include a literature review highlighting how the four theoretical
justifications for the householder defence each vindicate a dwelling-house defender’s force. Each
of the four theoretical justifications asserts its own explanation for why the defender’s use of force
is permissible against the aggressor. The most applicable theoretical approaches to the householder
defence are choice of evils theory (COET), forfeiture theory, rights-based theories, and
communitarian theory.
The major arguments for and against each theoretical justification will be presented. Then,
dialogue between the four theories will be created using their orientations to defenders and
aggressors, as well as the controversial dilemma of innocent aggressors (IAs). This will involve
determining which theories overlap in their argumentation, can co-exist as legitimizations, and
how they relate to justificatory defences. The predominant objective of the theory chapter is to
thoroughly present the most important theoretical justifications for how the householder defence
justifies a defender’s use of force against an invading aggressor.
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(2) Canada and England & Wales Policy Chapters
The third chapter will concentrate on Canada’s policy story for the householder defence.
This Canadian policy chapter is organized around the 2012 reform to the Criminal Code’s (CC),
specifically the creation of the new sections 34 and 35.35 This reform was enacted by Bill C-26:
The Citizen's Arrest and Self-defence Act.36 The fourth chapter will concentrate on E&W’s
householder defence and its legislative development process. The 2013 reform to the householder
defence in E&W was done by the Crime and Courts Act (CCA) 2013.37 Thus, the Criminal Justice
and Immigration Act (CJIA) 2008’s section 76 was reformed by Parliament to incorporate the
householder defence.38 Both the Canada and E&W policy chapters will construct sequential
accounts of the prior law, the process of legislative reform, the receiving case law, and the current
state of the householder defence in each jurisdiction.
(3) Penal Populism and Proportionality Chapter
This fifth chapter will bring the householder defence’s relationship with PP and
proportionality of force into focus. After explaining how the householder defence is both an
exceptional case and very typical of PP, rural security fears, popular hero cases from both Canada
and E&W, and PP modes of reform will be discussed for their unique connections to the
householder defence. This chapter will deliberate from narratives from the theory and policy
chapters to deliver a substantial account of what proportionality of force is for the householder
defence, as well as speak to its importance.
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This chapter order is intended to create a logical progression towards a full answer for the
central research question. By starting with the theory chapter, the key elements of the householder
defence and its unique relationship to force can be explored in depth. This will enable the Canada
and E&W policy chapters with a foundational understanding of the householder defence. The PP
and proportionality chapter will actively work off the information presented in the previous
chapters. Each of the chapters aim to deliver on a different facet of the householder defence and
exploring what constitutes proportionality of force for a defender’s use of force against an invading
aggressor.

Conclusion
Ascribing proportionality to a dwelling-house defender’s use of force is
fundamental to the householder defence and the 2012 and 2013 reforms. The focus on
proportionality of force in relation to the doctrinal, theoretical, and the socio-legal policy
components of the householder defence is a unique feature of this dissertation. The 2012 and 2013
policy reform stories of Canada and E&W for the householder defence have yet to be compared
in depth using the relevant receiving case law.
Although home security and individual safety are values that the criminal law strives to
protect, these are not the only interests at play for the householder defence. The lives of aggressors
are a significant factor to this authorization of defensive force by the state. Dwelling-house
defenders are authorized with a greater amount of defensive force than that of regular self-defence.
The householder defence’s extra affording of protection should not be so extreme as to surpass the
criminal law’s elemental principles of reasonableness and proportionality. Using theoretical
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justifications, this dissertation will start to unravel and reconnect proportionality of force from the
householder defence.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Approaches to the Householder Defence
The central dilemma for theories involving the force sanctioned by the householder defence
is that they must rationalize why certain individuals can be subjected to serious bodily harm or
death in the favour of other individuals’ safety. These rationales try to morally and legally
justifying the “trade-off” of human lives.39 Yet, it is traditionally accepted that all human life is
equally valued.40 This problem of choosing between lives is common to and centrally complicates
the laws of self-defence throughout common law jurisdictions.41 Despite these complications over
weighing lives, self-defence and its subcategory of the householder defence are incorporated
across common law jurisdictions. Although the householder defence can protect a defender’s
conduct from severe offences, such as murder, there has been little attention paid by legal
academics outside of American academia on why it is permissible to significantly harm and kill
aggressors with defensive force.42
The castle metaphor has classically been used to better illustrate the increased level of
vulnerability defenders experience in relation to the householder defence. 43 This is in part due to
its roots in the common law tradition, which will be further explored within both the Canada and
E&W policy chapters. Stuart Green’s exploration of this castle metaphor in his article “Castles and
Carjackers” clarifies these dangers, as well as perceptions of danger that defenders experience
during home invasions. Green with the common comparison of the home to the medieval castle as
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a place of special vulnerability in the inside. Similar to when a person is at home versus on the
street, people feel more at ease and let down their defences when within their own castle walls.44
Castle walls and home security systems are intended to provide the same sort of
protections. When these protective measures are breached there is a “special danger” experienced
by home and castle dwellers alike.45 What might seem like a mere or casual threat on the street or
battlefield, will be viewed more sharply inside these dwellers’ protective measures. When
insignificant threats of the outside world are transported inside one’s home, their threat level and
accompanying fear increases exponentially.46 Naturally, humans try to preserve their own lives.47
When an individual faces a situation of increased vulnerability and fear, like that developed in
Green’s extended metaphor, the lengths individual will employ to preserve their own lives become
less predictable.

Chapter Outline
The content of this chapter is intended to provide a theoretical toolkit to be used throughout
this dissertation. Also, its content responds to the second subordinate research question: how do
the most applicable theoretical approaches to the householder defence rationalize a justification
for the dwelling-house defender’s use of force against the aggressor?
First, the functional relationship between criminal offences and defences will be charted.
Stepping off this discussion, the householder defence’s essential elements will be outlined. This
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outline is not meant to be grounded in either jurisdiction, and it will provide an approximate
understanding of the householder defence’s essential character. The differences between
excusatory and justifycatory defences will be outlined. Then, self-defence will be clearly
positioned as a justification defence. An examination on the dissimilarities separating the objective
and subjective standards for evaluating defenders is the last contextualizing element for analysis
before this chapter will change gears and proceed to the most applicable theories.
Before diving into the four competing theoretical approaches of this chapter, the framework
for evaluating each of these theories will be outlined. The four most applicable theoretical
approaches to the householder defence are the choice of evils (COET), forfeiture, rights-based,
and communitarian theories. Many legal theorists have constructed their theoretical approaches
directly to self-defence and will be applied to the specifics of the householder defence. After each
theory has been mapped for its basis, central arguments and most notable critiques, the
relationships between theories will be contextualized. This will involve examining their
orientations and their compensation for innocent aggressors (IAs).

30
Criminal Offence and Defence
Whereas an offence prohibits unlawful conduct and ascribes punishment to those meeting
its specific parameters, a defence negates said punishment by distinguishing an individual’s
conduct as different, and thus, lawful conduct. Offences are meant to denounce and punish conduct
that is deemed as “wrongdoing” by the legal system.48 The primary function of offences is to hold
actors accountable for the designated wrongdoing; this accountability is not just to the immediate
victims of the wrongdoing, but also to society.49
Although separate, defences are essential to how offences function, and arguably are “an
integral part” to offences.50 The purpose of defences is to create exemptions in relation to the
unlawful conduct determined by offences. Defences create non-punishable exemptions and are
“negative” spaces in relation to offences.51 These exemptions are based on rationales of excuse or
justification. Thus, defences function alongside the conduct prescriptions of offences as to exclude
certain types of conduct from punishment.
The householder defence is a justifycatory defence because it challenges the wrongfulness
of the defender’s conduct, which is most often their use of force against the aggressor. Notably,
the critical relationship legality has with both offences and defences is exemplified by the
householder defence. Legality is important for criminal law and asserts that there should only be
punishment where the law is sufficiently clear and relevant.52 Generally, offences are specific in
relation to the conduct they criminalize and defences allow for “a greater amount of vagueness”
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for the conduct they protect.53 Accordingly, if a defender’s conduct is caught within the
householder defence’s exclusionary net, their conduct will not be unlawful, and they should not
face punishment. Defences, like the householder defence, have an exclusionary function in relation
to offences and their labeling of certain conduct as unlawful and as wrongdoings.

Overview of the Householder Defence’s Essential Elements
There are four essential elements to the householder defence that can be teased out across
common law jurisdictions. Although these overarching elements will not be drawn out here by
close-reading legislation from either Canada or E&W, this will be done in both policy chapters.
To begin, the defender must believe that the aggressor poses an imminent threat past theft to either
the defender or other people the defender believes to be present in the dwelling-home.54 Similarly,
the aggressor in question but be believed to be an unlawful intruder to the dwelling-home by the
defender.55 The defender must believe that they are in lawful possession or occupancy of the
dwelling-home at the time of the events. A key aspect is genuine belief. Many common law
jurisdictions account for a defender’s genuine but mistaken belief that the aggressor poses a
threat.56 How this dilemma of mistaken belief is dealt with theoretically and how both Canada and
E&W have dealt with this problem through legislation will be further discussed. Finally, the force
the defender uses against the aggressor must be within the dwelling-home.57 Whether this use of
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force is reasonable and justified as lawful will be defined by both the exact circumstances of the
events and by the given jurisdiction’s legislation.

Excusatory and Justificatory Criminal Defences
Although self-defence was originally conceived as an excusatory defence, it is now widely
accepted as a justificatory defence.58 Criminal defences are divided into two categories, which are
justifycatory and excusatory. The difference is dependent on whether a particular course of
conduct is worthy of blame.59 Whereas excusatory applies to conduct that is deplored but
understood by society, justificatory applies to conduct that is otherwise criminalized but deemed
specifically acceptable. Excusatory and justificatory categories aide in assessing an individual’s
blameworthiness and are a vital component to theory.60
(1) Excusatory
An excusatory defence deals with undesirable conduct, but defendants that are not culpable
for this conduct. Although the conduct in question is wrongful, it is “inappropriate” to punish
defendants because there is a clear lack of fault.61 Excusatory defences rarely create broad reform
because the focus is on individual defendant’s blamelessness.62 For instance, a defendant may use
an excusatory defence when their psychological state made it impossible for them to be in control
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or at fault for their actions. The label of “excuse” negates punishment for a defendant’s bad conduct
by focussing on their lack of culpability.63
(2) Justifycatory
Sir William Blackstone conceived self-defence as an excusatory defence, but today selfdefence and the householder defence are recognised as justificatory defences.64 Justifycatory
defences depend on a defendant’s actions being morally correct and acceptable.65 Circumstantially,
the conduct is not wrongful.66 The acceptability and “rightness” of the defendant’s conduct is what
justificatory defences are grounded in.67 The householder defence protects the conduct of
defenders by framing their actions within special circumstances, which makes the otherwise
criminal conduct morally correct, acceptable, and not unlawful.68 For this dissertation, the
householder defence is a justificatory defence.69

Objective and Subjective Standards of Reasonableness
Kevin Heller’s “Beyond the Reasonable Man” will be used to outline the differences
between assessing a defender’s reasonableness through an objective or subjective standard.70
Heller is an American academic and his article extensively differentiates an objective and a
subjective standard for reasonableness.
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(1) Subjective Standard
The central premise of subjective standards is that defenders are not homogeneous, and
thus, the standards that assess them should not be strictly uniform.71 Heller notes that the subjective
standard for evaluating whether individuals acted reasonable within a set circumstance can take
personal characteristics and other specific conditions into account.72 Evaluating reasonableness
entails a tension between the aim of treating everyone equally and the need for aspects of subjective
treatment that are capable of accounting for the nuances of the individual.73 This tension is
prevalent when evaluating dwelling-house defenders and whether their choices to use force were
reasonable. Those favouring subjective standards in relation to self-defence assert that a defender
who genuinely believed they were acting rightfully, should not face charges and punishment, even
if this belief was only reasonable as dependent on characteristics unique to themselves.74 Yet, most
conceptions of subjective standards are understood as companion modes of evaluating
reasonableness that need objective elements to be successful. This is unlike the purely subjective
standard (PSS).
The PSS is radically opposed to the objective standard and entirely detached from objective
requirements for reasonableness.75 The only relevant factor to PSS evaluations is whether the
defender did or did not truly believe it to be necessary to use the force they used against the
aggressor.76 Accordingly, Heller reasons that PSS bases itself on a “determinist account of human
action” and that this requires self-defence to be understood as an excuse defence.77 PSS would
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excuse defenders for otherwise extremely unreasonable uses of force against aggressors based on
their divergent, but honest beliefs as to the threat.78 For example, the PSS might be used to
incorporate a defender’s personal characteristic of heightened racism into the evaluation of
whether the defender was reasonable.79 Heller presents the example of a defender who genuinely
believes that the Girl Scouts are hitmen sent to kill him, and thus, kills the young girl who comes
to his door selling cookies.80 This defender’s genuine and dangerous belief is more rare than that
of transphobia, homophobia, xenophobia, and negrophobia. Yet, this example demonstrates how
PSS inclusions can undermine the criminal justice system’s credibility and legitimacy.81 Therefore,
Heller discounts PSS because it logically rests on individuals having little to no control over, or
accountability for, any of their personal characteristics influencing their actions at any given
time.82
(2) Objective Standard
The objective standard is based on there being a universal standard of accepted conduct
for everyone.83 Heller explains that the determining factor for the objective standard is whether a
person in the defender’s circumstances would have also determined defensive force necessary.84
A sufficiently similar determination of necessity will mean that the defender was reasonable to use
the force they did. This determination by objective standard does not account for a defender’s
personal characteristics.85 Heller argues that objective standard elements must be incorporated into
a jurisdictions’ self-defence laws to ensure that there is not a “fluctuating standard of self-control”
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and that there is no deterioration to the rule of law.86 Heller favours the objective standard to that
of PSS’s emphasis on personal characteristics and understanding of self-defence as an excuse.87
An acceptable standard for evaluating the reasonableness of a defender must be politically
acceptable, in that the standard would not be able to generate legal outcomes that would subvert
the criminal justice system’s legitimacy.88 Although Heller takes note to address jury difference’s
possible influence over whether objective standards of reasonableness are truly objective when
applied to separate defender defendants, jury discrepancies do not undermine the legitimacy of the
outcomes generated by objective standard for self-defence laws.89 Indeed, jury differences and its
possible discrepancies for defenders is a topic outside of this dissertation’s scope and will not be
taken into account during either policy chapter. As previously noted, Heller’s Girl’s Scout example
illuminates PSS’s incompatibility with society. Thus, according to Heller the objective standard
paired with subjective elements of consideration is superior to PSS, which requires viewing all
forms of self-defence as excuse defences. Heller’s assertion that both subjective and objective
standards of reasonableness are necessary for those claiming self-defence will be used to assess
theoretical approaches, especially in relation to IAs.

Theoretical Introductory Themes
A simplistic theory, the uplifted knife theory (UKT), will be used to introduce how the
householder defence and self-defence have been approached, before the analysis of the four main
theoretical approaches. These four theories are COET, forfeiture, rights-based, and
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communitarian. Additionally, importance will be drawn to the right to life and proportionality’s
relationships with justifying the householder defence’s sanctioned force. Finally, the assessment
framework for the theories will be outlined.
(1) The Uplifted Knife Theory
The commonly cited UKT was first proposed by US Supreme Court Justice Holmes in
Browns v US.90 Although this theory is two-dimensional, it draws on the most basic and intuitive
rationales for the householder defence. Justice Holmes’ main claim is that because “detached
reflection” is not possible “in the presence of an uplifted knife” it would be unjust for the law to
demand a standard of reasonableness based on said reflection from defenders who used force
against aggressors.91 Thus, the basis for the UKT is that the aggressor’s threat of danger makes it
impossible for the defender to “resist responding” to the aggressor’s threat with defensive force.92
It is claimed that it would be immoral to punish defenders acting on instinct and under the pressures
of the householder defence. For the law to punish these individuals, would be for the law to “insist”
that victims remain actionless and suffer greater harms.93 The UKT believes that to restrain oneself
during a dangerous confrontation is an act of heroism, and thus, it would be unjustifiable to punish
defenders who failed to act heroically and used force against aggressors.94
There is a major problem with the psychological argument grounding the UKT. Many
individuals are able to restrain their uses of force even within circumstances of threat and danger.95
Thus, Justice Holmes’ claim that a proportional and reasonable response to an aggressor’s potential
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threat is impossibly heroic is false; dwelling-house defenders are not universally lacking restraint.96
Likewise, Adav Noti details an integral issue with Justice Holmes’ approach in his article “The
Uplifted Knife.”97 The UKT rests entirely on whether it is permissible or fair to punish the defender
for their force.98 This two-dimensional approach does not consider the aggressor’s culpability,
their possible rights, or the weight of their actions for measuring proportionality. The UKT is too
narrow to warrant significant discussion, but it is useful for introducing key concerns and themes
for theory and the householder defence.
(3) The Value of Life and the Right to Life
The householder defence’s focus on the dwelling-house as a zone of protection creates
questions about the value of life alongside property. Human life will always be valued as more
important than any property.99 Life has an independent value, but the value of all lives is equal.100
In contrast, property is only valuable through the “subordinate means” of people attributing
value.101 Whereas life is independently valuable, property’s only value is dependent.
As previously discussed, one of the dominant dilemmas for approaching the householder
defence is the equal value placed on all life and the right to life.102 For the householder defence, it
is not clear whether the right to life includes a right “to not be killed” or harmful uses of force.103
An absolute right is a right that can never be justly infringed on and that can never be subordinated
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in favour of another right.104 If the right to life was an absolute right, there would be significant
implications for a defender’s ability to use deadly defensive force against an aggressor.105
An absolute right to life can be interpreted two ways for the householder defence. It could
delegitimize any deadly force used by a defender because the force infringes on the aggressor’s
right to life.106 Alternatively, it could strengthen a defender’s ability to use defensive force because
any minimal infringement on their right to life by the aggressor would trigger an absolutist
justification for their force. If the right to life is an absolute right, how could any decision between
the lives of the aggressor or defender be made? Arguments using temporality to cope with
measuring one right to life over another,107 which are traditionally associated with forfeiture
theory, would instantly fail if the right to life was absolute.
Hence, the right to life tends to “clash” with itself.108 Therefore, as to productively discuss
theoretical approaches to the householder defence, the right of life will not be taken as an absolute
right; however, it will be considered with extreme value that cannot be justly infringed upon
without proportionality and necessity.109
(4) Proportionality
Each justification theory is presenting rationales on how proportionality and
reasonableness of force should be evaluated for the householder defence. Moreover, each approach
proposes factors it deems most, or more, significant to the householder defence’s balancing of the
competing interests between the defender and the aggressor.110 Proportionality of force for a
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dwelling-house defender means that there are possible scenarios that would require a defender to
assume some amount of threat or possible harm for the benefit of not subjecting the aggressor to
some level of force.111
Aggressors must continuously be understood as people with inherent interests. An
aggressor’s life is a factor to the balancing of what is proportionality of defensive force. Without
consideration to the lives of aggressors, the force used by dwelling-house defenders would lose
the legitimacy it holds through proportionality.112 Although every theoretical approach is weighted
towards the defender, there will always be a point that proportionally “the aggressor’s basic human
interests will outweigh those” of even an innocent defender.113 There will always be a point where
the dwelling-house defender’s use of force against the invading aggressor is too much, and thus,
is unjustified by the householder defence. How this “triggered” threshold of too much force is
determined is the basis of what proportionality of force is for the householder defence.114
Laconically, proportionality also considers an aggressor’s interests. The extent of consideration
these interests are given is the diverging footing of the theoretical approaches to be discussed.
(5) Theory Assessment Framework
COET, forfeiture, rights-based, and communitarian theories all provide a style of approach
to justifying the force used by defenders of the householder defence. They are not strictly
independent. These theories draw on similar factors for evaluation. Each theoretical justification
will be assessed using the same framework.
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Frist, the basis of the theory in question, along with its notable sources will be presented.
Second, the theories predominant arguments for its superiority will be precisely delineated. Third,
the prevailing critiques and relevant counter arguments from each theory will be systematically
reviewed. Both the dominant arguments for and against the theories will directly deal with
proportionality and its unique relationship to each approach’s method of justifying a defender’s
force; a satisfactory relationship to and determination of proportionality is a baseline demand of
any acceptable theory for the householder defence.115

Choice of Evils Theory (COET)
COET, also referred to as lesser evils or consequentialism theory, provides what is
commonly described as a “simple” explanation to the householder defence.116 The defender is
faced with “a forced choice between lives” and this forced choice may sometimes permit the killing
of the aggressor.117 The forced nature of this choice provides the defender with only two options.
First, to use defensive force and to put the aggressors at risk as to preserve their own safety.
Second, to use limited or no defensive force against the aggressor and put themselves at more risk.
Notably, by starting the conflict, the aggressor is the one to force this choice, and thus, their
interests are discounted.118
(1) Arguments in Support of Choice of Evils Theory
Green reports that COET is intuitively the most appealing approach for both laymen and
academics thinking about the householder defence.119 COET can be related to utilitarianism, which
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is mode of evaluation based entirely on measuring the net good and bad that can be applied to
anything, including criminal defence policies. In view of this relationship with utilitarianism,
Green explains that a defender’s actions are justifiably reasonable when the harm caused by this
defensive force is less than that harm that would have initially resulted from the aggressor’s actions
or intended actions.120 The defensive force’s harm can include the aggressor’s extreme injury or
death.
Yet, Green clarifies that the defender’s use of force cannot be so grossly disproportionate
as to eclipse the aggressor’s initially created potential for harm; proportionality of force for COET
is based on gaging the proportions of harm created or intended by both the defender and
aggressor.121 For these reasons, COET’s proportionality measure for the householder defence is
positioned over the defender’s force creating less harm than would have been created by the
aggressor’s initial creation of conflict. Following this, Green asserts that COET discounts the value
of the aggressor’s life by discounting their interests via their moral fault of initiating the conflict
within the defender’s home.122 By focussing on the aggressor’s culpability and its subsequent
effect on the aggressor’s interests, COET leans its utilitarian evaluation of harm in the defender’s
favour.
Noti uses ‘the loss-assignment theory’ to assess COET. The loss-assignment theory
distributes the inevitable loss to the aggressor because it is their actions that create the forced
choice.123 It argues that it is appropriate to assign a loss to the aggressor rather than the defender
due to the aggressor’s morally inferior position.124 Therefore, the loss-assignment theory
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determines that if there is no alternative to distributing some loss, the aggressor should receive the
loss because of their initial culpability.
(2) Critiques Against Choice of Evils Theory
COET’s two most common critiques deal with the limits of an individual’s capacity to
evaluate lives against each other and the pitfalls of balancing of human lives. As previously
discussed, there is an issue in resting the complicated evaluations of necessary and proportional
force to those defenders who must make their decisions under the duress of a surprise confrontation
within their home and expecting these defenders to make properly balanced decisions while their
own lives are endangered.125 COET puts the large responsibility of weighing the complex balance
of lives and force to these same defenders whose lives are circumstantially in jeopardy. Thus, this
balancing exercise, which may alone be past the capacity of any individual human, is placed with
individuals while they experience arguably some of the worst conditions for rational, unhurried,
and complex analysis.126 Noti deals with COET’s flaw of putting too much evaluative
responsibility on defenders while they face threats, by applying the loss-assignment theory the new
possible harms that may be created by the defender and their disproportionate use of force against
the aggressor. A defender who responded to an aggressor’s “minor threat” with “deadly force”
would lose the loss-assignment theory’s protection.127 Unfortunately, this response refrains from
exploring into whether an aggressor’s mere unexpected presence in a defender’s home can ever
constitute a “minor threat” for the householder defence.
COET’s balancing of lives seemingly cannot justify why a single defender may be
permitted to use substantial force and possibly kill multiple aggressors. If any value of an
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aggressor’s life is retained during the invasion of the defender’s home, this creates a serious
problem for when the number of aggressors is greater than the defender and their protected
dependants.128 For instance, is a defender permitted to use deadly force against all twenty
aggressors each posing a real threat to the sole life of the defender? Multiple aggressors are a
problem to COET’s balancing of lives because it is unclear at what number of aggressors that this
balance is no longer in the defender’s favour.129 Green’s defence of COET against the multiple
aggressors dilemma is to rely on COET’s utilitarian nature. If these defenders are no longer
allowed to use defensive force against aggressors in large numbers, it would effectively prevent
defenders from legitimately defending themselves against multiple aggressors.130 Thus, the
balance done by COET must also include a “rule-utilitarian approach” and its ability to include
the consequences of not permitting defenders the defensive force they may need to stop an
aggressor.131

Forfeiture Theory
Although forfeiture theory is widely scrutinized by academics, its rationales are commonly
drawn on by policymakers and ordinary people alike when assessing what is reasonable force for
the householder defence. Forfeiture theory is classically characterized by its focus on the
aggressor’s culpability as the basis for justifying the defender’s use of force.132 This overarching
argument approaches the aggressor and their interests through their guilt of creating the conflict,
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and thus, forfeiture theory circumstantially removes the aggressor’s “right to life, or at least, the
right to claim this right” in relation to the defender’s use of force within the dwelling-house.133
(1) Arguments in Support of Forfeiture Theory
David Alm’s comprehensive exploration of forfeiture theory and Judith Thomson’s
integral conception of the right to life and the right to not be killed will frame this section’s
arguments in support of forfeiture theory. Forfeiture theory was widely rejected by common law
academics in the 1970s and 1980s and many of the key criticisms from this time will be outlined
in the next section.134 Currently, forfeiture theory and its approach to the householder defence
enjoys more widespread support across common law jurisdictions than ever before.135
Alm’s “Self-Defense, Forfeiture, and Necessity” provides a detailed account of forfeiture
theory and its relation to defensive force.136 Forfeiture theory’s overarching argument is that by
virtue of the aggressor’s culpability for unjustly becoming a threat to life in the defender’s
dwelling-house, the aggressor has “forfeited his right to life” with direct relation to the defender.137
There is a reciprocity character to forfeiture theory’s a treatment of rights and interests, which
claims to take what the aggressor was projected or attempted to take.138 For any of the aggressor’s
particular rights to be forfeited, there needs to be a sufficient or stronger reason based on the rights
of the defender for this forfeiture.139
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Can a justification for forfeiture theory be derived from “killer’s forfeiture” or the
reciprocal idea that an individual who unjustly kills an innocent person forfeits their life?140
Initially, it is not clear that what Alm terms a killer’s forfeiture is acceptable itself or in relation to
the householder defence, especially given the modern disintegrating of capital punishment. Yet
this, life for a life conception is on its face proportionally balanced, as per an eye for an eye.141
Whether this eye for an eye mentality is proportional will arise immediately in the critique section.
According to Alm, the difference between killer’s forfeiture and the forfeiture theory’s application
to the householder defence is that the crucial element of reciprocity and vengeance in relation to
the aggressor’s life is missing because the defender has used defensive force.142 Instead, to
appropriately apply to the householder defence this approach must look past the strict life for life
killer’s forfeiture. The aggressor has infringed on the defender’s right to safety and the private
interests attached to their dwelling-house, and thus, these rights of the defender need to constitute
the sufficient reason for the aggressor’s forfeit.143 Thus, the aggressor at the time of the conflict
forfeits these same interests of safety because these are the interests they intended or attempted to
take from the defender.
Importantly, Alm explains that this forfeiture of the aggressor’s rights and interests is
restricted by a necessity requirement. Any forfeit of interests or rights by an aggressor must be
entirely dependent on the specific created circumstances and conduct of said aggressor.144
Although an aggressor’s appeal that there was not a necessity for the defender to use force will be
severely narrowed by the aggressor’s presence in the dwelling-house, a defender’s initial decision
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to use force must be supported by an element of necessity.145 A defender who “needlessly” kills
an aggressor also violates their interests and right to life.146 For forfeiture theory, force is justified
through both the aggressor’s culpability in initiating the incident, by unlaw entry into the dwelling,
and the necessity of the defender’s defensive purpose.147
Thomson’s “Self-Defense and Rights” proposes key arguments for forfeiture theory in
relation to interpreting the aggressor’s right to life.148 As previously discussed, the right to life is
commonly considered an absolute right and this complicates forfeiture theory’s removal of the
aggressor’s right to life in justification of the defender’s force. According to Thomson, an absolute
or “natural” conception of the right to life for all humans at all times is a prime example of “highminded rhetoric” that is unable to cope with the realities of the law and society.149 Forfeiture
theory’s temporality for the aggressor’s loss of rights is based on when the aggressor begins and
stops to pose a threat to the defender.150 Thus, an aggressor will forfeit their right to life when they
make themselves a threat within the defender’s dwelling-house and they will regain this right as
soon as they are no longer a threat to the defender.
Thomson presents two interpretations to why the aggressor’s right to life does not
incorporate a “a right to not be killed” or injured by the defender.151 The first being a “moral
specification” interpretation, which conceives the right to life as only including to not be killed
unjustly or wrongly.152 Alternatively, “factual specification” believes that any incorporation to not
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be killed into the right to life is suspended whenever an aggressor is either attempting to kill
someone else or this someone else has a reasonable belief they must kill the aggressor to preserve
their own life.153 This second interpretation does not differentiate between those aggressors
accountable for trying to kill the defender and those not culpable for this attempt, such as young
children. Thomson favours “moral specification” and its protection against the unjust killing of
aggressors because it tightens what is legitimate force for the defender, especially in relation to
IAs.154 Thomson’s understanding of the aggressor’s right to life is one of the strongest divergent
additions to the arguments for forfeiture theory.
(2) Critiques Against Forfeiture Theory
The three strongest critiques of forfeiture theory will be outlined. The aspect that forfeiture
theory is the most critiqued for is its lex talionis and ‘eye for an eye’ mentality. Forfeiture theory’s
lex talionis consequence, a harsh perspective of retribution, is an element not easily accepted as a
justification for a criminal defence.155 Forfeiture theory’s reliance on the alienability of the right
to life is both crucial to this approach’s basis and an extremely controversial notion.156 Specifically,
commentors take objection with this claim to alienability’s temporality, in that forfeiture theory
alleges a “temporary loss of rights” and this is a notion steeper than a full and permanent loss of
rights for the aggressor.157 Is it possible for the conduct of an aggressor to be so unjust and
wrongful in relation to the defender, that the aggressor temporarily loses their inherent protections
of their own right to life as to justify the defender’s force?158
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The counter argument to the lex talionis critique is split into two parts, which are,
respectively, (a) the aggressor’s direct loss of rights and (b) the timing of this loss. It is seemingly
innate that the aggressor should not be capable of claiming the protections related to the same
interest they violated for the defender.159 This moral distinction and direct relationship of interests
between the defender and aggressor is important to why the aggressor’s forfeit of rights creates a
gain for the defender.160 Thus, the aggressor’s loss of the same rights and interests they violate,
must be justified by a direct contingency that narrows the scope that these rights can be loss,
meaning when the aggressor’s rights are forfeit, they are only forfeited in relation to the
defender.161
The second rationale for why the lex talionis character of forfeiture theory is acceptable is
the specific temporality of when the aggressor’s rights are lost. The timing of the aggressor’s rights
being lost is narrowed to when the aggressor becomes a threat and when they cease to be a threat.162
The direct and temporary forfeiture of the aggressor’s rights are restrictive rationales for why
forfeiture theory’s reliance on the lex talionis mentality. Yet, the timing of when an aggressor loses
and regains their right to life and interests has itself been criticized extensively, and thus, it is not
clear that these two rationales convincingly protect forfeiture from the lex talionis critique.
Forfeiture theory’s relationship to proportionality has continuously been a point of
contention for academics. Can an aggressor who only threatens minor harm be subject to a
defender’s more significant use of force that would require a forfeiture greater than that equal to
the aggressor’s initial conduct?163 Forfeiture theory’s sole focus on the aggressor’s choice to
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invade the defender’s dwelling-house implies that the only rights the defender’s force can justly
infringe on must be directly linked to this choice.164 A defender who escalates the conflict with
their force to a completely disproportionate level may reverse the forfeiture in the aggressor’s
favour; this possibility is very problematic for proportionality because it would require the tracking
of possibly multiple reversals of prioritized rights.165
Alm’s most substantial criticism for forfeiture theory deals with the amount of force the
defender is permitted to use in relation to the aggressor’s forfeit. Although it is generally accepted
that the harm caused by genuine defensive force can be more than the harm to be caused without
the defender’s actions, forfeiture theory complicates this idea by its dependency on the aggressor’s
initiation of conflict.166 This focus on the aggressor’s original creation of conflict and the level of
harm this initial conflict was expected to cause makes it unclear what amount of harm the defender
is permitted to create with their force.167 According to Alm, forfeiture theory’s sole root in the
aggressor’s initiation of the conflict presents “no principled” method of determining “which harms
are proportional” to those first put into motion by the aggressor besides those harms that would be
largely disproportionate.168 Forfeiture theory does not approach the householder defence with the
strength of a clear determination of proportional force.
A possible defence for forfeiture theory’s proportionality comes through shifting the focus
to the aggressor’s intention to cause harm instead of the level of harm the aggressor intended to
inflict. The creation of a dangerous situation is an intentional harm and can be the focus for
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forfeiture theory’s moral analysis.169 Thus, forfeiture theory’s lex talionis mentality becomes an
easier exchange because it exchanges the aggressor’s intentional harm of a home invasion for the
defender’s intentional harm of defensive force. The defender’s force instead relies on the
aggressor’s forfeit to the right to not be subject to intentional harm.170 This shift to the aggressor’s
general intention instead of on the specific intention of the aggressor to cause a set of harms allows
for forfeiture theory to by-pass a proportional force requirement and mandate that the aggressor
has forfeited a right to be free of intentional harm.

Rights-based Theories
Rights-based theories focus on the rights of the defender and uses the defender’s
heightened right to defend themselves as a justification for the householder defence.171 The
intrusion and threat the aggressor creates to the defender’s privacy and safety within the dwellinghouse is akin to the types of threats created by those crimes that infringe on a victim’s basic
autonomy and personal liberties, such as rape and kidnapping; moreover, this infringement on the
defender’s basic autonomy justifies their use of force against the aggressor because it is a direct
means to preserve their autonomy and life.172 An extremely important distinction between rightsbased theories and all other theories discussed by this dissertation is that rights-based theories
generally do not incorporate an element of proportionality and provides that the defender is under
no obligation to use proportionate force.173
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(1) Arguments in Support of Rights-based Theories
George Fletcher’s Rethinking criminal Law is an early work advocating an autonomy
focussed rights-based theory for self-defence within common law academia, but this approach has
traditionally been linked to both German and Soviet legal theory.174 Rights-based theories have an
exclusive focus on the rights of the defender and the violation of these rights, instead of on the
aggressor’s culpability.175 Any attack or threat during a home invasion is an infringement on the
defender’s autonomy, and this conflict to the defender’s rights justifies the defender’s use of
defensive force.176 A common theme among various accounts of rights-based theories, which
Fletcher notes, is that the aggressor is placed “outside the protection of the law” by virtue of their
initiation of the conflict because this breaches a shared social contract that binds all members of
society “to respect the living space of others” and their respective rights to autonomy.177 Defenders
are empowered fully to use force against aggressors that infringe on their autonomy by invading
their homes; moreover, Fletcher suggests that this empowerment and privilege for the defender
will help “to maintain the social order” and deter crime.178 This idea that increasing the amount of
force defenders are permitted to use based on their right to autonomy will discourage home
invasions and related crimes will be explored further in the communitarian theory section.
Similarly, John La Fond’s “The Case for Liberalizing the Use of Deadly Force in SelfDefense” proposes rationales for a rights-based theory that concentrate on the vindication of the
defender’s right to autonomy.179 La Fond asserts that a proper formulation for the householder
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defence is justified through the defender’s autonomy and is capable of creating “an absolute right”
to use defensive force against the aggressor.180 The aggressor’s intrusion into the defender’s
private sphere must be balanced with equally severe measures as to ensure the defender’s personal
safety.181 La Fond considers autonomy to be a right of “absolute importance” and unjustified
conflict with this right through interference into an individual’s “personal domain” to more than
warrant any necessary means, such as force.182 A right to autonomy justifies the defender’s use of
force because the aggressor has an ultimate right to autonomy that must be preserved and protected
by heightening the degree of force a defender can use against an aggressor creating conflict with
this right.183
Subsequently, La Fond argues that there should be no proportionality requirement for
defensive force based on the defender’s right to autonomy and that this would only demerit the
“effectiveness” of the defender’s response to the aggressor’s threat.184 A defender should not be
made to “endure” possible harm within their dwelling-house under the banner of proportionality
in the aggressor’s favour and in the hopes that the criminal law will later arrest and punish the
aggressor.185 For La Fond, the householder defence should not be hindered by a proportionality or
“interest-balancing” requirement and should prioritize the protection of the defender’s right to
autonomy and to respond appropriately when this right is attacked by the aggressor.186
Robert Schopp’s autonomy justification for the defender’s force is the importance of
protecting the value of each person’s autonomy as a societal value. Although autonomy is
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generally associated with a right the individuals hold, its protection for the individual produces a
collective benefit. This interpretation of autonomy as a collective importance holds true especially
for the householder defence, which deals with the protection of thew defender’s private sphere and
space of fundamental interests. A defender using legitimate defensive force against an invading
aggressor is both protecting their own autonomy relevant interests and defending against the
“unlawful aggression” towards one of the many private spheres that makes up the collective.187
Schopp claims that the defensive force in question is not the aggressor’s partial or ultimate
punishment.188 In contrast, the justified defensive force constitutes a direct enforcement and
protestation of “a deeper value” of the equal right to autonomy within each individual’s sphere of
“personal sovereignty” that the aggressor attacked with their invasion of the defender’s dwellinghouse.189 Alternatively, if a defender was not permitted to use defensive force to protect these
values when the state was unavailable to provide protection, the state would be forcing the defender
to accept the aggressor’s attack on their rights and be indirectly violating the defender’s
autonomy.190
Alternatively, in her book Killing in Self-Defence, Fiona Leverick’s rights-based and
forfeiture hybrid theory justifies the defender’s use of force with a focus on the defender’s right to
life.191 This theoretical justification is unique because it combines a forfeiture approach focussed
on the aggressor’s threatening conduct with a rights-based approach focussed on the defender’s
threatened right to life.192 Leverick argues that her hybrid approach’s main attraction is that it is
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not restricted by the possibly overriding interests of the aggressor.193 First, one-half of Leverick’s
theory is a defender specific rights-based approach, which draws on the fundamental right to
life.194 No offence or lack of defence can oblige a defender to abandon their own life.195 The threat
posed to the defender’s right to life generates a justification for the defender’s use of force to not
retaliate against this threat and the aggressor’s violation, but to “simply” protect their right to life
while it is under threat.196 Second, the second half of Leverick’s theory focusses on the aggressor’s
forfeiture via their conduct. Although most forfeiture theory accounts are controversial because of
their reliance on the aggressor’s culpability, Leverick’s approach to the aggressor’s forfeit is based
on the aggressor’s conduct and not on culpability for their actions.197 The aggressor forfeits their
right to life by virtue of their conduct alone. This conduct must make the aggressor an immediate
and unjust threat to the defender’s life, which cannot be stopped by any lesser means than the
defender’s use of force.198
Leverick outlines central advantages of her hybrid approach to justifying a defender’s
force. This hybrid approach can help to explain the householder defence’s defender favoured
legitimization of force because the aggressor’s conduct has temporarily forfeited their right to
life.199 Furthermore, Leverick’s hybrid approach limits the duration the defensive force will be
justified to the actual time in which the aggressor, through their conduct, poses a threat to the
defender’s life.200 Similar to this time limit, this hybrid approach’s focus on the aggressor’s
conduct places a proportional limit on the amount of force a defender will be allowed to use, which
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is measured against the reasonable possibilities of alternative solutions in each circumstance.201 In
a later article, “Defending Self-Defence,” Leverick reaffirms her rights-based and forfeiture
approach to self-defence and the householder defence.202 Within this same article, in particular,
she levels criticism at Sangero’s approach; these criticisms will be discussed in the communitarian
theory critiques.
(2) Critiques Against Rights-based Theory
The overarching critique directed at rights-based theories and their justifications for a
defender’s use of force is the lack of proportionality it requires for this force.203 Without a
proportionality requirement, the householder defence would authorize a defender’s force
regardless of its relationship to the aggressor’s potential threat and the relevant circumstances.204
Sangero asserts that rights-based theories, especially in relation to the householder defence, are
fundamentally flawed and unacceptable because of their negation of a requirement for proportional
force.205 If an absolutist rights-based approach is adopted with no proportional force requirement,
the defender’s discretion becomes the sole limit on the amount of force they can apply.206 Sangero
stresses that “all modern legal systems” place “tremendous importance” on proportionality and its
complex relationship to force for self-defence, and thus, a theoretical approach that purposely
excluded a proportionality requirement to measure a defender’s force could never be accepted for
justifying the present householder defence laws.207
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Likewise, Schopp levels criticism specifically at Fletcher’s approach to autonomy because
of its lack of consideration for proportionality of force and would allow “grossly disproportionate”
force.208 Schopp is dissatisfied with Fletcher’s implication that the defender’s “compassion and
concern for humanity” are reliable enough to stand in place of a proportionality requirement.209
Fletcher directly discusses autonomy’s relationship to past and present conceptions of
proportionality in the criminal law. An enduring claim on proportionality and the sanctioning of
deadly force is that capital punishment is equivalent to the use of deadly force in its consequences,
and thus, the “severity” of the aggressor’s transgressions must be in line with these
consequences.210 Proportionality is a fundamental principle for criminal law, which must be taken
into account for any sanctioning of force like that of the householder defence and its defence of
both persons and habitation.211 Autonomy’s relationship with proportionality is a key source of
debate, but Fletcher contends that too much consideration for proportionality in relation to a
defender’s use of force will subject citizens to unjust imprisonment and condemnation.212
Yet, Schopp presents his own rebuttal and illustrative example to criticisms around the
defender’s right to autonomy and proportionality. A defender may “take any action against an
aggressor necessary to prevent” a violation of their rights because said aggressor has moved
outside their “protected sphere” of rights when they became a threat to the defender.213 The
defender’s rights are prioritized over the aggressor’s interests in their safety via this distinction.214
With no obligation to proportionality, a defender is permitted to break an aggressor’s leg if it would
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prevent their sustaining a black eye; the defender is under no obligation to sustain this black eye if
the only way to prevent it is to use a disproportionate amount of force.215
Schopp’s example illustrates the dilemma with including a proportionality requirement into
the householder defence. It is unrealistic to expect defenders to not ever blunder a measurement of
the force necessary to thwart the aggressor’s threat, especially when these defenders are
unsuspectingly come upon in their dwelling-houses.216 In Schopp’s example, the defender is
awakened by an aggressor climbing into their dwelling-house through the window.217 Two options
avail the defender. She can either not hesitate and hit the aggressor over the head with her bat or
she can scream “stop or I’ll brain you” and warn the aggressor.218 Both options are imperfect when
assessed by for proportionality. The first option may unnecessarily and severely harm the
aggressor because a verbal warning would have sufficed and convinced the aggressor to stop.219
However, the second option could result in an escalation of the harm to the defender because the
aggressor may respond to this threat with a higher level of violence.220 For instance, the aggressor
may have a gun and start shooting into the defender’s bedroom. Therefore, Schopp argues that a
rights-based approach to the householder defence is proper because the justification of force should
always heavily prioritize the rights of defender over the possibility of injury or death to the
aggressor.221 If accounts must be made for errors in the defender’s use of force, they should favour
the defender.
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Communitarian and Social-legal Order Theory
Communitarian theory’s justification for the householder defence’s legitimization of the
defender’s force used against the aggressor is established on the social negative of allowing the
aggressor’s initial crime of invading another’s dwelling-house going unchecked and
unbalanced.222 By strengthening the householder defence and increasing the legitimate sources of
force that aggressors may be subject to for invading the dwelling-houses of others, society will be
benefited by a deterrent effect on home invasions. Communitarian theory can aid in explaining
why the householder defence is an anomalous case of public opinion wanting a defence to be
strengthened, instead of the usual desire for offences to be strengthened. Thus, the more lawful
force defendants are permitted, the fewer initial crimes will be committed by the victims in
question. Accordingly, an increase in the force the defendant can use is justified by its deterrence
of potential crime. Community safety and the social-legal order (SLO) are the essential legs to the
communitarian theory.223 Unlike the other theories this chapter has presented, communitarian
theory fundamentally contextualizes the householder defence with factors outside of the immediate
interests of the aggressor and defender.
(1) Arguments in Support of Communitarian Theory
In a review of Sangero’s book, Broder and Enker discuss Sangero’s focus on the factor of
the SLO in relation to the aggressor’s conduct, culpability, and interests.224 Sangero’s conception
of the SLO as a factor to justifying a defender’s use of force against an aggressor “lies at the center”
of Sangero’s theoretical approach.225 Therefore, Sangero’s approach to rationalizing the force
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legitimized by the householder defence will be discussed within the communitarian theory section
because although it purports itself to be a consequentialist approach, its defining and unique
academic character is its work in relation to the factor of the SLO.
Sangero’s theoretical approach, and its unique inclusion of the SLO, is both the most
convincing and prominent communitarian approach to the householder defence. Sangero’s
theoretical approach is based on a necessary balance between three rationales, which is most
similar to the COET balance framework.226 Yet, Sangero believes that these justifications of
defensive force should be viewed as the “best possible good” for society.227 Its justification nature
is reinforced by theoretically justifying forms of self-defence only in so far as the defensive force
continues to be a community good.228 The requirement of proportionality of force is itself evidence
for the rights of the aggressor to be taken to some degree of consideration.229 Proportionality of
force remains central by not removing and only attenuating the aggressor’s “absolute” right to life
in the equation.230 This conception of the householder defence as an exceedingly positive thing for
society is an additional reason to the SLO for why Sangero’s work is being discussed in the
communitarian theory section.
Sangero’s three pillars of justification, which are each insufficient when taken individually,
are the aggressor’s culpability, the defender’s right to autonomy, and most importantly the SLO.231
The first two of these rationales have already been discussed and will be discussed here for how
Sangero applies them to justifying a defender’s use of force. Whereas a “sweeping definition” of
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the SLO could include a spectrum between the two other rationales, Sangero affirms that the three
rationales need to remain independent because absorption between them would make their
consideration unfit for the purpose.232 The SLO is able to push the proportionality requirement in
favour of both the defender and the aggressor; both the aggressor’s infringement on the defender’s
rights and an excessive use of force harm the SLO.233 SLO’s weight is dependent on the “direct
proportion” of the other two key interests of the defender and aggressor.234 Although the rationale
of SLO is the most powerful factor to Sangero’s balance, it cannot properly justify the defender’s
force alone.235
Three arguments are presented for why Sangero’s theoretical approach is best suited for
justifying defensive force. First, the SLO is adaptable to the changes in societal values that
inevitably occur over time because it is balanced on the present, and thus, can change alongside
the future.236 Second, Sangero argues that the legitimization of defensive force is an important
public interest and that his framework deters aggressors from their initial crime and centralizes
proportionality of force.237 Third, the householder defence’s simultaneous protection of the right
to autonomy and community values should be reflected its justifications of defensive force.238 The
integration and structure of SLO’s inclusion allows it to be an uniquely genuine factor for
proportionality because it functions for the benefit of society, and thus, is able to protect either the
aggressor or defender.239 Both the aggressor and the defender’s conduct can be interpreted as to
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harm the SLO, and this interpretation is the core of Sangero’s unique approach to including a
proportional force requirement for the householder defence.240
(2) Critiques Against Communitarian Theory
As mentioned before, Leverick’s article “Defending Self-defence” directly argues with
Sangero’s theoretical approach to the householder defence. Leverick has objections with Sangero
as a “consequentialist” because this style of approach traditionally judges an action “purely” on its
consequences.241 According to Leverick, Sangero’s uneasily conflicts with the equality of all
human life because the aggressor’s life is discounted through their culpability.242 Yet, this line of
thinking with no limitation could result in a double discounting of both lives because the defender’s
life could be discounted by establishing that they have somehow “contributed” to the conflict,
acted violently in the past, or is “likely” to act violently in the future.243
For Leverick, Sangero’s SLO is “effectively” a problematic inclusion of “the state of law
and order in society” into the justification of the defender’s force.244 Hence, the SLO must always
favour the defender as to favour the defender’s use of defensive force in the way that most common
law jurisdictions do.245 Finally, Leverick takes objection with Sangero and communitarian theory’s
assertion that strengthening the permission and justification of a defender’s force will produce a
deterrent effect on home invasion related crimes because a higher allowance of force will logically
deter aggressors.246 Arguing to the contrary, Leverick contends that permitting a higher level of
defensive force will only escalate the amount of force and harm in total because it will encourage
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defenders to use force “too quickly” and encourage aggressors to more readily arm themselves
with the expectation of defensive force.247 Overall, Leverick is dissatisfied with Sangero’s
theoretical approach to the householder defence, which heavily relies on the communitarian
theoretical approach factor SLO.

Relationships Between the Four Theories
The relationships between the four theoretical approaches to the householder defence will
be assessed via three avenues. The three points of comparison are their utilitarian-retributivist
divide, their orientations, and their various approaches to IAs.
(1) Utilitarian and Retributivist Rationales
Heller divides the theoretical approaches to the householder defence into two categories
characterized by similar rationales. The two types are utilitarian and retributivist.248 Utilitarian
rationales justify the householder defence by focusing on the net positives and negatives produced
by sanctioning a defender’s use force.249 The most candidly utilitarian theoretical approach is
COET because it weighs the life of the defender and aggressor against each other for their positive
influence on the circumstances of the home invasion.250 Communitarian theory’s position with
utilitarian rationales is more complicated; the approach’s assertion that the force sanctioned by the
householder defence will “overtime preserve” more lives is a utilitarian justification because it
looks past the specific circumstances of the home invasion to a pattern of crime in society.251
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Alternatively, retributivist rationales focus on the wrongful and unlawful conduct of the aggressor
and the defender’s subsequent claim to recourse and entitlement to use force.252 Forfeiture theory
is retributivist because of its emphasis on the aggressor’s wrongful choice and direct forfeit.253
Similarly, rights-based theory’s attention to the defender’s entitlement to protect their unlawfully
disturbed rights is a retributivist rationale.254 Although connected assessments of the rationales are
being made, Heller’s divide on utilitarian and retributivist rationales do not mirror aggressor and
defender orientations.
(2) Aggressor-Orientations
Whether a theoretical approach is oriented to the defender or aggressor is based on the
concern of the theory’s justification. For instance, if a theory is fully based on an aggressor’s
culpability, this is an aggressor-orientation. In contrast, if the defender’s interests and safety are
the theory’s primary focus, this is a defender-orientation. Both COET and forfeiture theory have
aggressor-orientations. COET is ultimately aggressor focussed because it is the aggressor’s actions
that force the defender’s choice, which is conventionally understood as not genuinely a choice for
the defender.255 Forfeiture theory’s aggressor-orientation is based on its central claim that the
aggressor forfeits their right to life.256 Aggressor-centered approaches divest aggressors of their
moral standing and subordinately position them as to authorize for the defender’s use of force.257
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(3) Defender-Orientations
Rights-based theories consider how an aggressor infringes the defender’s rights but are
based on the defender’s interests in protecting their own rights. The treatment of culpable and IAs
identically is an indication maker of a defender-orientation because it suggests that the aggressor’s
culpability is irrelevant and of “disregard” to the theoretical approach.258 Thus, the householder
defence is not designed to punish the aggressor for their wrongful invasion into the defender’s
dwelling-house, and it is instead meant to empower defenders to “nullify” threats within their
living spaces.259 The exclusive foundation rights-based theories have via the defender’s interests
reflects a clear defender-orientation.260
(4) Hybrid-Orientations
Leverick and Sangero’s theoretical approaches to the householder defence have hybridorientations, meaning their orientations have fundamental elements fixed on aggressors and
defenders. Leverick’s combination of a rights-based theory centered on the defender’s right to life
and a forfeiture theory focussed on the aggressor’s conduct composites a hybrid-orientation. Both
forfeiture and rights-based theories have been detailed above as having aggressor and defender
orientations, respectively. As previously discussed, Sangero’s structural inclusion of the SLO as a
factor capable of being shifted in favour of both the aggressor and defender is unique quality to
his theoretical approach. This factor’s dual focus is a hybrid-orientation. Likewise, the
communitarian theory’s concern for societal values and protections is a hybrid-orientation.
Although there is direct conflict between Leverick and Sangero’s arguments for the proper
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theoretical justification for the householder defence, they are both in favour of theories with hybrid
orientations.
(5) Innocent Aggressors
The third point of comparison will be IAs. An IA is an aggressor that poses a real threat to
the defender but is not culpable for this threat because they lack the required mental capabilities.261
The classic example of an IA is a young child who is in possession of a gun and does not
comprehend the weapon’s danger.262 Although the significant injury and death of an IA and the
use of force to subdue an IA posing a threat are “logically distinguishable[,]” these aims may not
be “practically distinguishable” for defenders.263 IAs cast doubts on the morality of limiting certain
disproportionate levels of force for defenders facing home invasions.264 For self-defence related
theories, IAs are “a general test-case” of theoretical approaches.265 How COET, forfeiture theory,
rights-based theories, and communitarian theory deal with and accommodates the difficulty of IAs
will be outlined.
COET’s relationship to IAs is sometimes defended with the ‘future harm’ principle.266 This
principle approaches this challenge by claiming that a defender’s force against an IA is justified
because by stopping the IA, the defender is stopping the harm trajectory that the IA is on and
prevents a greater amount of future harm.267 This rationale is most applicable to IAs suffering from
a mental illness and who are unlikely to stop after their encounter with the defender.268 In contrast,
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this principle provides less justification for why in an isolated incident where the IA is a young
child and is only causing temporary danger, it is permissible for a defender to use significant force.
To judge actions within a vacuum of their consequences is extremely controversial for the criminal
law and would devalue justice and individual rights.269
Although the rights and interests of the aggressor are not fully lost, COET discounts these
interests significantly based on the aggressor’s choice to create the conflict within the defender’s
home.270 This discounting cannot be justified for IAs because they are not morally culpable for
creating the initial conflict. The COET is unable to justify the force used against IAs because of
an over dependency on the aggressor’s culpability in relation to the defender’s forced choice.271
Unless the lives of IAs, which are classically conceived as young children, are automatically
conceived as “worth less than” that of the defender’s life, COET must fail to justify the
householder defence’s legitimization of force against IAs.272 It cannot be said that the COET
provides a full and convincing answer to why it may be permissible for a defender to use force
against an IA. Therefore, COET is characterized by its lack of a strong explanation in relation to
IAs, its weak argumentative basis in relation to the value of life, and its simplistic approach to
proportionality of force.
While the aggressor’s forfeit justifies the defender’s use of force, forfeiture theory’s
treatment of IAs cannot follow this suit because IAs are not culpable.273 Leverick acknowledges
that traditional understandings of forfeiture theory and that its focus culpability make it difficult
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to see how the approach could justify force against IAs.274 Yet, Leverick argues that her conception
of conduct focussed forfeiture theory does explain why a defender may permissibly use force
against and injure an IA.275 By basing its rationale on the aggressor’s conduct as a threat to the
defender, Leverick’s approach is able to justify force against innocent and culpable aggressors
identically.276
Similar to the lack of a proportionality requirement, rights-based theories are commonly
criticized for their lack of constructive consideration for IAs.277 Yet, Schopp argues that it would
be an “unreasonable” demand on defenders to require a special standard of impartiality in relation
to IAs, when this standard may require significant harm to the defender.278 The householder
defence and its justification must be viewed alongside “broader political” ideas of individual
liberty and the need for protections for defenders when aggressors attempt to violate these essential
rights.279 Thus, IAs’ lack of culpability does not “erode” a defender’s relationship to their rights
and do not weaken their ability to rely on this relationship as to justify their use of force.280 Rightsbased approaches treat IAs like all other aggressors because the lack of culpability does not change
a defender’s relation to their own rights.
Sangero’s unique communitarian theory explicitly disengages with IAs because he claims
that a defender’s force against an IA is a situation outside the bounds of the householder defence.281
IAs should be the responsibility of excuse defences.282 Defensive force against IAs should be
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allowed, but this scenario is more in line with the undesirable but permitted behaviour of excuse
defences.283 Sangero admits that this exclusion might cause confusion between excuse and
justification defence forms of the householder defence.284
Leverick objects to Sangero’s exclusionary approach to IAs.285 For Sangero’s claim that
IAs should be excluded, his claim that these scenarios should be dealt with by necessity and excuse
defences must be accepted. Leverick notes that necessity and excuse do not protect defenders
against charges of murder in many common law jurisdictions, and thus, his approach would leave
many defenders who genuinely used deadly force against IAs without a sufficient defence.286
Moreover, the killing of others is commonly excluded by excuse defences “precisely” because an
individual “killing an innocent person” as to save their own life is understood as inexcusable and
morally impermissible.287 IAs are a common dilemma for all theoretical approaches to the
householder defence, and thus, it allows for a clean cross-section of all four of this dissertation’s
most applicable theories.

Conclusion
There is significant overlap between the rationales for the four presented theoretical
approaches to the householder defence. COET tilts the balance between the lives of the defender
and the aggressor in the defender’s favour by focussing on both the aggressor’s culpability in
creating this forced choice for the defender, as well as the defender’s intrinsic stock in their own
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life. Forfeiture theory justifies the force permitted by the householder defence via the aggressor’s
unlawful trespassing into the defender’s dwelling-house and positioning themselves as a threat,
and thus, the aggressor forfeits their right to life and to not experience the defensive force the
defender may use against them. Rights-based theories justify a defender’s use of force on the
defender’s rights, which have been interfered with by the aggressor and must be protected. Broader
understandings of society values and social relationships between the aggressor and defender are
the basis to developed communitarian theories. COET, forfeiture theory, rights-based theories, and
communitarian theory should not considered entirely separate within academic and policy-making
vacuums.
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Chapter 3: Canada Policy
In 2012, the Canadian Criminal Code’s (CC) self-defence and defence of property
provisions underwent reform. This reform came into effect March 2013 and was made by Bill C26: The Citizen's Arrest and Self-defence Act.288

Chapter Outline
After a historical overview of the householder defence, the law immediately prior to the
2012 reform will be explored for its notorious demerits.289 Before turning to Canada’s passing of
C-26, both Mr David Chen’s and Mr Joseph Singleton’s experiences will be discussed.
Parliamentary debates and meetings will be highlighted to better understand the political
dimension of reform. Finally, the assessment of the actual changes C-26 enacted to the CC and the
householder defence will focus on academic and judicial receptions of sections 34 and 35.290

Prior to Reform
The householder defence’s historical route to C-26 will be tracked. The relevant leading
cases will be examined for their important decisions in relation to what force is permitted by the
householder defence. Two significant case stories for C-26 are David Chen and Joseph Singleton.
To conclude this section on the law prior, relevant calls for reform will be summarised.
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(1) Historical Overview
Between 1892 and 2012, there were only incremental legislative expansions and minor
judicial changes to self-defence.291 Initially, two versions of the CC were produced. Sir James
Stephen, an English codification aficionado, produced the first draft, which was generally aimed
at eliminating excessive technicalities.292 This 1878 draft contained forthright self-defence
provisions, while also expressly including the Blackstonian concepts of retreat, necessity,
proportionality, and the castle doctrine.293 Alternatively, the Royal Commission’s 1879 redraft
sought to generate a comprehensive and accessible piece of legislation.294 Utilizing similar
principles, the 1879 version’s self-defence provisions were more elaborate and structured a more
complex application of the law.295 Ultimately, Parliament implemented the Royal Commission’s
1879 draft and its intricate scheme.
The 1955 revisions to self-defence were extensively criticized for being incoherent and
complex.296 Arguably, the 1955 changes produced “the most confusing tangle” of Canadian law
prior to 2000.297 Attempting to modernize, the 1955 reforms dismantled the existing defence of
property and self-defence provisions into smaller sections and subsections; however, this
disassembled the underlying legal scheme’s comprehensive nature.298
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Case Law Prior to C-26
Without a clear parliamentary intent, the courts attempted to reconcile the confusing
legislation with key principles through non-literal interpretations and by directly acknowledging
inconsistencies.299 The case law important to the householder defence will be used to
chronologically map these attempts.
(1) R v McIntosh
R v McIntosh300 concerned Mr Bevin McIntosh’s self-defence claim for his fatal stabbing
of Basile Hudson.301 The pair’s aggressive relationship was over equipment McIntosh lent to
Hudson.302 McIntosh armed himself with a knife and approached Hudson outside.303 A heated
verbal exchange soon turned to a physical struggle. When Hudson attempted to attack him with a
hand truck, McIntosh stabbed him and fled the scene.304
McIntosh is a turning point in recognizing that the previous four primary provisions for
self-defence, sections 34(1), 34(2), 35 and 37, were themselves irreconcilable.305 Chief Justice
Lamer credited the lower courts’ collective experience of an “unrealistic” search for an orderly,
“phantom” parliamentary intention.306 This ruling shelved section 35 and collared section 37.
Redundancy specifically between section 34 and section 35, “effectively” made section 35
obsolete.307
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Officially, section 37 provided for the defence of others, but it was framed so “broadly”
that it could logically be applied to “specific situations contemplated” by sections 34 and 35.308
Without its proportionality requirements, section 37 would have most likely swallowed the selfdefence scheme; this provision alone was “not subject to the preliminary conditions” set by other
provisions and is open to those defendants that did intend “to kill or cause bodily harm” to
aggressors.309 McIntosh prevented section 37 from eclipsing the law of self-defence by
subordinating more restraining sections. Explicitly assigning section 37 to only when sections 34
and 35 were “not applicable” was paramount because it made clear that not giving the jury
instruction on section 37 did not constitute an error.310 Chief Justice Lamer called for “legislative
action” to cleanse Canada’s self-defence regime of its inconsistency.311
(2) R v Gunning
In R v Gunning,312 the householder defence was directly clarified. Mr Chester Charlie
entered Jody Gunning’s home uninvited during a party and assaulted Gunning whilst refusing to
leave.313 Gunning retrieved his shotgun to “intimidate or scare” Charlie and then when a
confrontation broke, the gun “discharged accidentally” killing Charlie.314
Gunning refined what elements were necessary for section 41. Whereas section 40 dealt
with the force used to prevent a person from breaking and entering the dwelling-house, section 41
deals with the defensive force used against trespassers to the dwelling-house or on real property
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and stipulates that “no more force than is necessary” is permitted.315 Justice Charron discussed
section 41 because Gunning’s defence of his dwelling-house “was intrinsically connected” to his
careless shotgun use.316
Gunning refined section 41 by outlining four required elements: the defender was in
possession of the dwelling-house, the defender’s possession was peaceable, the aggressor was a
trespasser to the dwelling-house, and the defender’s use of force against the aggressor was
considered with “all the circumstances” to be reasonable.317 Justice Charron coupled
reasonableness of force to the total circumstances but drawing distinction between the force used
by the defender and the consequences of this force.318 This prevented fatal consequences from
“automatically” failing section 41.319 From Gunning, defendants would not be permitted to
intentionally use lethal force if defending property alone.320
(3) R v Szczerbaniwicz
R v Szczerbaniwicz321 addressed what is reasonable and proportionate force for defence of
property.322 In determining whether Mr Szczerbaniwicz used excessive force in defence of his
property, section 39’s language of “no more force than is necessary” and reasonableness as
dependent on “all the circumstances” needed to be examined.323 This language was in many
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provisions, and thus, Szczerbaniwicz’s interpretation held implications for both defence of property
and self-defence.324
Justice Abella reasoned that any justification of force must be “subject” to it being
“necessary” and “not disproportioned” to the avoided consequences.325 Szczerbaniwicz elucidated
that in the assessment of reasonable force, which was already connected to the concept of “no more
than necessary” and the entire circumstances, the defender’s “subjective belief as to the nature of
the danger or harm” and the “objective component” of this belief’s “reasonable grounds” were
both essential.326 Szczerbaniwicz explicitly connected reasonableness and proportionality of force
to objective and subjective standards.
(4) R v Forde
In R v Forde,327 the trial judge erred by allowing the jury to consider Mr Cedric Forde’s
“failure to retreat from his home” in assessing reasonableness.328 Clive McNabb was stabbed by
Forde in Forde’s bedroom, after McNabb either “pushed or slapped” Forde’s partner, who was
McNabb’s former spouse.329 McNabb and Forde illegally dealt drugs together.330 When Forde
entered the room, his arguing with McNabb soon turned into a physical confrontation, with
McNabb threatening the defendant with a knife; however, Forde pulled out a hidden knife from
the closet and fatally stabbed McNabb first.331
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The prior section 34 was the dominant self-defence provision and 34(2) dealt with those
that caused death or grievous bodily harm.332 Forde recognised that three elements must be proved
for a successful section 34(2) claim: there was “an unlawful assault” against the defendant, the
defendant reasonably apprehended “a risk of death or grievous bodily harm” to themselves, and
the defender reasonably believed that their use of force against the aggressor was “necessary” to
prevent themselves from suffering a similar fate.333
Section 34(2) does not require a defender’s retreat.334 Retreat reflects that force should be
a last resort, but it is well-established that there is no duty to retreat at home. In fact, retreating at
home “is not a reasonable option for self-preservation” because an individual’s home is “already”
a place of retreat.335 Justice LaForme ruled that the jury are not entitled to consider whether a
defender retreated when they faced a threat at home.336

Two Cases for Reform
Chen’s and Singleton’s experiences were important to C-26’s passing. Chen’s experiences
only dealt loosely with defence of property. Singleton’s experiences concerned the burglary of his
home.
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(1) Chen
Chen owned the Lucky Moose Food Mart, which is a grocery store located in Toronto’s
Chinatown.337 Chen became C-26’s “cause célèbre” and a public symbol of “honest, hard-working
people at odds with a justice system that coddles” criminals.338 The May 2009 incident began with
Anthony Bennett, who was a repeat shoplifter, stealing a flower tray and fleeing.339 Bennett came
back the same day and was pursued by Chen and two employees.340 He attempted to “fill the void”
because the police had repeatedly failed him; he pursued, beat, hogtied, and forced Bennett into a
van.341 Chen was charged with forcible confinement, assault, kidnapping, and possession of a
concealed weapon, which was a boxcutter.342 Chen claimed his conduct was that of “a lawful
citizen’s arrest” based on Bennet’s initial thefts. Ultimately, Chen was acquitted.
Chen spoke at a standing committee meeting for reform.343 Chen’s charges received
national attention and public support for stronger protections for those protecting their property.344
The “political repercussions” of this public support became a central driver of C-26.345 For the
Conservative Party, Chen’s experiences and public support coincided with the party’s general push
for punitive legal reform. A leaked internal document from the Conservatives “identified ‘very
ethnic’ swing ridings… including Chinese ridings in the Greater Toronto area… which, if won,
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could give the Conservatives a majority government” in the upcoming election.346 Prime Minister
Stephen Harper participated in a “highly publicized photo-op” at Chen’s store soon before C-26
was passed.347 Notably, Prime Minister Harper and Minister Nicholson both gifted Chen with leaf
shaped maple syrup bottles, which created precise nationalistic symbolism between Chinese
Canadians and the Conservative Party.348
(2) Singleton
In 2010, Singleton and his wife returned to their home in rural Alberta to interrupt a
burglary.349 The couple went through the garage into the home, here Singleton picked up a small
hatchet.350 They saw that their home had been ransacked. As Singleton’s wife called the police,
Singleton went back to the driveway and found one of the burglars, Luc Roy, trying to flee and
erratically driving the unknown car.351 Singleton believed that he was going to drive into the garage
door and that his wife was in danger.352 To prevent this, Singleton “reached into the open driver’s
side window” and hit Roy in the fact twice with the blunt side of the hatchet.353 Roy ran away, but
was caught in a barbwire fence and detained by police. Roy was 19, a repeat offender, and free on
bail from threatening a separate homeowner with a crowbar.354
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Singleton was shocked to face charges.355 Singleton was charged by Crown prosecutors
because, in their view, he did not meet the benchmarks for self-defence or defence of property.356
The charges against Singleton generated public debate about a homeowner’s right to defend
themselves, their family, and their home.357 In “a moral victory” for Singleton and law-abiding
Canadians, the charges against Singleton were dropped.358
Singleton spoke during Senate Committee discussions and endorsed C-26.359 After noting
that it took more than 20 minutes for the police to arrive, Singleton stressed his intention was never
to administer vigilante justice.360 Singleton asserted that the prior law’s “grey areas” allowed for
the unjust charging and prosecuting of homeowners “for merely protecting themselves,” their
families, and their homes.361 Singleton called for the rights of homeowners to be prioritized.362 The
instinctive behaviour of homeowners, especially those “instinctive acts” developed within rural
communities, should not be so easily used to vilify defenders.363 Householder defence cases, like
Singleton’s, highlight the prior law’s controversy.364
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Calls for Reform
Despite judicial effort, self-defence and defence of property remained problematic.365
Academia considered sections 34 to 42 notoriously murky, inconsistent, and confusing. According
to David Paciocco, the prior law’s inadequacies centered around complexity, retreat, and
proportionality of force. This complexity made it “inadequate” for judges to “simply read” the
relevant provisions to the jury.366 This required judges to instruct the jury that they must apply the
law as it was explained to them. Legislators “stopped short of making retreat a formal, prerequisite
to self-defence” but it is generally recognised that failure to retreat is a “very relevant” factor to
self-defence.367 This failure to formally incorporate retreat as a factor for self-defence created
confusion for actual exceptions like the householder defence.368 The prior self-defence law’s
relationship to force vacillates between requirements of restraint and proportionality. Any reform
should correct this wavering and determine a clear policy for the degree of force.369 For reform to
be positive and meaningful, the courts must “clarify how the objective evaluation of subjective”
understandings should function.370
Javier Prieto and Wayne Renke discuss the CC’s “special attention to the protection of”
the dwelling-house and real property.371 There were five defence of property provisions, which
included three sections for real and two for personal property. Parliament’s “great pains to deal
exhaustively” with defence of property in the CC is attached to the “pronounced cultural
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significance” of property rights.372 Unfortunately, this special attention to the defence of property
contributed to the prior law’s complex, overlapping, and confusing nature.
Stanley Yeo criticized the muddled law created by sections 40, 41, and 34(2).373 An
aggressor who breaks and enters into a dwelling-house is the anticipation of section 40, but this
aggressor is simultaneously a trespasser for section 41(1).374 This overlap is to differentiate the
special protections afforded to the defence of the dwelling-house.375 Yet, there is no difference
between the force permitted between section 40’s “as much force as is necessary” and section
41(1)’s “no more force than is necessary” because the courts openly interpret these phrases.376
The prior law did not explicitly identify the combination of defence of home and person.
It was dealt either as self-defence of the person via section 34(2) or defence of property of the
dwelling-house via section 41(1).377 Whereas section 41(1) and all other provisions are mute on
intentional killing, section 34(2) expressly provides for a defender’s intentional killing of an
aggressor.378 For Yeo, it is unclear whether the prior law, through its restrictive positioning of
defenders who intentionally kill aggressors at home to the onerous requirements of section 34(2),
failed to properly respond to circumstances of heightened fear of a defender facing an aggressor
in their own home.379
Yeo warned that legislators must clearly “spell out…the circumstances” wherein a
defender will be permitted to intentionally kill an aggressor at home because the courts need clarity
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to deal with the “politically charged” cases they face.380 Legislators must create a provision for the
CC that provides a defence for the combination of person and home, as to better reflect the realities
defenders face.

Parliamentary Process of Reform
C-26 was sponsored by Conservative Minister of Justice Robert Nicholson. Examination
of some of the key parliamentary discussions will illuminate Parliament’s intention.
(1) House of Commons
Supportive arguments for C-26’s treatment of reasonable force for dwelling-house
defenders will be presented before turning to the criticisms. When questioned about why the
defence of property provision would “not explicitly spell out what the limits should be” for
reasonable force, Minister Nicholson responded with assurances that courts would be more than
capable of ensuring a standard for defence of property and differentiating it from the standard for
self-defence.381 Minister Nicholson drew attention to how reasonableness changes with society.
Standards of reasonableness move with time through the courts’ ascertainment of what society and
“most people” then deem to be reasonable.382 Minister Nicholson wished to clarify the existing
law as to avoid “clogging” the courts with individuals who “acted reasonably to defend … their
family [and] their home” from an aggressor.383
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Although there was widespread support for C-26, criticisms will be outlined. Speaking on
behalf of the Criminal Lawyers Association, Oliver Abergel maintained that C-26 would provide
an overall benefit but contended that there should be “a clear subsection that lethal force is
permitted where it is used proportionally to propel force” likely to cause grievous bodily harm or
death.384 In explanation, the scenario of the homeowner awoken by an invasion at night was posed.
The homeowner’s sense of urgency may be heightened by the shock of the invasion or their
family’s slumber. Without specific clarification about proportionately lethal force, Abergel warned
that innocent defenders may have their conduct unfairly “dissected” with luxurious hindsight.385
For the householder defence, NDP Minister Jack Harris leveled two major criticisms. First,
he complained that a distinction should be made between property types, especially for the
dwelling-house.386 Second, C-26’s lack of guidance on what reasonable force is for defence of
property was criticized.387 Whereas it is “easy to say” that everyone knows what is and what is not
reasonable, there are “different attitudes” geographically linked to certain parts of Canada about
what is legitimate defensive force that the 2012 reform should not ignore.388
(2) Senate
Senator George Baker argued that the lack of distinction between property types was a
severe weak point.389 Drawing on the traditional idea of home being one’s castle, Senator Baker
questioned why the word “dwelling-house” was to be entirely erased.390 Here, Senator Baker is
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engaging with the erasure and demotion of the householder defence to live disadvantageously
between sections 34 and 35 without clear, anchoring language.
Alternatively, Senator Pierre-Hughes Boisvenu defended the lack of a clear definition for
proportionality in C-26. In preparation of his argument, Senator Boisvenu brought attention to the
“38 per cent increase in home invasions over the last few years” and how expecting increases in
police resources was impractical.391 This was to underscore his assertion that the law must “protect
citizens who defend themselves or their property” when they are unable to readily rely on police
availability.392 Senator Boisvenu argued that it is “unrealistic” for the proportionality principle to
be defined in legislation in a way that could genuinely “protect” all citizens.393 Thus, he rejected
the contention that no explicit proportionality principle weakens C-26.394

Framing Changes of C-26
According to Parliament, two broad and simple provisions better suited modern
Canadians.395 For self-defence, sections 34 to 37 were replaced by a new section 34.396 For defence
of property, sections 38 to 42 were replaced by a new section 35.397 Simplification’s stowaway of
generality is a common obstacle for legal reform.398
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Reception of C-26
Unstructured discretion has created a new host of confusion to the courts.399 The law
around self-defence and defence of property has undergone substantial change.400 Academia’s
reception of C-26 will be organized around sections 34 and 35’s requirements, reasonableness, and
proportionality.
(1) Section 34 Requirements and R v Bengy
In R v Bengy,401 Justice Hourigan structured self-defence’s application to all cases by
simplifying the three basic requirements: reasonable belief, defensive purpose, and reasonable
response.402 First, the defender “must reasonably believe” at the time of the incident that force or
a threat of force is directed against either themselves or another.403 This belief must be founded on
reasonable grounds.404 Whereas the prior law’s use of “assault” as the trigger language for selfdefence was restrictive and required judicial stretching for relevant criminally negligent conduct.
Section 34 uses the wider term of “force” to clarify that the defence is applicable to force of any
kind that is reasonably believed by the defender.405 Second, the defender’s actions must be used
“for the purpose” of protecting themselves or another against the threat at hand.406
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Third, the actions of the defender are “objectively reasonable” in relation to all the relevant
circumstances.407 This third requirement is understood as a “major innovation” of C-26 and is now
“the heart” of self-defence.408 By focusing on the “acts” of the defender and not the force, sections
34 expanded protections to any offence the defender may have committed in self-defence.409
(2) Section 35
Section 35 has four requirements.410 First, the defender must believe, on reasonable
grounds, they are “in peaceable possession” of the property in question.411 Second, the defender
must believe the aggressor is taking, entering, or destroying the defender’s property.412 Third, the
defender’s offence must be committed for the purpose of protecting the defender’s property.413
This opens section 35 to be used as a defence against any offence.414 Fourth, the defender is
“reasonable in the circumstances” for the commission of their offence.415
(3) Reasonableness of Force
Some preconditions were recast into self-defence’s factor list.416 Section 34(2)’s nonexhaustive list of factors is meant to help determine whether the defendant’s conduct was
circumstantially reasonable.417 Section 34(2)(g) astonishingly provides judges and juries the
ability to consider the proportionality and natures of a defender’s force as just factors among
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many.418 Reasonableness is evaluated “against the backdrop” of section 34’s factor list.419 The
factor list created new complexity.420 The list is non-exhaustive, incommensurable, unstructured,
and contains no guidance on how factors should perform together.421 There is a real risk for bias
to influence the imposed standard for reasonableness. Leaving judges and juries with a list of
unstructured factors exposes reasonableness assessments to “private beliefs” and prejudices.422
Alternatively, section 35 provides little guidance for reasonableness past the “in the
circumstances” phrase.423 This is a central failure of C-26 it passed section 35 already needing
clarification for reasonableness.424 Parliament’s choice to leave “reasonable in the circumstances”
as both an unstructured concept and the dual cores of sections 34 and 35 expanded the discretion
of decision-makers in the criminal justice system.425
(4) Proportionality
For the defence of property, the partial abandonment of proportionality seems to expose
section 35 to legitimizing disproportionate force. To begin, the phrase “no more force than
necessary” and its well-established meaning for proportionality was omitted from sections 34 and
35.426 This phrase was understood to require proportionality between the harm the defender
inflicts, and the threat posed by the aggressor.427 This phrase firmly established the previous
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defences as justifications because the defender’s conduct is rightful in that it proportionally creates
less harm than the perceived threat posed by the aggressor.428
Section 34 departed significantly from the prior self-defence law through its demotion of
proportionality to the factor list.429 This shifted proportionality from a question of law to a fact
determination.430 Proportionality is no longer “a fixed condition” for self-defence.431 As a factor,
proportionality is intended to disqualify those who acted excessively with force to the relevant
threat.432 Proportionality’s importance has been weakened for self-defence.
Kent Roach labeled Parliament’s omission of proportionality in Section 35 as a major
failure the courts would be tasked with repairing.433 Without clarification from the courts, section
35 appears to have no proportionality element. Parliament’s choice to include proportionality as a
factor in section 34 and not to mention it in section 35 suggests an intent to not frame
proportionality as a factor for defence of property.434 Roach viewed Parliament’s selective silence
on proportionality for section 35 as unfortunate and hoped courts would restrain disproportionate
force by reaffirming the well-established jurisprudence.435 Roach was correct to identify “the need
for the act to be reasonable in the circumstances” as the court’s platform for proportionality in
section 35.
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Receiving Case Law
Although the law balances asymmetrically between sections 34 and 35, the courts must
deal directly with questions of reasonable and proportional force for the householder defence. R v
Cormier,436 R v Stanley,437 R v Lewis,438 R v Brandon,439 and R v Khill440 will be outlined for their
importance to the 2012 reform and the householder defence.
(1) R v Cormier
In Cormier, the trial judge had erred in their instructions to the jury. Cormier deals with
the juncture between sections 34 and 35.441 Spencer Eldridge and another were attempting to
unlawfully break into Mr Frederick Cormier’s father’s apartment and this prompted Cormier and
other occupants to arm themselves and exit the apartment.442 Eldridge repeatedly threatened to
harm Cormier because of a romantic conflict and a drug related money debt.443 Outside Eldridge
threatened Cormier.444 Eldridge unsuccessfully swung a pipe at Cormier’s face and Cormier
stabbed Eldridge once or twice with a hunting knife.445
Regardless of Parliament’s intention to only simplify the law, self-defence and its core
principles were “substantially” altered, and this has created “a more generous application” for
defenders.446 For defence of property, reasonableness lacks legislative guidance.447 Frequently,
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defence of property develops into self-defence and this key overlap must be used to assess a
defender’s actions.448 The trial judge erred in their instructions because this overlap and interaction
between defence of property and self-defence was not made clear to the jury, and thus, the door
was allowed to be understood by the jury as a “barrier” to a self-defence claim because it
demonstrated his force was not imminently required and reasonable.449
C-26 preserved the right of a defender to not retreat from their home.450 Cormier was
entitled to help protect his father’s home from a break in, his going outside did not negate
reasonableness for self-defence, and most importantly, this entitlement to both exit his father’s
apartment and help repel the threat should have been contextualized for the jury.451
For Weisbord, Cormier exposed the potential of defensive force through the combined
application of sections 34 and 35.452 C-26 expanded the same legitimate force standard to those
not in possession but assisting in the defence of property.453 This extension of protections for
defenders defending another’s property and the omission of proportionality for section 35 removes
“any soft duty to avoid a confrontation” by remaining inside.454 Castle doctrine protections,
through an overplay of sections 34 and 35, expanded Cormier’s “own castle into the street” and an
ability to legitimately use force followed.455
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(2) R v Stanley
Mr Gerald Stanley was charged with the second-degree murder of Colten Boushie, who
was a 22-year-old indigenous man from the Cree Red Pheasant First Nation located near Stanley’s
rural home.456 Many of the facts of the day are disputed. Ultimately, the court accepted Stanley’s
“hang fire” defence.457 Stanley did not claim self-defence or defence of property directly. Yet, selfdefence and defence of property played a huge role in Stanley. Stanley is viewed by many
Indigenous community leaders, activist, and scholars as a “racially motivated application” of the
law that is representative of how Canada’s criminal justice system is structurally entrenched with
inequalities.458
C-26 offered Stanley a “hybrid defence” of accident informed by defence of person and
property.459 Stanley’s retrieval of the gun and its firing into the air were both protected by defence
of property, which also protected Stanley from negligent or intentional homicide.460 Explicitly,
Stanley’s actions were connected to the defence of property special to a rural farmer. Implicitly,
both the accident and the defence of property shielding Stanley’s actions were coloured by selfdefence. Criticisers of the Stanley verdict reject that Boushie’s death was an accident. They also
reject that Boushie received a fair trial without bias: irregularities in the vehicle’s chain of custody,
the RCMP’s news release on Boushie’s death talked about theft in the community, the removal of
all “ostensibly Indigenous people” during jury selection, and the request from Boushie’s family of
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a new Crown prosecutor and lead investigator was denied.461 C-26 changed how self-defence and
defence of property informed Stanley’s hybrid defence.
(3) R v Lewis
The requirements of section 34 received important attention in Lewis. Bernard Mason
unlawfully entered Mr Jesse Lewis’s home and started to threaten Lewis.462 Lewis, who was
carrying a gun, retreated with company from his home.463 Their relationship was “acrimonious”
because of conflict over women.464 Lewis feared Mason, who often threatened him.465 Outside the
home, Mason threw a garbage container at Lewis’s head. Then, Mason and Lewis both ended up
on the ground when Mason went down the stairs. In this struggle Lewis discharged his gun at
Mason’s leg.466
For section 34’s first requirement of reasonable belief, Justice Faour stressed the subjective
nature of the defender’s state of mind needed to be objectively evaluated for reasonableness; for
instance, mistakes are not automatically fatal as long as they are reasonable to make.467
Considerable attention was given to how the third requirement should be assessed using the factor
list.468 Justice Faour drew on the “different considerations” applied to defenders at home to
properly assess Lewis’ reasonableness because his retreat from the home did not disconnect Lewis
from the protections of the householder defence.469 Using Forde, it was established that it was not
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unreasonable for Lewis to “stand [his] ground” because a threat at home is distinct.470 Likewise,
two important principles for reasonableness were drawn from Cunha. First, defenders do not need
to be rational, they need to be reasonable with their subjective belief even in chaotic situations
such as these; second, there is a different standard for defenders in their homes.471
Markedly, Justice Faour actively included the householder scenario into the factor list. The
nature of the threat or force is meant to be examine through “the eyes” of the defender.472 It would
be illogical to separate the venue of home from the nature of the threat facing a defender because
there is a distinct character to these threats. Also, the role the defender has in the incident is a factor
related to invading aggressors.473 When faced with an aggressor at home, a defender’s role is
responsive.
Additionally, there was a rural, community-specific aspect to the policing of Mason and
Lewis. Whereas Lewis was quickly charged, Mason was never investigated or charged even
though there is evidence that the police were aware of Mason’s harassment of Lewis.474 Seemingly,
there was a community dynamic that positioned Mason as untouchable. The Crown questioned
why Lewis did not call the police during the incident, but Justice Faour, with consideration to
Mason’s apparent immunity, notes that Lewis was likely correct to assume that the police would
not take his call for help seriously.475
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(4) R v Brandon
Mr Mitchell Brandon threatened the complainant with an illegal firearm because she was
in the apartment above his basement suite, which he had been asked to protect from squatters.476
The complainant was lawfully checking on the bungalow.477 When Brandon was informed, he
lowered his weapon and apologized. Brandon raised defence of property to defend his actions and
the point of contention was whether his actions were reasonable.478
Section 35’s relationship with both proportionality and reasonableness need explanation.
Before C-26, reasonable and proportionate force had been linked directly “to the totality of the
circumstances” in R v McKay.479 In Szczerbaniwicz, Justice Abella described proportionality as
meaning “reasonable in all circumstances.”480 Although the new defence of property provision
does not directly mention proportionality, this prior language is extremely similar to section
35(1)(d). Justice Watson believes Szczerbaniwicz “underlines” proportionality and reasonableness
for the defence of property and “shows that the whole legal baby does not go out with
discolorations of the linguistic bathwater” of legislators.481
Speaking to reasonableness for both sections 34 and 35, C-26 did not completely change
the character of what is reasonable. The factor list does not eclipse the meaning of reasonable, nor
is C-26 a full reset of the case law. Section 34(2) does not replace the meaning of reasonable; this
list assists the self-defence specific assessment of reasonable.482 It is assumed that Parliament
legislates using legal terms knowing their legal meaning and implies these “well-understood”
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meanings unless explicitly rejecting them, and thus, Parliament intended to enjoy the courts’
meaning when drafting sections 34 and 35.483 As with before C-26, reasonableness is not
exclusively “an objective analysis” but does have a necessary objective component.484 For C-26,
“reasonable” means what it meant.
(5) R v Khill
Mr Peter Khill shot Jon Styres outside his home in rural-suburban Ontario. Khill and his
partner were awoken in the night from noise and light coming from Khill’s truck, which had a
garage opener that granted access to their home.485 Arming himself with a shotgun, Khill left to
investigate; Khill claimed his military training was engaged by the perceived threat.486 Khill snuck
behind Styres, who was leaning in through a window of the truck and instructed him to put his
hands up. Styres raised his hand and began to turn toward Khill, but Khill shot him in the chest.487
Immediately, Khill shot Styres in the chest again.488 Khill believed it was a “shoot or be shot”
situation because Styres had a gun, but Styres was unarmed and died.489
Justice Doherty’s discussion largely focussed on the first requirement, the subjective belief
of the defender.490 Khill’s state of mind must satisfy the objective element of being founded on
reasonable grounds.491 Self-defence cannot rely “exclusively” on the subjective perception of the
defender.492 Both the subjective and objective reflections for reasonableness should reproduce
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normative community values. It would be unfair to assess reasonableness purely objectively and
“divorced” from any of the defender’s characteristics or circumstances, but there must be limits
on subjective element that are irrelevant or “antithetical” to societal values.493 For instance, a
defender’s “racist views” cannot be allowed to “colour the reasonableness” assessment because
this would undercut the “very purpose” of the first requirement.494 Therefore, section 34’s first
requirement necessitates both subjective and objective elements to appropriately determine if a
reasonable defender with similar experiences and characteristic would perceive a threat of force.495
As for Parliament’s wishes for reasonableness and self-defence, the phrase “on reasonable
grounds” reveals an intention for the prior law’s reasonableness inquiry to be replicated by section
34(1)(a).496 Nevertheless, the new provision has made reasonableness a more flexible assessment.
By shifting preconditions of the prior law, such as nature of the force used, to the factor list, the
weight assigned to these previously necessary elements becomes unstructured and open.497 There
is little control to demining reasonableness and how particular factors are balanced because there
is such great discretion to “the beholder” when this assessment is tasked to the jury.498 The SCC
granted the appeal of Khill’s acquittal and are expected to further assess the role reasonableness
has for section 34.499
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Conclusion
C-26 gained mainstream support under a banner of simplifying self-defence and defence
of property legislation that was broadly understood as confusing and problematic. Yet, the 2012
reform created new confusion for the Canadian courts, especially in relation to the householder
defence.500 By removing direct legislation, the authorized force for these defenders is placed
asymmetrically between sections 34 and 35.
Section 34 is more flexible and generous to defenders through its inclusion of the factor
list and delegation of former preconditions, such as proportionality of force, to this unstructured
list. The force legitimized for defenders is more connected to section 34, but section 35’s
elimination of distinctions between property types, as well as its originally unclear relationship
with proportionality, created substantial clarification work for the courts. C-26 unanchored the
householder defence to straddle these two broad provisions. Naturally, this has created both more
work and elasticity for courts to frame the limits of the force authorized.
Lewis, Brandon, and Khill expanded understanding for sections 34 and 35’s application to
the householder defence. These cases are likely only the start of the court’s efforts to clarify the
force legitimized by C-26 to householder defenders. Thus far, the general trend appears to be an
effort to maintain reasonableness and proportionality standards from the past law wherever reform
allows. Both Khill and Stanley will be discussed during the penal populism chapter for their
‘popular hero’ narratives.
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Chapter 4: England and Wales Policy
Section 76 of the Criminal Justice and Immigration Act (CJIA) 2008 was reformed to
incorporate the householder defence by the Crime and Courts Act (CCA) 2013.501 The drivers,
realities, and reception of reform in E&W will be explored for the householder defence.

Chapter Outline
The householder defence’s origins and the CJIA 2008’s initial codification will be
presented. The experiences of Mr Tony Martin and Mr Munir Hussain will be discussed for their
influence on the reforms passed. After reviewing reform debates and parliamentary discussion, the
framing changes to section 76 will be outlined. The academic reception of the 2013 reform
principally concerns the “grossly disproportionate” phrase.502 Finally, there will be a breakdown
of the receiving case law.

Prior to Reform
To historically contextualize the householder defence and its core justifying principles,
ideas from both Sir Edward Coke and Sir Willian Blackstone will be employed. After reviewing
the householder defence’s historical roots, the 2008 codification will be examined.
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(1) Historical Overview
Lord Coke influenced the defensive force permitted to householders with his ruling
Semayne’s Case503 presented in his 1628 commentaries.504 In Semayne, Lord Coke explains
everyone’s house is their “castle and fortress” and defenders should face no loss or prosecution if
they harm or “kill any of the [intruders] in defence” of themselves, their families, or their homes.505
He highlights the Latin maxim “domus sua cuique est tutissimum refugium” as the reasoning,
which means “everyone’s house is his safest refuge.”506 This flourished into the modern maxim
“every man’s home is his castle” and this ruling is the root of the castle doctrine.507 In Semayne,
Lord Coke’s directive is that dwelling-house defenders have an “absolute right to defend” their
homes against invading aggressors.508
Whereas today home invasions are “public” criminal activity, in the late eighteenth
century, Blackstone conceptualized them as “private wrongs” to the householder.509 Today, home
invasions are conceived as crimes against the public because they both violate the social legal
order and threaten community security. Blackstone declared the repelling of force using defensive
force to be lawful, especially when used to protect family and home.510 Being attacked at home is
“unlike” being attacked in public.511 Historically, self-defence was split into either “justified” or
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“merely excused” cases.512 For Blackstone, this distinction was essential to restraining selfdefence’s deadly force from exceeding “mere defence” and shielding those defenders who
themselves become aggressors.513
(2) The 2008 Codification
Originally, CJIA 2008 only codified self-defence.514 This section 76 took effect 14 July
2008.515 Section 76 was based on self-defence in R v Palmer.516 R v Keane517 confirmed that this
codification did not alter the law established by Palmer and was not an exhaustive formulation.518
Palmer established the two-part test of self-defence, which examines whether the
defender’s use of force was necessary and whether the amount of force used was reasonable.519
The first subjective test looks at the circumstances as the defender “genuinely believed” to
determine whether the defender believed it necessary to use force.520 Second, using the
subjectively established circumstances, “the degree of force used” by the defender must be
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measured to be objectively proportionate and reasonable to the threat.521 Section 76 codified selfdefence and Palmer’s two-part test.522

Cases for Reform
Martin’s and Hussain’s cases challenged the status quo and created questions about
dwelling-house defenders’ uses of force against intruding aggressors to the home.
(1) Martin
In R v Martin,523 Martin was charged with the murder of Freddie Barras and the attempted
murder of Brendan Fearon. Martin lived alone on his rural farm home in Norfolk.524 There is no
dispute over Martin shooting burglars Fearon and Barras, who were 33 and 16.525 He was initially
convicted of murder and wounding with intent.526
Martin maintained that he was allowed to use force to protect himself in his home.527 For
self-defence purposes, a defender must have “only used reasonable force” against the aggressor,
and in determining this reasonableness, the totality of the circumstances, as the defendant
genuinely believed them to be, will be taken into account.528 Lord Woolf explains that
reasonableness of force “cannot be left” to defenders to determine because this would circularly
legitimize the use of unreasonable and disproportionate force.529 The jury’s role is to represent
public morality by determining reasonableness and proportionality of force.530
521
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According to Martin, he was awoken late at night and afraid.531 He armed himself upstairs
and loaded his illegal firearm. Martin said a light was shone at him on the stairs and out fear and
vulnerability, he “fired his gun” an unknown number of times.532 Then, not thinking anyone was
shot, he retreated upstairs.533
Contrariwise, the prosecution argued Martin had been “lying in wait” for the victims.534
Martin, having been alerted to the burglars’ approach, had waited at the ground floor window and
shot them “at short range with the intention” to severely injure or kill the intruders.535 Martin shot
Fearon in both legs and fatally shot Barras in the back.536 Although they both escaped, Barras died
close to Martin’s home.
Martin’s defence included specific attention to his “genuine fear” from prior
experiences.537 His home had been broken into several times. Furthermore, Martin had a history
of being “dissatisfied” with both the police responses he received and the general protection of the
rural community.538 The defendant made this dissatisfaction “very plain” in discussions at the local
Farm Watch, with neighbours, and with the local policeman themselves.539 Repeatedly, Martin
expressed his belief that “self-help was the better way of dealing with criminals” and the solution
was to “shoot the bastards” and local thieves.540
Martin stressed that “he genuinely thought that his life was in danger” due to his past
experiences with burglary and his related personality disorder.541 The defence argued that Martin’s
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mental condition and particular fear should have informed the jury’s evaluation.542 Ultimately,
Martin’s conviction of murder was replaced with manslaughter based on self-defence taken with
his particular characteristic of heightened fear and a personality disorder.543
(2) Hussain
Discussion on R v Hussain544 will focus on Hussain’s charge of causing grievous bodily
harm with intent. Walid Salem, who had many previous convictions for serious offences, and two
other armed men attempted to burglarized Hussain’s home.545 When Hussain and his sons returned
late from Ramadan prayers, they were ambushed by the knife-wielding burglars.546 Hussain and
his family were pushed to the floor in their kitchen and threatened with death if they moved. The
youngest son Samad dashed upstairs and would go on to contact the police, escape the home, and
bring the help of his uncle and neighbours.547
To recapture Samad, the burglars split up and left Salem alone to guard the family. Hussain
feared for his family’s lives and the rape of his wife and daughter.548 With only Salem left, Hussain
threw a table at him and escaped.549 Awais, the older son, started to attack Salem.550 All burglars
quickly exited the home and all except Salem disappeared. The uncle, other neighbours, and
Hussain chased and beat Salem with mundane objects turned weapons.551 Salem was “completely
defenceless” and relentlessly attacked; Salem’s “serious injuries” included a skull fracture and
brain damage.552
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The danger having passed, the central issue at trial was not “the rights of the householder
to” use defensive force.553 The Cooper principle’s ability to revaluate convictions through any
“lurking doubt” over their rightness and its applicability to Hussain, who’s use of force was linked
to the endangerment of his family, was considered.554 Acknowledging both the toll the family had
already endured and the “true exceptionality” of the case, using the Cooper principle there was
“ample justification” to suspend Hussain’s sentence and reduce his imprisonment to only 12
months.555
It was outlined why Hussain did not act in self-defence. The violence Salem was subjected
to was not defensive force and was vengeance for the attempted burglary and threat to the Hussain
family.556 The attack on Salem was to proverbially teach the burglars a lesson, and thus, was
unlawful.557 This could not be recognized as the lawful actions of a householder defender.558 The
story of an extended family and community coming to defend a home invokes communitarian
theory. Salem’s crimes were not only against the Hussain family, meaning he could be accountable
to the community. Salem acted against the social legal order. Yet, the extended attack on Samad,
was also in opposition to the social legal order. Martin’s and Hussain’s stories dissatisfied many
and lent themselves to calls for reform.
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Calls for Reform
In E&W, academic calls for reform were rare. In what follows, criticisms directed at the
prior law from then Conservative Shadow Home Secretary Chris Grayling, legal scholar Amir
Pichhadze, and public and media will be highlighted.
(1) Chris Grayling and Michael Wolkind
Grayling, writing about Hussain and for the Conservative Party, claimed the public viewed the
criminal justice system as “more interested in the rights of the criminal” than those of real victims.559 The
problem is that trespassers and criminals alike can make “spurious” and “malicious” complaints against
homeowners.560 The Conservatives’ commitment was to reform the law to prevent police from arresting
“someone acting in good faith to prevent a crime” and reinvigorate the law with “common sense” benefit
of law-abiding citizens.561 For Grayling, the prior law did not protect “decent citizens” and unjustly sided
with criminals over homeowners.562
The Conservatives proposed “grossly disproportionate as the test” for a householder’s use of
defensive force.563 This was intended to provide “a pretty big comfort zone” before the law would be
allowed to intervene and inquire into a defender’s actions.564 The law must be definitively “on the side of
the householder” even when they act disproportionately during a home invasion.565
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Michael Wolkind represented both Martin and Hussain. Wolkind disparaged Grayling’s grossly
disproportionate test:
I kick him once and that’s reasonable, I kick him twice and that’s understandable, three
times forgivable, four times debatable, five times disproportionate, six times it’s very
disproportionate, seven times extremely disproportionate, incomes the Torie’s test, eight
times grossly disproportionate… it’s a horrible test.566
Wolkind believes the law was already providing sufficient protection. It already accounted for
people’s reactions in “the heat of the moment” and a defender’s genuine beliefs of danger.567 For
Wolkind, Grayling’s grossly disproportionate test is “state-sponsored revenge” and shifts
sentencing, punishment, and a portion of the state’s monopoly of force into the home.568
(2) Academia
In discussion with Martin, Pichhadze levels two criticisms for the law prior to the 2013
reform. First, reasonableness should be more flexible in relation to “size and strength differentials”
between defender and aggressor.569 Traditional understandings of reasonableness of force and
imminence are complicated by size and strength disparities. 570 For instance, if a defender’s size
and strength would be “sufficient” to match the aggressor’s attack, it would be excessive for them
to “pre-emptively” use a lethal weapon; however, if an aggressor is evidently stronger, then it may
be reasonable for the defender to be in a greater state of fear and to proactively use a lethal
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weapon.571 Therefore, Pichhadze argues that size and strength differentials between defenders and
aggressors should be better account for and considered for reasonableness and a defender’s
fearfulness.572
Second, that the “purely objective standard” for reasonableness should become “a
contextual objective standard” connected to defenders.573 The purpose of an objective standard is
to apply common standard when determining reasonableness.574 The objective standard for
reasonableness was reaffirmed in Martin, but “a psychological individualised standard” was a
permitted for explaining why a more fearful defender.575 This deviation could create “dangerous
latitude” affecting the law.576 Pichhadze proposes a “contextual objective standard” so there is a
uniform standard capable of incorporating factors specific to defenders, such as heightened fear.577
A contextual objective standard is better for the householder defence because it establishes a
common standard capable of dealing with defender difference.578 Pichhadze’s criticism did not to
reform. The rarity of academic calls for reform can be attributed to the 2008 codification being
based on established case law.
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(3) Media and Public’s Reaction
With Martin as a “case célèbre” for the householder defence, E&W was “ripe” for
reform.579 For the public, Martin became exemplar of the law’s bias to “the villain rather than the
victim” of the true crimes.580 In E&W, the rare prosecution of householders for attacking intruders
had only occurred 11 times between 1990 and 2005.581 Yet, public outrage is no less real, nor less
tenable for reform.582
In 2003, a legislation contest with over 10,000 suggestions was hosted by BBC Radio 4’s
Today Program. The winner would be introduced and pushed by Labour MP Stephen Pound.583
Having 37% of the vote, the winner was the “Tony Martin’s Law” and would empower
householders to use “any means to defend their home” against intruders.584 Pound remarked that
his “enthusiasm for direct democracy [was] slightly tempered” by the results.585 Pound called the
“Tony Matin’s Law” a “ludicrous, brutal, unworkable blood-stained” reform fantasy, but he did
uphold with presenting the bill.586
It was clear the public thought the law was failing them and favouring criminals.587 In
response, the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) created guidelines “reassuring householders that
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they are extremely unlikely to be prosecuted for using even lethal force” defending their homes.588
Ultimately, this radio contest and direct democratic display of public opinion would encourage
legal reform.589 This public sentiment is not based in forfeiture theory but does connect to its
aggressor orientation of stripping home invaders of all protections.

Parliamentary Debate
Wolkind’s noteworthy speech about “grossly disproportionate” being the incorrect test was
referenced as Martin and Hussain related criticism of reform.590 In response, Lord Beecham stated
that Wolkind’s disagreement was largely rooted in his belief that to change the law under the
Martin banner was unnecessary and unsuitable.591 Both debates around the phrase “grossly
disproportionate” in the House of Commons and reasonable force in the House of Lords will be
highlighted.
(1) House of Commons
The House of Commons’ Second Reading for CCA 2013 includes discussion on the
“grossly disproportionate” phrase.592 Theresa May, then Secretary of State for the Home
Department, insisted that reform would side with defenders and their families.593 Defenders
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“should not automatically be treated as the perpetrator” for injuring aggressors.594 To punish
disproportionate force used during a home invasion with dispassionate hindsight would be
unfair.595 Likewise, Sir Alan Beith asserts that the householder defence amendments to section 76
will impact the perspective of the police, and thus, their treatment of these defenders will be
appropriate for victims of crime.596
Alternatively, Mr Elfyn Llwyd contended that “grossly disproportionate” would change
the amount of force sanctioned and negatively diverge from what defenders believed to be
necessary in the circumstances.597 Drawing on his experience prosecuting and defending, Llwyd
stressed that CCA 2013’s insertion of the householder defence would open the box to “vigilantism”
and disproportionate self-help.598
(2) House of Lords
In House of Lords debates, Lord Blencathra argued that it is an “unfair burden” and
unreasonable to expect the ordinary standard of reasonableness of householder defenders.599
Asserting for a shift in the law, he presents the scenario of an individual awoken late at night by a
potentially dangerous invader and claims it would be “unjust” to retrospectively require the
exercise of reasonable judgement of force.600 According to Blencathra, defenders who experience
genuine fear should not be “left hanging” on the uncertainty if they will be prosecuted.601
Suggestive of forfeiture and rights-based theories, he states that the proposed reform will send
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clear messages to homeowners that they possess “an absolute right” to protect themselves and to
potential intruders that they “leave all their rights behind” with their unlawful entrance.602
Blencathra contends that reform must create “a completely different understanding” so that
householder defenders are both authorized with force and protected from the law.603
Across debates and meetings for the House of Lords, there is an extensive focus on treating
householder defenders as victims and not as criminals.604 According to Lord McNally, reform will
“shift the balance of the law” to householders and give them “the benefit of any doubt” to prevent
them being treated as criminals for using defensive force against intruders.605 McNally argues that
the shift in law is actually to protect those who would be labeled as criminals for their use of force
based on unrealistic ideas of reasonableness.606
Lord Beecham, who was a critic of the reforms, noted that the amendment had come to be
known as the “bash the burglar” legislation.607 In response this label, Lord Ahmad stressed how
important it was to give householder defenders the proper protections during and after these
incidents to prevent misplaced prosecution.608 Through reform to section 76, Parliament intends
to “make clear” that householders “will not be treated as criminals” when they use the force they
believed to be reasonable even if it was in fact disproportionate.609
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Framing Changes to Section 76
The householder defence was codified into section 76 of the CJIA 2008 by section 43 of
the CCA 2013.610 After reviewing the framing changes, the scope of the householder defence will
be established. Version 3 came into effect 14 May 2013 and Version 4 came into effect 13 May
2014. These versions did not change the householder defence.
(1) Version One to Version Two
Version One is the previously discussed 2008 codification. Version Two was made by
section 43 of the CCA 2013 and came into effect 25 April 2013.611 The addition of subsection 5A
is the first householder defence subsection.612 Subsection 5A introduces the phrase “grossly
disproportionate” and the new avenue for measuring force.613 Largely, subsections 8A to 8F deal
with when the householder defence is applicable, which is important because of the separate
standard for what is legitimate force.614 Lastly, qualifications in both subsections 6 and 9
distinguish the degree of force permitted from ordinary self-defence.615
(2) Scope
Engaging directly with the 2013 reforms, Tony Storey frames the scope of the householder
defence fourfold. First, the householder defence is limited to those claiming self-defence, which
includes the defence of others as per section 76(10).616 Importantly, the householder defence and
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its heightened authorization of force cannot be relied upon if defenders were not acting for the
primary purpose of defending themselves or others. Thus, section 76 will not apply for the purpose
of protecting property, even if said property is the defender’s physical home.617 Second, the
defender must be inside or partly inside the dwelling.618 It can still be a householder case if the
defender is a guest at the home.619 Third, the defender must be lawfully in the dwelling.620 Fourth,
the aggressor does not need to be a trespasser, but they must be believed to be trespassing by the
defender.621 This belief can be “unreasonably mistaken” but must be genuine and made without
voluntary intoxication.622 Storey’s four framing elements align with those key elements established
in the theory chapter.

Reception of Reform and “Grossly Disproportionate”
Paul Mendelle, for the Criminal Bar Association, stated that the “law should encourage
people to be reasonable” and that legislation seemingly encouraging disproportionate force was
problematic.623 Mendelle argued that the “grossly disproportionate” test could “be wholly
counterproductive” and shift sentencing and punishment to the discretion of householder
defenders.624 Parliament’s intention, the dilemma for the courts, and the interpretation of “grossly
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disproportionate” will be discussed as to properly introduce the court’s role in applying the
householder defence.
(1) Parliamentary Intention
A central problem for applying the householder defence is the ambiguity of Parliament’s
intention for the force authorized.625 Was the intention for any force employed by the defender to
be considered reasonable as long as “it fell short” of grossly disproportionate?626 There is an
ambiguity to what force amounts to grossly disproportionate; this is partially due to the traditional
link between reasonableness and proportionate understandings of force. Parliament’s intention will
be explored in discussion with R (on the application of Collins) v Secretary of State for Justice.627
The uncertainty around Parliament’s intention for grossly disproportionate partially manifests in
the dilemma of applying the householder defence.
(2) Dilemma for Courts
Catherine Elliot identifies a predicament for the courts formed by the householder defence.
Disproportionate force has long been unjust and unreasonable force, and thus, if all force lesser
than grossly disproportionate force becomes reasonable, this will create a fundamental
contradiction of application.628 As previously discussed, the concept of reasonableness is an
avenue for achieving justice by measuring a defender’s actions against a constant standard;
moreover, proportionate force and reasonable force are codependents.629 Ultimately, legislation
directly connecting disproportionate force to reasonableness will require the courts’ discretion.
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Elliot approaches this dilemma by drawing on the rule of law (ROL).630 The ROL gives
the criminal law its legitimacy by ensuring key principles essential to justice and fairness.631
Although sovereign, Parliament “must work within” the ROL as a constitutional principle.632
Therefore, if the 2013 reform conflicted with the ROL, this would complicate the court’s
application of the householder defence. Judge Reddihough, who originally sentenced Hussain,
asserted that if extreme force against intruders was legitimized in lieu of the court’s administration
of justice, this would be a “collapse” of the ROL.633 For Elliot, courts should actively interpret the
householder defence into compliance with the ROL.
(3) Interpreting “Grossly Disproportionate”
Despite Mark Thomas acknowledging that defenders should have an “extra margin of
appreciation” when using defensive force at home, he believes a “grossly disproportionate”
standard for reasonableness to be “absurd” and exposed to exploitation.634 Similarly, Elliot stresses
the importance of traditional understandings of reasonableness, which “should remain consistent”
across the law, for interpreting the householder defence within section 76.635 Elliot notes that
section 76 does not stipulate that grossly disproportionate is the only unreasonable force.636 The
true interpretation of grossly disproportionate developed via the receiving case law.
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Receiving Case Law
According to the CPS’s public website, the householder defence permits defenders to use
disproportionate force against aggressors within their homes.637 Three cases will be explored for
their receiving of the householder defence: Collins, R v Ray,638 and R v Cheeseman.639
(1) R (Collins) v Secretary of State for Justice
The primary focus for discussion on Collins will be the proper application of the
householder defence and not the European Convention on Human Rights complaints.640 Mr Denby
Collins, the claimant, was attacked while trespassing in the home of the anonymized defender’s
mother.641 After an altercation, the defender put Collins into a restraining headlock until police
arrived; this approximately six-minute-long headlock caused him to sustain serious brain injury
and a coma.642 The defender was not prosecuted, and this was affirmed by the Appeals and Review
Unit’s special prosecutor.643 The claimant contended that the test for force was incorrectly applied.
Section 76(5A) moderates the second limb of self-defence, which deals with the amount of
force used. The extent of this qualification is the central dispute of Collins.644 Lord Leveson
clarifies that section 76(5A) does not state that all force short of grossly disproportionate used by
a householder defender is reasonable, it merely “automatically excludes” grossly disproportional
force.645 Self-defence’s central question is whether a defender’s use of force was circumstantially
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reasonable, as believed by the defender.646 The 2013 reform did not change this but did specify the
context in which householder defenders should be assessed.647
Yet, courts are not prevented from determining disproportionate force as unreasonable.648
Reasonableness and proportionality of force “will depend on the particular facts and circumstances
of the case” of the defender.649 A defender who acted disproportionately may be determined to
have acted reasonably dependent on their specific circumstances.650 Importantly, Lord Leveson
highlights that the addition of section 76(5A) did not extend the law initially codified by CJIA
2008 but emphasises a householder defender’s particular circumstances.651 The reform promotes
the particular circumstances defenders face when assessing the threat of an intruding aggressor
within the home.652 Lord Leveson rules that a defender’s force being less than grossly
disproportionate does not itself make it reasonable.653
Sections 76(5A) and 76(3) read into two distinct questions for the jury.654 First, did the
defender use grossly disproportionate force as dependent on the believed circumstances?655
Second, if the defender did not use grossly disproportionate force, was the defender’s use of force
reasonable to those particular circumstances they believed themselves to be in?656
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Thomas examines Parliament’s intention and reasonableness through Collins.657 Lord
Leveson held that it was Parliament’s intention that section 76(5A) should be interpreted not to
circumvent the determination of whether a defender’s use of force was reasonable in the
circumstances.658 2013 reform affords more “latitude” in determining reasonableness and does not
provide an unrestricted right to use force within the home against intruders.659 Collins reaffirmed
the importance of reasonableness and proportionality to the householder defence.660 Whether a
householder defender acted lawfully is still dependent on reasonableness. Reform did not change
the standard for reasonableness of the householder defence to the extent that all force not grossly
disproportionate is reasonable.661 Further discussion between Collins and Martin will be outlined
in the next chapter.
(2) R v Ray
At the Court of Appeal level, Ray reaffirmed Collins’ ruling over the effect the 2013
reform.662 The tension between Rory Hemmings, the victim, and Mr Steven Ray, the defender,
was a conflict over Kristy Allen. Previously, Allen was in an abusive relationship and had children
with Hemmings. She was dating and living with Ray.663
Allen and Ray were awoken by Hemmings banging at their door.664 As Allen opened the
door, Hemmings forcefully entered their home. Whereas Hemmings was angrily yelling and
swearing, Ray calmly attempted to get Hemmings to leave. The fight between Hemmings and Ray
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was in the kitchen.665 There was a knife on the counter near the fight. Fearing the weapon would
be used against him, Ray seized the knife and stabbed Hemmings a single time.666 Charged with
murder, Ray claimed he acted in self-defence.
Lord Thomas reiterated that the effect of section 76(5A) was not to make all force used by
a householder defender that was less than grossly disproportionate reasonable.667 After it has been
determined that the defender’s force was not grossly disproportionate, section 76(5A) tasks the
jury to consider whether the amount of force used was reasonable to the circumstances.668 Section
76(6) makes clear that disproportionate force cannot be considered reasonable for ordinary selfdefence.669 Again, the contention that the householder defence legitimized all force excluding
grossly disproportionate force was rejected.670 Ray and Collins clarified “that the test and rules”
of the householder defence were not as altering as a first impression may imply.671
Explanatory Notes of the 2013 reform were examined for Parliament’s intention.672
Explanatory Notes on section 43 of the CCA 2013 detailed that “the use of disproportionate force
can be regarded as reasonable” for householder defenders, but is still dependent on the
circumstances.673 The submission that Collins “reduced” the position of householder defenders to
that of normal self-defence defendants was rejected.674 Parliament’s intention was to give greater
consideration, but it was not to authorize all disproportionate force.
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Siân Dickson highlights potential complications for jury questions from Ray.675 The first
question is whether the force was “grossly disproportionate” to the threat posed by the trespassing
aggressor.676 Whereas Lord Thomas focusses juries on the question of proportionality,677 Lord
Leveson consistently emphasized reasonableness was central to a householder defender’s force.678
This initial “bypass” of reasonableness of force to proportionality may create jury struggle.679
(3) R v Cheeseman
Cheeseman dealt with Corporal Steven Cheeseman’s stabbing of Corporal Lance
Lindley.680 Cheeseman was convicted of wounding with intent to do grievous bodily harm.
Although Cheeseman was in his Army provided room, the trial judge determined that the
householder defence could not apply to when the victim entered lawfully and then became a
trespasser.681 There was little evidence that Cheeseman believed Lindley was trespassing.682
The focus of whether Cheeseman was able to use the householder defence was subsection
76(8A)(d).683 The wording “is absolutely clear” to only be applying to those individuals the
defender believes to have entered via trespass.684 It is not about when Lindley become a trespasser,
but that Cheeseman believed him to be a trespasser.685 Cheeseman’s conviction was maintained,
but the trial judge was wrong to rule the householder defence was limited to defenders who
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believed their victims had trespassed to enter the dwelling.686 Hitherto, there has been little judicial
interpretation opportunities post reform, but certainly Cheeseman is merely the latest of cases set
to interpret the householder defence.687

Conclusion
Whereas a first reading of section 76(5A) may imply all force less than grossly
disproportionate is reasonable for the householder defence, this is not the reality of the law, despite
the public sentiment for the 2013 reform. In E&W, calls for reform primarily came from political
parties, the media, and the public. The intense media coverage and “public sympathy” Martin
received will be further explored for its distinct ‘popular hero’ framing in the next chapter.688
Collins, Ray, and Cheeseman show problems with the householder defence, which are the result
of legislating out of public outrage.689 The disadvantages of reforming criminal law from
“erroneous” public beliefs will be explored through comparison between Canada and E&W.690 In
the next chapter, the relationship between proportionality and E&W’s householder defence will be
thoroughly discussed for its attachment to penal populism and populist reform.
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Chapter 5: Penal Populism and Proportionality
With the state’s monopoly of force, comes a duty to maintain security. This entails both
protecting citizens from crime and punishing those who break from the legal social order.691 Yet,
jurisdictions like Canada and E&W are unable to always perform these duties successfully.692 As
previously discussed, the householder defence falls within this space of the state’s limitations to
protect people at home. The limitations of the state as protector is the central link between the
householder defence and penal populism (PP).
The force permitted by the householder defence fills the vacancy created by the state’s
limited capacity to prevent crime and protect its citizens specifically in their homes. For the
householder defence, populist reform (PR) is not introducing new offences or harsher punishments
for already criminalised conducts. This is one rare instance where the focus of the penal populist
intervention is on enhancing the scope of a defence, which protects the force used by householders
turned dwelling-house defenders. The increase in these capabilities for defenders is integrally
coupled to insecurity and the state’s limited capabilities. Likewise, the importance of these state
limitations is greater for those in rural areas.

Chapter Outline
First, PP will be presented as to position the householder defence as an exceptional case of
PR policy changing, yet fully consistent with distinctively PP and PR narratives. Second, the rural
angle of discussion will be discussed. Security fears of rural communities will be assessed using
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the theoretical lenses found in the work of Noah Weisbord.693 Third, ‘popular hero’ narratives will
be explored for their organization of public populist sentiment. Fourth, the processes of PR in
Canada and E&W will be compared. Finally, the effects of PR on the householder defence’s
proportionality of force will be determined.

Penal Populism
In 1995, the term “populist punitiveness” was coined by Anthony Bottoms.694 For Bottoms,
populist punitiveness speaks to the structural changes of penal power in policy making, and more
specifically, how “politicians tap into, and use for their own purposes, what they believe to be the
public’s generally punitive stance” to create or reform policy.695 PP has come to dominate
academic discussion.696
Professor John Pratt largely attributes this to PP’s attention on how politicians claim to talk
for “ordinary” people, rather than populist punitiveness’ focus on politicians selectively tapping
into broader sentiments about crime.697 PP was first recognized in Western democracies and
associated with public demands for more punitive policies.698 Since the 1980s, public attention and
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concern for crime and the criminal justice system have swiftly increased.699 Hitherto this shift,
Pratt characterizes the penal systems of Western democracies as well-ordered with central,
“monopolistic” authority to enforce the law and punish offenders, informed and backed by
research and penal authorities endowed with “high levels” of public trust.700 A punitive turn and
disenchantment with the state’s management of the penal system in many Western democracies
was heavily linked the “politicization of crime” and the targeting of voter support through strategic
punitive policy-making.701
Pratt’s Penal Populism presents PP as a trend affecting the reform of penal policies that
particularly appeal to the “popular” or general views of the public, or rather, key segments of the
community.702 PP represents a significant shift in how penal power is organized and which
“voices” or “segments of the public” are included.703 PP relies on prominent segments of the public
that feel particularly “ignored” while “less deserving groups” have been favoured; feelings of
disenfranchisement fester for the penal system, which appear to disadvantage those who abide the
law and protect those who break it.704 If “misinformed” public perceptions of crime and the
criminal justice system, fueled by “distorted media” coverage of community insecurity, go onto
meaningfully shape penal policy, then the likelihood of “irrational” and skewed criminal laws is
increased.705 For PP, these segments’ anxieties eclipse expert and practitioner knowledge as the
dominant influence on reform.
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In a paper co-authored with Michelle Miao, Pratt identifies five causes of PP.706 First,
“disenchantment” with the long-established power structures of government and society is a
central factor.707 Public sentiments on crime and criminal justice policy are antagonistically framed
against groups traditionally associated with penal policy-making.708 Second, due to this
disenchantment, distrust and cynicism for politicians and democratic processes grow.709 Third,
with the 1990s rise of global insecurity and anxiety, crime became the most immediate and
apparent source of danger in people’s lives, which became an accessible example of governments
inability to protect its people.710 Fourth, mass media’s impact on what information the public
received about crime shifted. This increased public interest in criminal justice and penal policy.711
Fifth, the public’s increased interest developed a “greater emphasis” on victim experiences and a
pronounced importance on victims of crime for policymaking.712 With a rise of victim authority
on crime, came a public demand for punishments to reflect public emotion linked to crime. PP’s
fifth factor most directly connects to the householder defence because victims of home invasions
become symbolic and hosts for public emotions on crime.713 Despite statistical rarity, the specific
experiences of victims become universally perceived as communal crime insecurities.
A central goal of PP is to “rebalance the criminal justice system” through redistributing
penal power with PR.714 PR prioritizes “the rights of ‘ordinary people’ to security…over the rights”
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and protections of offenders, which have been continuously strengthened by the courts and
perceived to have a direct expense of law-abiding citizens and crime victims.715
(1) Populist Reform
PR actively incorporates “ignored” voices into the penal policy-making process.716 The
2012 and 2013 reforms were rooted in the anxieties of “ordinary” people.717 The leading foothold
of PR is “popular sentiments, beliefs, or ideologies held by particular” segments of the population
who perceive “a significant sense of marginalization” and feel as if they are ignored by elites and
the criminal justice system.718 Conservativism and “the right” are essential to PR and those
ignored, ordinary groups at play. PR frames lenient treatment for offenders as having a direct
security cost to law-abiding citizens.719 This chapter will look further at how rural communities in
Canada and E&W filled this role of marginalized group for the PRs of the householder defence.
Julian Roberts and co-authors direct attention to the following aspect: while the political
promotion of PR is often “electorally attractive” and targeted at certain prominent groups, the
resulting penal policies are generally “unfair” to offenders and “ineffective” to the purported
claims of the reforms.720 Both “responsiveness and popularity” are essential to PR.721
Responsiveness and popularity are achieved by intentionally exploiting public anxiety over
community insecurity and resentment for the lenient treatment of criminals.722 This responsiveness
of PR is in contrast with other, more advantageous forms of responsiveness, which develop
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alongside careful readings of public will, criminal justice research, and the “well-established”
principles of the criminal law, such as fair trial rights and proportionality.723 PR is not favourable
to proportionality of force for the householder defence.
(2) The Householder Defence as a Consistent Exception in Populist Reform
Typically, PR operates by increasing the severity of punishment for offences in reaction to
a criminal justice system perceived to be too lenient. Yet, the householder defence prevents the
prosecution and punishment of defenders who would otherwise be held accountable for
committing an offence linked to their use of force. Here, PR is abnormally appeasing
dissatisfaction for the lenient treatment of criminals and security fears. Stronger protections for
defenders indirectly decrease leniency for criminals and directly make them potentially subject to
enhanced state-sanctioned violence.
By increasing the degree of force aggressors may face, two similar effects of increasing the
severity of punishment are produced. First, reform legitimizing greater defensive force deters
potential aggressors from initially creating householder defence incidents. Increasing the
perception of risk of harm and the potential of death for invading dwelling-houses, decreases the
willingness of potential aggressors. Hence, PR deters by raising the perception of risks of what
can be lawfully forfeited from aggressors. Second, although punishment for householder defencerelated offences is not directly changed, the possibility of extreme injury or death for aggressors
is increased. This is an indirect shift in the source and degree of lawful reactionary force aggressors
may face and connected to the process of rebalancing the law in favour of dwelling-house
defenders.
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The householder defence is an exceptional legal mechanism for PR because it does not
concern criminalizing new conducts, enhancing punishment for pre-existing offences, or the direct
strengthening of law enforcement. Instead, it broadens a defence enabling defenders to resort to
defensive violence more easily. Here, popular punitive sentiment is channeled and fed by putting
the private defender at center stage rather than state authorities or criminal justice agencies. At the
same time, it retains the same characteristics found in narratives and debates surrounding more
‘traditional’ criminalization and sentencing PR.
The narratives associated with PR of the householder defence are consistent with the
overarching motivations of PP. The PR narratives of the householder defence for Canada and
E&W will be further discussed for this consistency, especially in relation to popular hero cases.
As a legal mechanism for PP, the householder defence is an exceptional case. It is a criminal
defence, which prevents direct punishment. PR of the householder defence is not just narratively
similar to other PRs. PRs, especial the PR for the householder defence, gain traction from harsher
punishment rhetoric that directly opposes the criminal justice system’s apparent leniency for
criminals. Practically, PR for the householder defence introduces more state-approved violence
against aggressors, which is perpetrated by private citizens instead of criminal justice authorities.
This is similar to typical PRs in that offenders are subjected to harsher punishments, but instead of
those punishments being rooted in the severity of offences, it is the private citizen turned defender
facilitating the punishment. For the householder defence, PR increases and harshens the indirect
punishment of criminals.
The householder defence is an exceptional case for PR, in that, the concerned legal
mechanism is a criminal defence. Yet, PR of the householder defence is simultaneously very
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similar to other PP reforms because it highlights PR’s practical mode of harsher punishment for
offenders, as well as the common motivating narratives of PR.

Rural Dimension
Future research on the householder defence could advantageously center on gender, race,
or economic discrimination. Each of these factors provide an important perspective to exploring
the householder defence and its unique socio-legal position as a criminal defence. Yet, the choice
in this chapter is to focus on PR enhancing the householder defence and the specific role of rural
communities regarding crime and insecurity for PR. The rural-urban divide has heavily guided this
dissertation. How the rural-urban divide connects to racial dimensions of the law’s application will
be discussed, in relation to Stanley, but race is not the principal lens of discussion. This chapter
actively brings this intersectional dimension of race and rural difference into discussion.
Whereas “urban” refers to denser and larger communities, “rural” refers to communities
with less tightly packed populations that are smaller.724 The rural-urban divide is characterized by
divergent population homogeneity and community size. Comparatively, rural community
members enjoy a higher degree of familiarity and social solidarity through more established social
circles.725
(1) Climates of Fear
Weisbord describes climates of fear (CoF) as communities with prominent segments of its
population affected by atypical, crime-based fears.726 What makes these fears over crime atypical
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is that they are rooted in intergroup animosities and oppositional group identities. The normal and
moderate fear of crime individuals may have, is grown and cultivated by exasperated intergroup
bias and anxieties. CoF are characterized by pronounced fears over crime and security, which
strongly influenced by intergroup animosity between groups living alongside each other. When
these pronounced fears and anxieties of some living within CoF disproportionately influence penal
policy, as to be harsher on offenders and rebalance the criminal justice system for certain groups,
this amounts to PR. For the householder defence, the fears of CoF can undermine essential
safeguards on reasonableness and proportionality of force.727 In particular, rural CoF and their
developed intergroup anxieties work to undermine essential restraints, like proportionality, on the
householder defence through PR.
According to Pratt, the decentralizing of power from the state and the rise of neoliberalism
grew public anxieties for whether states were still able to guarantee security for all citizens.728
Security shifted from “a state guarantee” to a more tenuous point of distrust for government
institutions and public discourse of penal policy.729 For PR, this shift in the state’s ability to
reliably maintain security aided the development of communal anxieties, especially that of rural
communities, over crime and safety. For rural communities, larger shifts in the state’s role as
protector from crime and provider of security reactively compound with remoteness and
vulnerability, as to increase perceptions of insecurity and fears of crime.
Rural communities are more vulnerable to embrace and nurture CoF. Communities
characterized by fear and intergroup animosity are at higher risks of becoming CoF.730 Modernly
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“segregated rural” areas, such as some Canadian rural communities characterized by Indigenous
and non-Indigenous territorial division, are prone to developing into CoF because of the influence
of intergroup fears and animosities.731 There is danger in reform informed by intergroup tensions,
which frame certain groups as potentially threatening outsiders, especially when these anxieties
are allowed to inform what violent self-help fits the reasonableness standard for rural householder
defenders.732 According to Weisbord, courts within rural CoF are more likely to determine deadly
force as reasonable because the community circumstances may be intrinsically linked to anxieties
about insecurity.733 Furthermore, those living in rural CoF are more likely to react with defensive
force to perceived threats due to developed anxieties over communal insecurity.734 For instance,
Stanley’s defence was intensely influenced by his specific fear as a rural farmer and the Indigenous
and non-Indigenous oppositional intergroup tensions of his rural community.735
CoF weigh heavy on the householder defence because what is proportionate force can
become distorted by communal fears.736 This can have direct costs on those othered by fear in
society.737 Reform can be influenced by CoF through fears manifesting in public opinion.738
Legislators are encouraged by CoF to reform the householder defence as to “allow individuals to
resort to violent self-help” more readily.739 Yet, reform “haunted by projections…about
reasonableness” and community fear can lead to abusable laws permitting disproportionate
force.740 If disproportionate force and protections for unreasonable self-help are incorporated into
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the law through the influence of rural CoF, then the broader law can be negatively influenced by
the collective fears of certain groups, which are framed as outsiders.
(2) Rural Crime Experiences and Perspectives
Anxieties over community safety can develop into communal experiences of crime. In
2017, rural Canada had a 23% higher crime rate than urban areas.741 The police-reported crime
rate revealed that there were “6,210 incidents per 100,000 population” in rural areas and only 5,051
in urban when directly compared.742 Although the majority of rural police services reported very
low crime rates, a small number of locations reported extremely high rates.743 The highest rural
crime rates were in Prairie provinces.744 From 2009 to 2017 the police-reported crime rate fell 19%
in urban Canada and only 13% in rural areas.745 In 2017, the break-and-enter incident rate was
29% lower in urban areas of Canada.746 For instance, rural Alberta had more than twice as many
break-and-enter incidents than urban Alberta, with 978 per 100,000 population.747 Thus, home
invasions and break-and-enters are experienced at greater rates in Canada’s rural areas and are a
key concern for these communities.
From 2019 to 2020, the crime rates for “violence against the person” offences and domestic
burglary were both lower in predominantly rural areas of E&W when compared to their
predominantly urban counterparts.748 First, whereas predominantly urban areas had 30.4 “violence
against the person” incidents per 1,000 population, predominantly rural areas only recorded 23.1
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incidents.749 This is approximately 25% less violence against the person incidents in predominantly
rural areas when contrasted with predominantly urban.750 Second, the predominantly rural areas of
E&W had the lowest domestic burglary rate, which was only “4.7 offences per 1,000” people.751
Alternatively, the urban areas with minor suburbs had 15.7 per 1,000 people, which was the highest
rate of domestic burglary.752 Unlike rural Canada, rural E&W has lower violent crime and burglary
rates than its urban counterparts.
Foremost of the challenges facing rural policing is the protection of a small population
spread across a large area. Responding as quickly to emergencies in urban areas for all those living
in rural Canada and E&W is simply not realistic.753 In 2014, despite the difference in crime rates
across the urban-rural divide, Canadian rural dwellers viewed their local police similarly.754
Canadian confidence in law enforcement is “almost identical in rural and urban areas” with 45%
of the populous reporting they are very confident in their local police; however, rural Albertans
are less confident in their local police, with only 39% being very confident.755
A survey of over 20,000 in E&W concluded that those in rural areas thought “much worse”
of their local police; dramatically, only 27% of rural dwellers believed local police were doing a
good job, while the average across the urban-rural divide was 62%.756 Meaningfully, 10% of those
living in rural areas of E&W reported feeling “unsafe in their own homes” at night.757 There is a
unique “emotional legacy” to rural crime, which increases insecurity fears and frustrations with
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policing.758 Rural communities in E&W feel targeted by crime for their geographical vulnerability
and remoteness. Although Canada is more affected by rural crime, rural communities in E&W are
those least satisfied with their local police and most fearful about security.

Popular Heroes
Popular heroes for the householder defence are defenders who become symbols for PR
because they are prosecuted by the criminal justice system for fighting back against invading
aggressors to their homes.759 For many, these individuals needing to use defensive force
exemplifies the insecurity of “ordinary people” at home.760 Popular heroes become symbolic for
the state’s inability to protect homes and families.761
Prosecuting those viewed as innocent dwelling-house defenders builds public distrust.762
This misalignment between the will of the public and the law’s application further valorizes these
extreme uses of force. In E&W, Martin’s popular hero story gained public outcry and directly
drove reform. In Canada, Stanley and Khill are both popular heroes for the “expansiveness” of the
reformed sections 34 and 35.763
(1) Tony Martin
Martin became emblematic of ordinary people being mistreated by the law and the criminal
justice system’s unwillingness to protect homes.764 Through a pattern of media interest, Martin’s
prosecution attracted a lot of public sympathy and upset.765 As previously examined, E&W was
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ready for a “cause célèbre” like Martin, who showcased the specific crime vulnerability of rural
areas.766 Immediately after Martin was charged, media outlets were “lionising” his actions and
there were public demonstrations demanding his release.767 He was portrayed as an “ordinary man”
let down by the law and as a pseudo “folk hero” for those in rural E&W.768 In light of Martin’s
notoriety, former Metropolitan Police Commissioner Sir Paul Stephenson publicly stated that
individuals who defend their homes and property should be treated as heroes, not criminals.769
Similarly, President of the US National Rifle Association Charlton Heston’s public
support, specifically in relation to Martin’s right to protect his home with extreme force, reinforced
Martin’s position as a symbol for violent self-help.770 Martin stated that his experience with the
law “highlighted the dangers” and vulnerability of rural communities and homes to crime.771 For
the householder defence, conceptions of who is the true victim and who is the true criminal plague
determinations of reasonableness and proportionality of force. Hence, Martin’s popular hero story
was used to push PR to shift and weaken proportionality for the householder defence.
(2) Gerald Stanley
There is a racialized element to Stanley’s role as a popular hero. Rural Battleford,
Saskatchewan is characterized by Indigenous and non-Indigenous community divides.772 In 2019,
the Indigenous homicide victim rate in Canada was “approximately six and a half times higher
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than” for non-Indigenous people.773 In 2021, the Civilian Review and Complaints Commission
(CRCC) released a report on the Royal Canadian Mounted Police’s (RCMP) conduct in relation
to Boushie’s death.774 This discussion will briefly focus on the discriminatory treatment of
Boushie’s family and RCMP media releases.
The next-of-kin notification for Boushie’s death amounted to “a prima facie case” of racial
discrimination.775 The CRCC established “a link between the insensitive manner in which the nextof-kin-notification” was delivered and the social context of “long-standing colonial assertions,
stereotypes, and a troubled history” of the RCMP’s treatment of Indigenous people.776 As she was
notified about her son’s death, both Debbie Baptiste’s credibility and sobriety were challenged.
When Baptiste reacted emotionally, she was instructed to “get it together”, her sobriety was
questioned, and her breath was smelt for alcohol.777
Notably, officers opened “Baptiste’s microwave where…Boushie’s uneaten dinner was
waiting for him” as to verify her credibility that she was unaware of her son’s death and was not
harbouring witnesses.778 Eleanore Sunchild, a lawyer representing Boushie’s family, pointed to
the microwave check as wholly insensitive to Baptiste as a grieving mother and connected to racial
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bias about her credibility.779 The CRCC’s 45th Finding is that there is a “prima facie case of [racial]
discrimination” for the RCMP’s treatment of Baptiste during the next-of-kin notification.780
The CRCC determined key media releases by Saskatchewan RCMP “early in the
investigation caused the [Boushie] family further anguish by fuelling perceptions that Boushie’s
death” was justified.781 These releases focussed primarily on property related offences linked to
Boushie’s friends and casted a distinctly “negative light” on Boushie.782 This tone setting for public
discussion of Boushie’s death framed Stanley as a rural popular hero defending his property, and
thus, legitimized public support.783 These findings help to characterize the racialized character of
the RCMP’s treatment of Boushie’s death from the outset.
In his book Canadian Justice, Indigenous Injustice, Roach renders Stanley’s unique
defence and role in the public awareness.784 Stanley’s role as a popular hero is intrinsically
connected to rural Saskatchewan as a CoF with divisions between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
people.785 As to portray how “bitterly divided Canadians” were over the Stanley verdict, Roach
points to polling differences; whereas nationally only 30 per cent believed the verdict was good
and fair, in Saskatchewan over 60% of respondents thought so.786 Stanley’s defence was a
“phantom self-defence” because of what Stanley’s lawyer labeled “a self-defence factor”
informing the entirety of the case and making“fluid partners” of defence of self and property.787
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In explanation of his actions and fear, Stanley testified that he was “thinking about the
news…and people using their vehicles to crash into crowds” and local murders from 1994.788
Seemingly, Stanley was referring to the recent terrorist attack in Nice, France, which killed 86
people.789 Boushie and company coming up the driveway of Stanley’s farm cannot reasonably be
equated to terrorists. This implication being allowed to contextualize the perception of threat
allowed racial bias into the subjective assessment of Stanley.
Stanley’s defence pointed out that Stanley did not have the urban “the luxury of calling
911 and reasonably expecting” a prompt police response; this mirrored previously discussed
statements made by Minister Nicholson during the passing of C-26.790 Stanley’s lawyer explained
that “for farm people, your yard is your castle” to contextualize his client’s relationship with his
rural farm.791 His defence argued that the nature of the incident was that of “being terrorized” and
a home invasion.792 This extension on the classic metaphor of an individual’s home being their
castle is problematic. Beneath this suggestion and Boushie’s death was the long history of white
settlers’ property rights, and the exclusion and subjugation of Indigenous people in Canada.793
Although there is a special relationship between rural farmers and their land, this relationship is
not equal to the home.
(3) Peter Khill
Although Khill is pending a SCC judgement, Khill is already a popular hero. 15,000 Khill
supporters petitioned for a drop in charges, remarking that “the right to defend your property
788
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should be paramount” and that “Castle law” should be in Canada.794 Support for Khill reflected an
acceptance of extreme defensive force outside the rural context.795 Alternatively, only 1,200 people
signed the “Justice For Jon Styres” petition, which stated that no person in Canada should be
permitted to kill another “over possessions” and to “knowingly kill a man over a truck” amounted
to murder.796
Like Stanley, Khill’s victim was a young Indigenous man. Unlike Stanley, potential jurors
for Khill were asked if they would be able to “judge the evidence…without bias prejudice or
partiality” to “the fact that the deceased victim is an Indigenous person and the person charged
with this crime is a white person.”797 While three people were screened out, the defence
successfully argued that racial bias was not at play because Khill was unable to identify Styres’
race in the dark.798
For Khill, the potential of a SCC verdict acquitting Khill for Styres’ death will elevate the
distrust among Indigenous peoples of Canada’s justice system.799 Popular hero narratives
strengthen public support for challenging the householder defence’s traditional relationship to
proportionality.
(4) Re-victimization
As popular heroes, Martin, Stanley, and Khill were each framed as victims of crime who
were unfairly re-victimized by the law. Popular hero narratives encourage punitive sentiments and
PR, by building on the “belief that criminal justice professionals often re-victimized victims” as to
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protect and prioritize the true criminals.800 It is the aggressor’s invasion to their dwelling-house
that makes the defender an initial victim of crime. The re-victimization is facilitated by the state’s
laws and courts. For instance, Martin was portrayed as the victim of a home invasion that extended
into a never-ending legal nightmare. The 2012 and 2013 PRs drew heavily on popular hero revictimization narratives, which showcased apparent leniency for criminals and harsh punishment
for victims.

Processes of Reform
PR provides opportunity for political parties to demonstrate their alignment with the
“moods, voices and will of the people” or that of selective segments of the population.801
Flashpoint popular hero cases provide “convenient incubating” phases for public willingness for
PR.802 Although the householder defence does not directly inflict harsh punishment on those who
break the law, it increases the possible severity of the indirect punishment, which is a defender’s
potential use of force. This defence anomalously protects those understood as the real victims of
crime. The perspectives of “outsider” groups are prioritized over those perceived to be favoured
by the criminal justice system and government, such as leniently treated criminals.803 The 2005
International Crime Victimization Surveys found both E&W and Canada in the top five most
punitive countries specifically for penalizing burglars.804 How punitive sentiments are included in
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the policy process is crucial to reform. Discussion on the PR of the householder defence will be
organized around themes of popular heroes, legislative framing, and rural punitiveness.
(1) Popular Heroes
As a defence intimately attached to home and family, reform for the householder defence
is best served by authentic stories of people protecting their homes. These stories catch popular
hero status when defenders are seen to be “re-victimized” by prosecution.805 The prosecution of
popular heroes for their force against aggressors is seen as a perversion of the criminal justice
system and its genuine mandate.
Unlike their Canadian counterparts, Chen and Singleton, Martin and Hussain did not share
their stories during parliamentary meetings and debates. This is a notable difference, especially
when taken with the fact that Wolkind’s comments and ideas on reasonable force were actively
included into public debates on reform. Parliamentary debates in Canada also included many
expert and legal-based perspectives, but there was an effort to include popular hero voices. This
inclusion connects directly to PR’s divestment in elite perspectives. As popular heroes, Chen and
Singleton’s presence was a proxy-inclusion of public and rural punitiveness.
Prior to Martin in 2001, over 70% of those living in E&W felt too much leniency was given
to criminals by the courts.806 As previously established, key motivators for the 2013 reform in
E&W were Martin and Hussain.807 Popular hero cases create public desire for reform as to protect
the home.808 Home is demarcated as a safeguarded space and as a place of exclusion. E&W’s 2013
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reform harnessed public desires to further sanctify the home and the ability of defenders to
forcefully exclude intruders.809 Values on the home were pre-existing, but popular hero cases like
Martin are flashpoints climaxing public sentiment for PR.
Although the prior law in Canada had long been flawed, popular heroes provided clear
opportunity for reform. Martin, Hussain, Chen, and Singleton provided distinctly “pro-victim” and
“anti-criminal” opportunities for PR.810 This focus on defenders as “the ‘real’ victims” is a
distinctly populist framing of the householder defence.811 Although PR for a defence is irregular,
the householder defence fits within the populist model of claiming support for an authentic class
of victims. Popular hero cases provide sentiment laden examples for PP framings of criminal and
victim.
(2) Legislative Framing
Canada’s sections 34 and 35 place the householder defence in a state of limbo. E&W’s
section 76 securely positions it within its own subsections. E&W codified existing case law,
specifically Palmer, and altered the degree of force with subsequent reform. Canada completely
reworked the framework for how householder defence defenders are assessed and detached the
clear tracks differentiating dissimilar defenders. This unclear position is worrisome for the “sharp
contrast” between the guidance and lack thereof for reasonable force between defence of self and
property.812 With a phantom branch in defence of property and the weakness of proportionality of
force for defence of person, Canada’s householder defence is again in a state of uncertainty.
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Alternatively, E&W’s householder defence is well positioned and proactively restricts opportunity
for the separate degree of force to conflate with either regular self-defence or defence of property.
(3) Rural Punitiveness
By gauging the willingness for changing penal policy, public sentiment barometrically
reflects crime control satisfaction.813 For the householder defence, PR targeted sentiment and
punitiveness organized specifically surrounding popular hero flashpoint cases. Penal culture deals
with orientations to and beliefs on punishment, crime, and the law’s role in maintaining social
order.814 If severely punitive, these orientations are balanced more strongly against offenders and
aim to prioritize the well-being of law-abiding, ordinary people even at possibly extremely
disproportionate costs for offenders.
Therefore, rural punitiveness deals with those strong orientations balancing the needs of
ordinary, rural people to live without crime over the protections and rights of offenders. Rural
punitiveness is strengthened by beliefs that rural crime is especially threatening because it takes
advantage of the insecurities unique to rural communities, such as remoteness and stretched
policing resources.
PR largely relies on punitiveness and dissatisfaction with the criminal justice system’s
leniency for criminals at the expense of community security. Conservative political parties gain
increased support by framing “the problem of crime” as directly connected to the criminal justice
system’s lack of severe punishment for offenders and its lenient nature.815 The coupling of lenient
treatment of offenders to community crime insecurity is essential to PRs of the householder
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defence, and thus, how conservative political support for penal reform is organized. Although PR
relies firmly on intergroup sentiments of animosity and anxiety, the aligning of punitiveness
between social groups by conservative politicians does not always take the same pattern.
There is a pattern of rural punitiveness directly related to the householder defence reforms
in both jurisdictions. As previously discussed in chapter 3, the Conservatives in Canada harnessed
prominent rural punitiveness to help cement their role as the hard-on-crime party and hold power
with Prime Minister Harper from 2006 to 2015.816 In Canada, the Conservatives introduced C-26
after using pollsters to detect a political advantage of overlap between rural dwellers and “very
ethnic” groups in urban areas, such as Toronto.817 Thus, C-26 shifted power to householder
defenders and helped win a majority government in 2011 through navigating overlapping
punitiveness in both urban minority and rural majority groups.818 Both the Liberals and the NDP
had little desire to oppose this specific PR by the Conservatives because there was an existing
consensus that the Criminal Code’s self-defence and defence of property provisions were
disjointed and overly confusing.819
In E&W, the reform to section 76 also played heavily on rural punitiveness. As previously
mentioned, rural experiences of crime were key for Parliamentary debates. Media coverage and
public outrage over Martin focussed on his home’s particular rural vulnerability. Whereas
Canadian reform had policymakers strategically pulling on broader rural punitiveness, the E&W
reform incorporated rural punitiveness primarily via the discourse surrounding Martin.
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PR can thrive on rural punitiveness. For Canada and E&W, both householder defence
reforms were passed my conservative parties actively highlighting the particular insecurity of rural
communities. The safety of rural homes was deliberately differentiated in both Parliamentary
debates by the respective conservative parties. In both jurisdictions, PR of the householder defence
used the rural punitiveness. Rural communities were the segmented group that had long been
ignored and mistreated by the criminal justice system, which ignored their vulnerability to crime.
PR of the householder defence was presented as a method to fight the marginalization of rural
communities and their shrinking state protections.
The 2012 and 2013 reforms were directly responsive to the punitive sentiments organized
around the rural popular heroes and their re-victimizations by the courts. Leniency for offenders
is perceived to make homes less safe from crime, especially rural homes with less robust
emergency police responses. The cost for the criminal justice system’s leniency is framed directly
onto the safety of ordinary people’s home. Moreover, this cost on home safety is greater for rural
dwellers because it compounds with isolation and thinner policing realities.
To combat leniency for offenders linked to perceived insecurity, reform must focus on the
immediate abilities of dwelling-house defenders. For many, the courts and criminal justice system
can no longer be trusted to prioritize victims of crime, especially rural crime. Thus, PR focuses not
on the role of the courts, but on the force used by defenders. Who can be trusted to not treat
criminals leniently and protect homes? Dwelling-house defenders and their greater uses of force
have come to fill both the state’s protection limitations and failure to punitively respond to
aggressors.
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Populist Reform Repositioning Proportionality of Force
Proportionality requirements restrict the amount of force a defender can justifiably use
against an aggressor. Renée Lerner argues that an international “popular revolt” against
proportionality began with the twenty-first century.820 Being dissatisfied with proportionality
requirements and its limits on defenders, common angers and anxieties developed across
jurisdictions into PRs. Populist angers focus on selectively noteworthy stories of injustice, wherein
popular heroes are seen to be unjustly persecuted for defending themselves in their own homes.
The “cause célèbre” figures of the householder defence are influential because the public can
“easily identify” with the overarching defender stories; even when incidents are statistically rare,
these stories hold the public imagination through appeals to common sense.821 The law’s inability
to discern who is the true victim and who is the true criminal is narratively emphasized by popular
hero stories. Disagreement over prosecution and punishment for householder defenders fosters
public distrust for both the law and the state as protectors.822 This distrust is greater in rural
communities with heightened insecurity fears.
Assessments of force underwent key transformations for proportionality in both
jurisdictions. Canadian reform omitted the strict proportionality requirement. The previous
proportionality requirement inquired into whether a defender’s force was “reasonable in all the
circumstances” and was a necessity.823 This examined both the defender’s subjective belief of the
threat and whether this was objectively a reasonable belief. The “removal of the proportionality
requirement” from section 35 and the subjection of proportionality to section 34’s unstructured
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factor list increases the amount of force available to defenders to potentially disproportionate
degrees.824
For E&W, the inclusion of “grossly disproportionate” shifted the householder defence’s
relationship to proportionality.825 The 2013 reform created “greater latitude” over what is
reasonable force for juries and weakened proportionality through new contradicting language.826
Ultimately, introducing the “grossly disproportionate” language into section 76 itself
fundamentally downgraded the householder defence’s assessment and relationship to
proportionality of force.827
(1) Insecurity
A state’s monopoly of force is attached to the state’s role in guaranteeing security from
crime. The householder defence deals directly with both the state’s inability to protect people in
their own homes and the shifting of greater legitimate force to individual defenders. The state’s
limitations as protector are more apparent in rural communities, which are generally larger sized
and less densely populated. PR decreasing the importance of proportionality for the householder
defence centers on the public’ disenchantment with the state as protector and a loss in faith as to
its ability to protect people from crime, even in their own homes.828
David Garland discusses what he calls “the authority of ‘the people’” in relation to the
effectiveness of populist sentiments and “tough on crime” political platforms to push penal
reform.829 Garland argues that the denegation of “expert and professional elites” for penal policy
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is an essential process for PR.830 The input of expert knowledge to the penal policy-making and
reforming process has been devalued and replaced by “the authority of ‘the people’” and assertions
for commonsensical, traditional ideologies on law, order, and punishment.831 The public’s
authority and its prioritization of those groups feeling “ill-served…fearful, [and] anxious” came to
be the “dominant voice” over penal policy because of discontent with the state’s management of
community security.832
Public perceptions that the state is incapable and unwilling to protect ordinary people from
crime transforms into demands to strengthen the householder defence.833 After international
insecurity concerns, austerity policies, and the media’s partial deregulation culminated in growing
public distrust, it became impossible for Western democratic states to sustain the “unity” and
pervasive social control required for centralized power.834
PR attacking proportionality for the householder defence is aimed at strengthening the
force available to defenders, as to fill the state’s role as reliable protector and security provider.
Undoubtably, the gap between the state’s ability to protect and the security of homes is wider in
rural communities. Therefore, with less reliable state protections, these rural segments of the
population come to desire weaker restrictions on the amount of defensive force they are permitted
to use to protect themselves, their homes, and their families. By removing the importance of
proportionality on assessments of a defender’s force, control, and thus, responsibility for the
security of one’s home is shifted to the individual. The need for this shift in abilities and
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responsibilities to maintain security of the dwelling-house is rooted in the diminished role of the
state as protector, as well as the public’s distrust.
(2) Populist Reform and Proportionality
Both Canada and E&W are jurisdictions within an international trend of PRs rejecting
proportionality’s traditional restraint for the householder defence. The E&W cases of Collins and
Ray made clear that the 2013 reform and its relationship to proportionality have muddled what is
reasonable force. To illustrate how the 2013 reform’s changes to force and proportionality are
unclear, Thomas examines if Martin would fair differently under the new householder defence.
Thomas argues that the Collins ruling means that Martin’s conduct alone would remain
unprotected by the new law.835 As per Collins, Martin’s “excessive” and disproportionate use of
force against intruders would still be determined as unreasonable and prevent a successful
householder defence.836 Martin’s position under the new householder defence has not changed
because proportionality of force is still a crucial, if a diminished, element of the law in E&W.
If a central aim of the 2013 reform in E&W was to combat public concern over Martin’s
story and the new law would also not protect his use of force, then reform did not deliver on public
sentiment.837 Although it is good that proportionality is still a key consideration for the householder
defence, it is problematic that reform, which drew so heavily on populist public sentiments, did
not deliver accurately. This could result in more distrust of the criminal justice system, especially
for those in rural E&W. Disconnect between the public’s role in reform, the proportional force
realities of the new householder defence provision, and the courts’ application will cyclically
reinforce those same populist sentiments that led to the 2013 reform.
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Canadian reform deserted the strict proportionality requirement and positioned
proportionality as one of many unstructured factors to be considered for reasonableness.838 This
demotion of proportionality creates more opportunity for judge and jury discretion. Proportionality
became “only one of many factors” to be weighed in an unstructured assessment for reasonableness
of force, and thus, now a defender who uses disproportionate force could successfully use the
householder defence.
In Canada, proportionality’s role for the householder defence was significantly shifted
from a “bright-line” requirement to a factor on a list with no hierarchical guidance for
assessment.839 PP influenced the 2012 reform and eliminated proportionality as a traditional
constraint on the householder defence. With no mandatory proportionality requirement, the factor
list system allows for disproportionate uses of force to be deemed reasonable.840 The redistribution
of proportionality of force’s importance has shifted more decision-making power to juries through
the unstructured factor list of section 34.841 Thus, the extent that the householder defence is
exposed to protecting a defender’s subjective perceptions, which may be influenced by populist
fears and bias, is still undetermined by the courts.842 Currently, the householder defence in Canada
is “more expansive and vulnerable to abuse” than ever before because PR weakened the
importance of proportionality of force.843
PRs in Canada and E&W to the householder defence shifted power to defenders from the
state by authorizing more extreme uses of force. This is an exceptional shift linked to populist
orientations of who is the true victim and who is the true criminal. This shift sanctions greater
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legitimate force from the state’s monopoly to potentially any civilian turned defender. By
weakening the importance of proportionality for assessing defenders, the householder defence now
permits greater uses of force in both jurisdictions, but to a greater extent in Canada.

Conclusion
PR for the householder defence gained support in Canada and E&W from those feeling
ignored and unprotected by the criminal justice system. Rural segments and their insecurity fears
were actively included into the reform processes. Popular hero re-victimization narratives
organized and generated populist sentiments for reform. The charging of defenders reinforces
public perceptions that the genuine victims of crime are not prioritized by the courts or the state.
The 2012 and 2013 reforms were used by conservative political parties to telegraph the
prioritization of victims over criminals.
Proportionality of force for the householder defence was weakened in both jurisdictions.
Legal experts were replaced by rural punitiveness, which claims to prioritize ordinary people, as
the dominant influence on reform. There are strong beliefs in rural Canada and E&W that the law
was, and may still be, improperly balance against ordinary people and their security at home. Rural
anxieties over insecurity, disenchantment with the state as protector, and distrust in the criminal
justice system led to the 2012 and 2013 reforms. PRs of the householder defence in Canada and
E&W undermined proportionality of force, and thus, further delegated power from the state’s
monopoly of force to dwelling-house defenders.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
This dissertation’s exploration into how a dwelling-house defender’s use of force against
an invading aggressor can be justified has directly engaged with proportionality of force’s
relationship to the householder defence. This investigation used theoretical justifications of a
dwelling-house defender’s ability to use force, analysis of policy developments in Canada and
E&W, and penal populism (PP) and the populist reform (PR) paradigm. Competing evaluations of
what is proportional force for dwelling-house defenders were discussed using theoretical
justifications and the laws of two jurisdictions.
The most important impact of the 2012 and 2013 PRs on the householder defence is the
weakening of proportionality of force as a requirement for reasonableness. In E&W,
proportionality of force was undermined by the inclusion of new legislation language. The
inclusion of “grossly disproportionate” and the seemingly contrary receiving case law to the core
sentiments backing the 2013 reform, leave proportionality of force with an uncertain future and
controversial footing in the householder defence’s legislation and case law.844
In Canada, the proportionality requirement’s importance for the householder defence was
upset. Proportionality went from a strict, bright-line requirement for any dwelling-house
defender’s force to be considered reasonable, to merely one of many factors on a list for assessing
reasonableness; moreover, this factor list is unstructured, without guidance, and does not require
all factors to be sufficiently met for a defender’s successful use of the householder defence.845
Therefore, the 2012 PR in Canada effectively subordinated proportionality to the point where
disproportionate force can workably be determined as reasonable for the householder defence.
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This conclusion will first revisit the four major themes which were originally used to
introduce the householder defence. Then, recommendations for reform and future research will be
outlined where relevant and appropriate. Finally, overarching reflections on proportionality of
force for the householder defence will be presented.

Major Themes Revisited
Four major themes have been explored throughout this dissertation to contextualize the
householder defence’s controversies and socio-legal importance: security, property rights and
defence of property, the state’s monopoly of force, and rural difference.
(1) Security
Communal, familial, and individual security are overlapping concerns for the householder
defence. The security of defenders was extensively discussed as a key factor to all theories
justifying the householder defence’s authorization of defensive force. Specifically, forfeiture
theory was examined for how it evaluates the defender’s security as automatically more important
than the aggressor’s safety because the aggressor is responsible for creating the necessity of force.
PP was used to liken the reform stories of Canada and E&W. This provided reform the avenue for
addressing rural ‘popular heroes,’ rural differences, and the political dimension of actively
including rural punitiveness, which each inform rural insecurity. Rural insecurity, and its special
character, played an essential role to PRs in Canada and E&W. PRs of the householder defence
used rural insecurity fears to weaken proportionality of force requirements. PP’s relationship to
the state as protector focusses both on crime insecurity and the limitations of the state to maintain
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security, as to justify expanding the degree of force legitimately available to defenders.846 Both the
origins of the householder defence and its modern PRs starkly prioritize security of homes,
families, and individuals over the bodily safety and lives of aggressors.
(2) Property Rights and Defence of Property
The defence of life and the defence of property are theoretically juxtaposed for how they
factor into proportional force assessments. What is proportional force for defence of property has
been repeatedly distinguished from defence of person, meaning self-defence and the householder
defence. Yet, the popular hero narratives discussed exposed how public sentiments for greater
protections on those using deadly force to protect their property can be conflated with the defence
of home and self. This was the case for public discourse concerning Martin, Stanley and Khill.847
Aggressors solely threatening property and not the safety of human life should not be
subject to a defender’s extreme use of force. Yet, for the householder defence, the realities of
detangling a defender’s right to defend themselves in their home and to defend their home as
property will always be a practical challenge.
(3) Monopoly of Force
Although sanctioned by a criminal defence, a dwelling-house defender’s use of force is
outside the state’s direct control and monopoly. Thus, all theoretical justifications must deal with
the shifting of greater force to defenders from the state’s monopoly. COET, forfeiture, rightsbased, and communitarian theoretical approaches to the householder defence were discussed for
their most important arguments and critiques. How the householder defence’s authorization of
defensive force is theoretically justified is a key to addressing the importance of proportionality of
force.
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A key argument for rights-based theories stated that if the law does not allow defenders to
use force when the state and its monopoly of force are unavailable, this would effectively violate
the defender’s rights to life and autonomy.848 While addressing PR, it was established that the
state’s monopoly of force is tightly connected to the state’s duty to maintain security and protect
its people from crime.849 Thus, by strengthening the householder defence and weakening the
influence of proportionality, legitimate force is shifted from the state’s monopoly to defenders. PR
justifies this shift in power from the monopoly of force through the state’s limitations and it
relationship to the insecurity of the individual. PR of the householder defence is an example of the
state expanding legitimate sources of force that its people may be subject to, but in this case, at the
hand of other fellow citizens.
(4) Rural Difference
Whereas urban dwellers can rely on fuller and faster policing responses to emergencies,
rural dwellers typically have thinner and slower emergency police responses. The security
anxieties and punitiveness specific to rural communities have been examined in both policy
chapters and the PP and proportionality chapter. The householder defence was established as a
significant concern for rural communities in both Canada and E&W policy chapters. Ruralness
was crucial to the popular hero stories of Martin, Singleton, and Stanley. Singleton endorsed the
passing of C-26 during parliamentary debates and stressed the rural difference of his situation as a
dwelling-house defender.850 Martin’s role as a popular hero cannot be disentangled from his role
as a modern rural folk hero. Stanley’s status as a rural farmer was central to justifying his actions
and role in Boushie’s death.
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The potential of rural communities to become climates of fear (CoF) affecting penal policy
was presented.851 Moreover, the important role rural communities played for PR in both Canada
and E&W, as the ignored and marginalized group seeking change, was explored. Rural popular
hero narratives, parliamentary debates highlighting rural insecurity, and rural punitiveness each
required attention as to accurately render the 2012 and 2013 reform processes. Security fears,
property rights and defence of property, the state’s monopoly of force, and rural difference were
used to contextualize the importance of the householder defence.

Recommendations for Reform and Future Research
One suggestion for reform and two suggestions for future research of the householder
defence will be given. Whereas the reform suggestion deals only with Canada, the future research
suggestions deal generally with the householder defence.
(1) Reform
Many of this dissertation’s complaints about the householder defence in Canada are rooted
in section 34’s undivided incorporation of the householder defence and the unstructured factor list
of subsection 2.852 The householder defence is in a state of limbo within Canada’s “Defence of
Person” provision. The householder defence should be reformed into its own provision or
separated using subsections within section 34. This would differentiate the force authorized by the
householder defence from both self-defence and defence of property, as well as hopefully
strengthen the importance of proportionality of force for assessing defenders. By clearly separating
self-defence and the householder defence with subsections, proportional force for the householder
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defence could be properly tuned to the particular circumstances of a specific defender facing an
invading aggressor at home. Thus, a separate householder defence should have a subsection
dedicated to dealing with the unique relationship between proportionality of force and the special,
genuine perceptions of threats dwelling-house defenders may have. The Canadian 2012 reform
created confusion for proportionality of force. By locating both self-defence and the householder
defence in the same provision, without clearly differentiating their standards of force, the reformed
section 34 replaced the prior law’s notorious confusion with a muddled and weakened
proportionality of force for the householder defence.
In anticipation of rebuttals about legislative dividing creating similar confusion to the prior
law, the householder defence should be understood as follows. First, the householder defence is
indisputably the most important form of private defence for the Canadian public. Second, the
householder defence permits the greatest amounts of defensive force, and thus, it should receive
its own legislation track as to differentiate this greater authorization of force from self-defence.
This would prevent the expansion of extreme defensive force, which is slowly creeping farther
into the space of self-defence, as seen in Stanley and Khill.
Subsection 2’s unstructured and unguided factor list creates unpredictability of application
and jury confusion for section 34 and the householder defence in Canada. The subjection of the
proportionality of force requirement to merely one factor on an unstructured list has ultimately
opened success for self-defence and the householder defence to a defender’s disproportionate use
of force. Although a narrow opening, the possibility of disproportionate force being determined as
reasonable under section 34 is both confusing for the law’s application and contrary to a traditional
common law understanding of reasonableness. Moreover, none of the factors on section 34’s list
deal directly with the setting of the home. If a new factor specifying that the setting of the home
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should be used to inform whether a defender’s force was proportional was added to the list, this
would differentiate the householder defence’s authorized force from self-defence.
Reform of section 34, Canada’s provision for the defence of people, should be done with
consultation of those with lived experiences of home invasions, as well as legal practitioners.
Without constructive input from those having applied section 34, reform aimed to tackle confusion
could repeat history and replace one sort of confusion with another for the courts to slowly work
through.
(2) Future Research
The first proposed subject for future research is an analysis of the RCMP’s media releases
and the subsequent media coverage of the deaths of Indigenous people at the hands of nonIndigenous people who claim protection under sections 34 or 35 in Canada. This potential research
could work to compare the RCMP’s media releases between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
victims. Markedly, the CRCC’s 2021 report on Boushie’s death could be an initial touchstone for
inquiry.853
Additionally, future research on the householder defence and self-defence could explore if
and how racism is permitted to impact the subjective assessments of reasonableness for defendants
through informing their perceptions of threat. Racial fears and bias should be prohibited from
informing assessments of a defendant’s subjective perception of fear.854 If racialized fear can
inform a defendant’s subjective perception of a potential threat, then assessments of
reasonableness are being unjustly touched by racial bias. This research assessing links between
racial bias and the subjective elements of reasonableness for self-defence and the householder
defence could look across common law jurisdictions.
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Concluding Remarks
Proportionality of force was approached through theoretical justifications, the specific laws
of Canada and E&W, and the socio-legal considerations of PR processes. Proportionality is an
influencing value on reasonableness of force, which is shiftable as dependent on a specific
defender’s circumstances. Discussions on the 2012 and 2013 PRs in Canada and E&W revealed
both the importance and public disputes associated with proportionality of force.
By highlighting the socio-legal dimensions of the PRs in Canada and E&W, the
diminishing importance of proportionality to the householder defence was established as a
potentially abusive foothold for this justificatory defence. Preoccupations with the amount of force
available to dwelling-house defenders is complicated by tension between theory, practical policy,
rural difference, and PP orientations of true victim and true criminal.
Although linked, there is fundamental conflict between how theoretical approaches, such
as COET, forfeiture, rights-based, and communitarian theories, and practical legislation assess a
dwelling-house defender’s use of force against an invading aggressor for proportionality. Debates
between competing theoretical justifications and policy reform debates in Canada and E&W have
been used to address proportionality of force as a traditional, essential element of the householder
defence, but also as a source of disagreement. These disagreements in theory and policy balance
on the amount of consideration given to the special status of an individual forced to defend
themselves within their own home.
For the householder defence, insecurity fears motivate PR, which consequently, increases
the likelihood of a defender’s disproportionate force to be determined as reasonable. The PRs of
Canada and E&W were influenced by communal insecurity fears. Fear and anxiety over
community insecurity encouraged intergroup anger between those portrayed as true victims and
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true criminals. Popular hero narratives extended this class of true victims to those who understood
themselves as law-abiding citizens, and thus, vulnerable to similar sorts of crime.
Perceiving unjustly lenient treatment for those who would invade the homes and threaten
the safety of others, public fear and hate drove the 2012 and 2013 PRs of the householder defence.
These reforms targeted proportionality because it restrains the amount of force available to
dwelling-house defenders. Anger for criminals and the state’s failures to adequately protect its
people led to PRs focussed on redistributing greater defensive force capabilities to all ordinary
people at home, who may involuntarily be forced into the role of dwelling-house defender.
Penal policy is vulnerable to reform based in fear and anxiety, such as PR. The householder
defence is especially susceptible to fear driven reforms because it is a justifycatory defence tasked
with undertaking the public’s imagination for home invasions and general danger at home.855
Communal crime anxieties and flashpoint popular hero cases organize reform, and thus, reform
for the householder defence becomes a process of “weighing and balancing…each other’s
traumas” formally and publicly.856 Fear driven reform can unreasonably damage essential aspects
of legitimacy for the law, such as proportionality of force for the householder defence. Yet, arguing
against or tempering reform claiming to make homes safer and to protect ordinary people and their
families from crime will always be an exceptional challenge.
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Appendix 1: Legislative Report
This complementary legislation report will assess the entirety of section 76 of the Criminal
Justice and Immigration Act (CJIA) 2008.857 Section 76 is in CJIA 2008’s Part 5, which deals with
criminal law.858 This provision deals with “Reasonable force for the purposes of “self-defence”
and the householder defence.859 Section 76 is applicable to Northern Ireland and E&W. Both selfdefence and the householder defence are widely agreed to be justificatory criminal defences, which
means they are defences focusing on the “propriety” and rightfulness of the defendant’s actions.860
Section 76 lays out the parameters a defendant must meet to receive the protection of self-defence
or the householder defence for their actions that would otherwise constitute a criminal offence.
First, R v Palmer861 and the initial codification of section 76 will be reviewed. Second, the
stages of reform will be presented. The substantial reform in question was made by the Crime and
Courts Act (CCA) 2013.862 Third, self-defence and the householder defence will be broken down
using their respective subsections within section 76. Finally, this examination of the householder
defence and its incorporation into section 76 will then use the relevant receiving case law.

Codification of Section 76: R v Palmer
This first version of section 76 came into effect 14 July 2008.863 It contained no direct
mention of the householder defence or the setting of the home. Initially, this provision only
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codified the existing self-defence law, which was recognised in case law.864 Section 76’s
codification of self-defence was constructed using Palmer.865 Self-defence’s “classic
pronouncement” case is the Privy Council’s ruling in Palmer.866 In Palmer, Lord Morris solidified
self-defence as “a two-limbed defence” dependent on both subjective and objective assessments.867
This original section 76 copied Palmer’s two-part test for legislation, which includes
subjective and objective elements of assessment.868 The first part of the test looks at the subjective
beliefs of the defendant; looking at the circumstances as the defendant “genuinely believed” them
to be, it is determined whether the defendants subjectively believed it necessary to use force against
the aggressor.869 In Palmer, Lord Morris ruled that a defendant’s force is only justified as defence
of self when there is an immediate danger that cannot be avoided without instant defensive
action.870 Yet, Lord Morris also argues that defendants cannot be expected to nicely weigh “the
exact measure” of their “defensive action” against the necessity of the situation.871
The subsequent part of the test uses the subjectively established circumstances established
by the defendant’s genuine beliefs surrounding the incident to objectively measure “the degree of
force used” by the defendant.872 The objectivity of this measurements is focused on the
reasonableness and proportionality of the force used by the defendant in relationship to the
perceived threat posed by the aggressor.873 Section 76’s two-part test for self-defence reflects
Palmer. This twofold assessment examines whether the defender’s use of force was necessary and
864
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whether the amount of force used was reasonable.874 The law established by Palmer and codified
by section 76 was reaffirmed by R v Keane.875 Moreover, Keane made clear that section 76 was
not a comprehensive formulation of the law of self-defence but does lay out “the basic principle”
of self-defence for the common law.876 Meaning, section 76 does not replace Palmer and instead
“provides a ‘gloss’ on the common law position” of private defence.877

Stages of Reform
In total, there have been four versions of section 76. Version One of section 76 is the
previously discussed 2008 codification, which heavily drew on the law established by Palmer. The
householder defence was incorporated into section 76 of the CJIA 2008 by section 43 of the CCA
2013.878 The householder defence changes made to section 76 were heavily influenced by the
popular her case of R v Martin879 and its generation of public discourse.880 The fourth chapter of
this dissertation outlines the socio-legal story of the reform process leading to Version Two. The
provision makes clear that defence of property will not lead to a defendant being able to
successfully rely on the householder defence, and thus, the householder defence is firmly a defence
of persons.881
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This incorporation was Version Two and came into effect 25 April 2013.882 The
householder defence was established within section 76 by the addition of subsection 5A and 8A to
8F. Subsection 5A introduced the highly contested language of “grossly disproportionate” and
established the householder defence’s new stream of measuring force in legislation.883 The
circumstances the householder defence are applicable to were laid out by subsections 8A to 8F.884
These subsections will be fully outlined in the next section of this legislation report. Also, language
was added to both subsections 6 and 9 as to differentiate the amount of force permitted from
between ordinary self-defence and the householder defence.885 The reform of Version two added
“a new category of self-defence” with a separate assessment of force.886 How the force and
reasonableness between self-defence and the householder compare as per the language of section
76 will be addressed later in this legislation report.
Version Three came into effect 14 May 2013 and did not affect the householder defence.
The only notable changes made by Version Three were to the defences considered and the factor
of retreat. First, subsection 2(aa) added “the defence of property” to the list of defences to be
considered by the provision.887 Second, subsection 6A was added as to clarify the factor of retreat
as “a factor to be taken into account,” and not as a strict duty for defendants.888 Version Four came
into effect 13 May 2014. There was no change to the language of either the householder defence
or self-defence for Version Four. While Versions One and Two are distinct and merit fuller
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discussion, the changes made by Versions Three and Four did not change the language or law for
the householder defence.

Section 76: Self-Defence
How a defendant can successfully claim self-defence will be outlined using the subsections
of section 76. Self-defence, as a common law defence, is established as a relevant defence for
section 76 by subsection 2.889 Similarly, subsection 1 makes clear that this provision, when
successfully applicable to the defendant, can prevent their being guilty of an offence they would
otherwise have committed.890 The offence in question, which the defendant is charged with, must
concern the defendant’s use of force against a victim for the purpose of self-defence.891
Subsection 3 makes clear that “the degree of force used by” the defendant must be
“reasonable in the circumstances” and that these circumstances for determining reasonableness
will be those the defendant “believed” themselves to be in.892 This determination, which is central
to section 76’s assessment for whether a defendant can successfully claim self-defence, is to be
determined in conjunction with subsections 4 to 8 and the considerations they provide for.893
Subsection 7 provides two key considerations for the subsection 3’s assessment of defendants.
First, it should be understood that defendants “acting for a legitimate purpose may not be able” to
measure the exact necessity of any defensive action or force due to the realities of the self-defence
incident.894 Second, evidence of a defendant “having only done what the person honestly and
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instinctively” deemed necessary for “a legitimate purpose” of preserving their own safety, should
be understood as strongly constituting evidence that the defendant’s actions against the victim
were reasonable to the defensive purpose in question.895 For self-defence, subsection 10 clarifies
that “legitimate purpose” includes both the common law defence of self and the defence of
others.896 Notably, subsection 6A clarifies that a defendant’s ability to retreat is a factor to be
considered for reasonableness and does not create a strict “duty to retreat” preventing a successful
self-defence claim.897
Moreover, subsection 4 concerns the circumstances as the defendants believed them to be
and how these beliefs of the circumstances should be gauged. The beliefs a defendant intends to
rely on about the circumstances they claim to have genuinely believed themselves to be in must
be reasonable.898 A defendant will not be allowed to rely on unreasonable beliefs about the
circumstances to justify their use of force. As long as the defendant genuinely believed the
circumstances to be a certain way, they are “entitled to rely” on those beliefs even if they were
mistaken.899 Yet, the defendant’s mistaken belief must be a reasonable one.900 Markedly, a
defendant is not permitted “to rely on any mistaken belief” resulting from voluntarily induced
intoxication.901 Thus, a defendant who mistakenly believed the victim to be an aggressor because
of their own voluntary intoxication will not be able to successfully claim protection for their use
of force from section 76. Ultimately, for a defendant’s force to be “reasonable in the
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circumstances” and to successfully use self-defence, they must have believed that their force was
proportionate to the circumstances they believed themselves to be in.902

Section 76: The Householder Defence
Alternative to self-defence, the householder defence was reformed into a separate, distinct
defence by section 76.903 The key difference of the householder defence is its separate degree of
force sanctioned. Unlike self-defence, a defendant’s force is not to be considered reasonable “in
the circumstances as D believed them to be if it was grossly disproportionate” to said
circumstances.904 Moreover, subsection 6 explains in cases “other than a householder case” a
defendant’s force cannot be disproportionate and reasonable to the circumstances as the defendant
believed them to be.905 Together, subsections 5A and 6 make clear that there is a separate bar for
proportional force and reasonableness for self-defence and the householder defence.
The threshold of “grossly disproportionate” for the householder defence is highly contested
and will be further explained using the receiving caselaw. This will be done after the householder
defence’s scope is set out. It is important for the householder defence’s scope to be clearly separate
from self-defence because of the separate assessments of reasonable force.
(3) Scope of the Householder Defence
The subsections explicitly relevant to the householder defence and its differentiation from
self-defence will be charted to present its scope. Within section 76, there are four essential
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elements to the scope of the householder defence. The householder defence and its determining
scope were incorporated with the 2013 reform. First, the householder defence is only open to those
who used force for the defensive purpose of self or others.906 Force used for the defence of
property, even the physical property of the home, will not be protected by the householder
defence.907 Second, the defendant must be withing, or partially within, the dwelling-house.908 If
the building in question of being a dwelling-house for the purposes of meeting this second
requirement is segmented or has distinguishable parts, subsection 8B rationalises that “any internal
means of access between” the building’s parts will be treated as part of the dwelling-house.909 A
“building” for the required dwelling of the householder defence can include a vessel, vehicle, or
even an Armed Forces living accommodation.910
Third, at the time of the incident, the defendant’s presence in the dwelling-house must be
lawful.911 Even guests to the dwelling-house can claim protection from the householder defence,
as long as they were inside the home.912 Simply, the defendant themselves cannot be a trespasser
to the home during the incident. Fourth, the victim of the defendant’s use of defensive force must
be believed to be trespassing by the defendant.913 The victim does not need to be a trespasser to
the dwelling-house in fact. Similar to self-defence, the defendant can be reasonably mistaken about
the victim being a trespasser; the mistake the defendant makes in believing the victim is a
trespasser must be genuinely made without the influence of voluntary intoxication.914 These four
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framing elements are important to section 76’s integrity and separation of self-defence and the
householder defence. With lesser amounts of force sanctioned by self-defence, it is important that
the scope of the householder defence is clearly marked by subsections in section 76.

The Householder Defence: Interpreting Case Law
Although householder defence defendants are given an “extra margin of appreciation”
when using defensive force at home, a “grossly disproportionate” standard for reasonable force
has been widely critiqued for its potential abuse and exploitation.915 Section 76 does not stipulate
that grossly disproportionate force is the only unreasonable force for the householder defence.916
Legal scholars stress the importance of traditional understandings of reasonableness and
reasonable force and its role in interpreting section 76’s “grossly disproportionate” language and
the householder defence.917 Three cases, R(Collins) v Secretary of State for Justice,918 R v Ray,919
and R v Cheeseman,920 will be explored for how they received the householder defence and
interpreted “grossly disproportionate” for reasonableness of defensive force.
(3) R (Collins) v Secretary of State for Justice
Discussion on Collins will concentrate on the proper application of the householder
defence and not discuss the attached European Convention on Human Rights complaints. The
claimant, Denby Collins, was represented by his family in the proceedings. On the night of the
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incident, Collins was attacked while trespassing in the home of the defender’s mother.921 The
defender and the names of his family have been anonymized.
After an altercation between the defender and Collins, the defender restrained Collins in a
headlock until police arrived. Crucially, this headlock lasted for approximately six-minute-long
and resulted in Collins sustaining serious brain injury and going into a coma, which he never
recovered from.922 The defender was not prosecuted. Later, this decision to not prosecute the
defender for his use of force against Collins was affirmed by the Appeals and Review Unit’s
special prosecutor.923 The claimant contended that the test for proportionality of force was
incorrectly applied to the defender in question when assessing whether he should be prosecuted.
Subsection 5A moderates the second limb of self-defence, which deals with the degree of
force used by the defendant against the victim, for the householder defence. The extent of this
qualification of the degree of force allowed for defendants under the householder defence is the
main dispute of Collins.924 In Collins, Lord Leveson clarified the meaning and law as per
subsection 5A for whether any amount of defensive force short of grossly disproportionate was to
be considered reasonable; moreover, this subsection only “automatically excludes” grossly
disproportional force from being considered reasonable for the householder defence.925 The
overarching question for ordinary self-defence is whether a defendant’s use of force was
circumstantially reasonable, as dependent on the circumstances as they were believed by the
defendant.926 This extends to the householder defence. The 2013 reform of section 76, which
incorporated the householder defence, did not alter this central question, but it did specify that
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grossly disproportionate force should be a threshold that automatically excludes a defendant from
successfully using the householder defence.927
Importantly, disproportional force can still be determined as unreasonable, even for the
householder defence.928 Thus, slightly disproportionate force, which is lesser than grossly
disproportionate, can still be determined by the court as unreasonable. Both proportionality and
reasonableness and proportionality of force for the householder defence “will depend on the
particular facts and circumstances of the case” as the defendant genuinely believed them to be.929
Yet, a defendant who acted disproportionately with force may also be successful with the
householder defence and determined to have acted reasonably.930
The 2013 reform emphasized the particular circumstances of a householder defence
incident as to better contextualize the assessments of defendants and their perceptions of threat at
home.931 Subsection 5A emphasized the particular circumstances of householder defence
defendants, but it did not make all force less than grossly disproportionate reasonable.932
According to Lord Leveson, a householder defendant’s force is not made automatically reasonable
by it being less than grossly disproportional.933
For the householder defence, subsections 5A and 3 culminate into two distinctive jury
questions.934 The first jury question Collins positions for the householder defence is did the
defendant utilise grossly disproportionate force as per the circumstances they genuinely believed
themselves to be in?935 The second question for the jury is dependent on the first’s answer.
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Therefore, if the defendant is determined to not have used grossly disproportionate force, was the
defendant’s choice to use force reasonable to the believed circumstances?936
The householder defence provides more “latitude” in determining reasonableness than selfdefence, but it does not give defendants an unrestricted right to use disproportionate force within
their home against intruders.937 Collins confirmed the significance of proportionality and
reasonableness to the householder defence’s assessment of a defendant’s use of force.938 The 2013
reform did not make all force short of grossly disproportionate reasonable for section 76’s
householder defence.939
(4) R v Ray (Steven)
The Collins ruling is reaffirmed by Ray at the Court of Appeal level.940 Tension between
Rory Hemmings, who was the victim, and Steven Ray, who was the defendant, had long been
building over both parties’ relationships with Kristy Allen. Previously, Allen had an abusive
relationship with Hemmings. Allen and Hemmings had children together and were then separated.
At the time of the incident, Allen was living with and dating Ray.941 Allen and Hemmings’ children
were also living in this arrangement.
The morning of the incident, Allen and Ray were woken up by banging at their door.942 As
Allen opened the door, he discovered it was Hemmings. Using Allen’s surprise, Hemmings
forcefully entered the home. Although Hemmings had left aggressive phone messages for Allen
the night before, she did not know it was him at the door.
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Whereas Ray calmly attempted to get Hemmings to leave the home, Hemmings was
confrontationally yelling and swearing.943 In the kitchen, Hemmings and Ray fought.944 There was
a knife on the counter near the two men fighting. Ray feared the knife would be used by Hemmings
against himself, so Ray grabbed the knife first and stabbed Hemmings.945 Ray stabbed Hemmings
only once with the knife. The incident was viewed by Allen and her children. When charged with
murder, Ray claimed he acted in defence of himself and claimed protection under the householder
defence.
In Ray, it was reaffirmed that the effect of subsection 5A was not to make all force used by
a householder defender that was less than grossly disproportionate reasonable.946 Lord Thomas
ruled that once it has been determined that the defendant’s force was not grossly disproportionate,
subsection 5A errands the jury to deliberate on whether the amount of force used was reasonable
to the circumstances, as believed by the defendant.947
Additionally, Ray brought attention to Explanatory Notes of the 2013 reform to ascertain
Parliament’s intention.948 Explanatory Notes in relation to section 43 of the CCA 2013 helped Lord
Thomas highlight that “the use of disproportionate force can be regarded as reasonable” for
householder defenders, but that this force’s reasonableness is still dependent on the
circumstances.949 Therefore, the submission that Collins “reduced” the position of householder
defenders to that of normal self-defence defendants was rejected.950 Parliament’s intention was not
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to authorize all disproportionate force lesser than grossly disproportionate. Parliament’s intention
was to increase consideration to the particular circumstances of householder defence incidents.
Ray repeated Collins’ refusal that the 2013 reform and the householder defence sanction all force
excluding grossly disproportionate force.951
Both Collins and Ray brought clarity to the rules, tests, and jury questions of the
householder defence, which were desperately needed after the 2013 reform.952 For the householder
defence, the first determination is whether the force was “grossly disproportionate” to the threat
posed by the trespassing aggressor.953 Whereas in Collins, Lord Leveson consistently emphasized
reasonableness was central to a householder defender’s force,954 in Ray, Lord Thomas focusses
juries on the question of proportionality.955 Future juries may struggle with this initial “bypass” of
reasonableness of force to proportionality of force.956
(5) R v Cheeseman (Steven)
Cheeseman concerned the defendant, Corporal Steven Cheeseman, having stabbed
Corporal Lance Lindley.957 The defendant sought the protection of the householder defence for his
use of force. Ultimately, Cheeseman was convicted of wounding with intent to do grievous bodily
harm for his stabbing of Lindley. The incident between Cheeseman and Lindley took place in the
defendant’s Army provided room. Initially, the trial judge ruled that the householder defence could
not apply when the victim of the defendant’s force had entered the dwelling lawfully and later
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developed into a trespasser.958 Notably, even the evidence that Cheeseman believed Lindley to be
trespassing during the confrontation was sparse.959
The focus of the case was on whether the defendant was able to use the householder defence
because of subsection 76(8A)(d)’s victim as trespasser requirement.960 The phrasing of subsection
(8A)(d) is extremely clear that the determination about the victim being a trespasser is on whether
the defendant, at the time of the incident, believed them to be trespassing.961 Therefore, it does not
matter when Lindley lawfully became a trespasser because the important assessment criteria for
section 76’s householder defence is when and whether Cheeseman believed the victim to be a
trespasser.962
Cheeseman’s conviction was maintained because there was a lack of evidence that
Cheeseman genuinely believed Lindley to be a trespasser at the time of the stabbing.963 However,
the initial ruling was mistaken.964 The trial judge in Cheeseman was incorrect in determining that
the householder defence “is only available where the defendant believed the victim” of their force
to have entered as a trespasser to the dwelling-house.965 There has been little judicial opportunity
for the householder defence so far, and thus, Collins, Ray, and Cheeseman are likely just the latest
of cases set to interpret the householder defence’s contours of reasonableness and the “grossly
disproportionate” phrase.966
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Conclusion
The organization of section 76 clearly differentiates self-defence and the householder
defence using subsections and proactive language. Due to the separate standards for reasonable
force and proportionate force, this is a suitable quality of the provision. The initial codification of
section 76 was examined using Palmer’s twofold test. Section 76’s stages of reform and multiple
versions were compared for their changes, especially the 2013 reform, which was manifested by
the Crime and Courts Act (CCA) 2013. Both section 76’s self-defence and the householder defence
were assessed through direct attention to subsections. Lastly, the receiving case law for the 2013
reform of section 76, Collins, Ray, and Cheeseman, were each used to better present the standards
of reasonableness and proportionality for the householder defence. This legislation report is to be
read in accompaniment with the overall dissertation on the householder defence’s proportionality
in Canada and E&W.
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Appendix 2: Case Note
This is a supplementary case note for this dissertation, which focusses on an important
Canadian case for self-defence, defence of property, and the householder defence. In R v Stanley,967
Gerald Stanley was charged with the second-degree murder of Colten Boushie, who was a 22year-old Indigenous man. Boushie was from the Cree Red Pheasant First Nation, which is located
near Stanley’s rural farm and home.968 The incident happened 9 August 2016 on Stanley’s farm,
close to the town Biggar, Saskatchewan. Stanley was charged under section 235 of the Criminal
Code.969 Stanley was acquitted of second-degree murder with a “hang fire” defence, arguing that
the shooting of Boushie was accidental and without intent.970 Many in Canada view the ruling of
Stanley as a “racially motivated application” of the law, as well as representative of the criminal
justice system’s lack of protection for Indigenous victims of crime, especially violent crime.971
First, the facts of Stanley, which are acutely disputed, will be outlined. Second, the
background legislation for self-defence and defence of property will be presented. Third, Stanley’s
unique defence and its relevance to both sections 34 and 35 of the Criminal Code will be
discussed.972 Fourth, a mapping of the jury instructions from Chief Justice Popescul will highlight
the ultimate acquittal of the defendant. Fifth, the analysis of Stanley’s ruling of acquittal and its
implications for sections 34 and 35 will be used to feature how this case may be used to expand
the laws of self-defence, defence of property, and the householder defence. Finally, the 2021
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Civilian Review and Complaints Commission (CRCC) report on Boushie’s death will be discussed
for its wider meaning in relationship to Stanley.973

Facts
Boushie and his four companions, Cassidy Cross-Whitstone, Kiora Wuttunee, Belinda
Jackson, and Eric Meechance, had been driving around in their 2003 Ford Escape SUV.974 All five
of the youths were Indigenous and were a part of the Red Pheasant First Nation, which is located
relatively near Stanley’s farm.975 9 August 2016 was a hot summer day and the youths had been
“swimming, drinking, and driving around the prairie back roads” and were returning from the
South Saskatchewan river.976
On their way home, the youth’s vehicle started to have problems.977 It is alleged that the
group first stopped at a nearby farm and attempted to steal a truck unconnected to Stanley and his
farm property. Meechance drove the group into Stanley’s farm and up a long gravel driveway to
seek assistance.978 Meechance exited the vehicle and tried to ride an ATV on Stanley’s farm.979
Stanley, who was 56 years old, arrived on the scene to confront the youths because he believed
they were on his farm to steal his property.980 While the defendant used his foot to break the youth’s
vehicle’s rear signal light, his son, Sheldon Stanley, used a hammer to smash the SUV’s
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windshield.981 Thus, attempting to drive away, but with reduced mobility and visibility through
the broken windshield, Cross-Whitstone crashed the youth’s vehicle into a parked vehicle of
Stanley’s.982 Both Stanley men left to retrieve guns.
Whereas Boushie and the two females continued to stay inside their vehicle, CrossWhitstone exited the vehicle to join Meechance.983 With a Soviet-era Tokarev pistol, which he had
just retrieved, Stanley fired the weapon twice into the air.984 In reaction to these two shots, CrossWhitstone and Meechance both fled on foot from the farm. Notably, Stanley’s retrieval of the gun
and his firing of warning shots into the air were both protected by defence of property.985 Stanley’s
trial judge twice instructed the jury that the defendant was “justified…in retrieving his pistol and
firing two warning shots in the air” as to protect his property.986 Later, Stanley claimed he believed
his wife had been “run over” by the youth’s vehicle.987 While putting his hands into the vehicle to
turn it off, Stanley’s firearm was aimed at Boushie. After a shot struggle between Stanley and
Boushie in the front seat, the gun Stanley was holding shot Boushie “at point blank range” in the
head.988
The parties dispute whether Boushie and company entered Stanley’s farm seeking
assistance or seeking to steal property.989 Although much of the sequence of events is highly
contested between witnesses, the following is not in dispute. The gun Stanley was holding shot a
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bullet at Boushie, which hit him in the back of his head and killed him instantly.990 Furthermore,
the maximum punishment for Boushie, had he been found to have been trespassing on Stanley’s
property, would have a summary offence, which in Canada is the least serious category, and a
maximum fine of $2000.991 These hypothetical punishments are in stark contrast to Boushie’s
death.

Background Law and History
The legislative background of sections 34 and 35 will be reviewed. Although Stanley did
not attempt claim protection under sections 34 or 35, it is important to briefly explain why they
were not available to him.992 For a fuller presentation of Canada’s self-defence and defence of
property please see the third chapter of this dissertation.
(1) Sections 34 and 35
The law around self-defence and defence of property underwent substantial change with
the 2012 reform.993 The 2012 reform was made by Bill C-26: The Citizen's Arrest and Self-defence
Act.994 Section 34 is the self-defence provision. Self-defence has three basic requirements, which
are reasonable belief, defensive purpose, and reasonable response.995 The defendant must have
reasonably believed, meaning on reasonable grounds, that force or a threat of force was directed
against either themselves or another person.996 Also, the actions of the defendants must have been
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“for the purpose” of protection from the believed threat.997 Lastly, the defendant’s actions must be
“objectively reasonable” as according to all the circumstances.998 The defendant’s actions do not
necessarily need to be based on force.999 Stanley could not claim self-defence because he did not
believe at the time of the incident that force or a threat of force was directed against himself or his
family from Boushie.
Section 35 is the defence of property provision and has four requirements Stanley would
have to have met.1000 First, Stanley needed to believe he was in “peaceable possession” of the
property in question, which was the rural farm.1001 Second, Stanley would have had to genuinely
believe that Boushie was in the process of taking, entering, or destroying his property.1002 Third,
Stanley’s offence must have been committed for the purpose of protecting his property in
question.1003 Fourth, Stanley needed to have acted reasonably, in relation to the circumstance, with
the commission of their offence.1004 Although section 35 provides little guidance for
reasonableness past the “in the circumstances” phrase,1005 deadly force has long and firmly been
held by Canadian courts are unreasonable for the defence of mere property.1006 Stanley could not
claim defence of property because the degree of force in question was vastly disproportionate from
what could possibly be considered reasonable in the protection of property. Hence, neither selfdefence nor defence of property were directly available as defences for Stanley.
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Stanley’s Unique Defence
Although Stanley did not claim self-defence or defence of property directly, self-defence
and defence of property played a huge role in characterizing the defendant’s actions. Stanley’s
property was stressed as a rural farm, especially in relation to its vulnerability to rural property
crime.1007 Stanley’s defence portrayed Boushie and company as “essentially intruders” to Stanley’s
rural farm and bringing with them “fear of the unknown” for Stanley and his family.1008
Stanley’s defence argued that although Boushie’s death was unjustified and a tragedy,
Stanley had not used deadly force to protect his property or family.1009 He asserted that it would
never be “never right to take somebody's life over property” theft.1010 Repeatedly, the defence
stressed that the force applied to Boushie was accidental, a “hang fire” of the gun Stanley had
retrieved in response to the group trespassing.1011
Strategically, Stanley’s defence relied strictly on the idea that the shooting was accidental
as to avoid examination of key elements of the defendant’s proposed narrative.1012 Thus, the
accidental shooting defence narrative allowed for key issues, such as Stanley’s genuine belief of
threat and level of fear, and whether the use of a firearm was reasonable to the circumstances, to
remain unexamined.1013 Yet, these elements were allowed to influence the jury and their perception
of Stanley.
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Stanley’s defence argued that there was “a self-defence factor" key to Stanley’s actions,
which helped to explain his retrieval of the firearm.1014 Kent Roach explains that a “phantom selfdefence argument” that used elements of self-defence to inform the entirety of Stanley’s
defence.1015 The implicit self-defence argument woven throughout Stanley’s accidental shooting
defence relies on the defendant’s perception of Boushie and company as “drunk, dangerous, and
prone to violence” people.1016 In the opening statements of Stanley’s defence, Stanley’s rural farm
property was equated to the home, in that it was his castle; expressly, it was asserted that “for farm
people, your yard is your castle” and is as culturally significant as one’s home.1017
Shockingly, it is even suggested that Stanley perceived Boushie and company’s presence
on his farm as posing a danger akin to terrorism.1018 In Stanley’s own testimony, he said he was
“thinking about the news on and people using their vehicles to crash into crowds, and I’m thinking
about when we first moved [to the farm], a couple of murders took place” nearby.1019 It seems, in
accordance with the timing of the incident, that Stanley was referring to the terrorist attack in on
the Promenade des Anglais in Nice, France, which killed 86 pedestrian bystanders.1020 It is an
unreasonable assumption for Stanley to have equated Boushie and company to terrorists.1021
Likewise, the local murders Stanley refers took place over twenty year prior to the incident with
Boushie.1022 Stanley’s defence, with success, likened the incident between Boushie and Stanley to
“a home invasion” and to “being terrorized” by would-be criminals.1023 Stanley’s accidental
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shooting defence was informed by a “self-defence factor” coloured by extreme implications on the
level of threat Stanley perceived Boushie and company to be.

Jury Questions and Ruling
Chief Justice Popescul’s statement to the jury will be reviewed for its three determining
components and corresponding questions.1024 Notably, potential jurors for Stanley were not asked
“about possible racial bias” over whether they may be influenced by the defendant being a white
person and the victim being an Indigenous person.1025 Yet, during jury selection peremptory
challenges allowed for the removal of “all ostensibly Indigenous” jury candidates from
participating.1026
It took over 90 minutes for Chief Justice Popescul’s instructions to be delivered to the
jury.1027 Each of the three elements must be determined as proven beyond a reasonable doubt by
the jury for Stanley to be guilty of second-degree murder. First, was Stanley the cause of Boushie’s
death. The gun Stanley was holding was the cause of Boushie’s death. This first element was not
in dispute between the defence and prosecution agreed and established that Stanley was undeniably
the cause of Boushie’s death.1028
Second, and most importantly to the case against Stanley, did Stanley’s causing of
Boushie’s death result “unlawfully by committing an assault?” 1029 For this second element to
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Stanley’s guilt three things needed to be proved: Stanley “intentionally applied force” to Boushie,
Boushie did not consent to the force in question, and Stanley was aware of that Boushie had not
consented to the force.1030 Chief Justice Popescul clarified that it was impossible for Boushie to
have consented. Stanley’s defence rested on his claim that the discharge of his weapon was “an
unintentional act with unintended consequences” and the result of a hang fire.1031
Third, the jury was tasked with determining if Stanley’s particular state of mind was that
needed for murder.1032 It needed to be decided whether Stanley either “meant to cause” Boushie’s
death, or whether Stanley intended to cause Boushie “bodily harm that he knew was likely to cause
his death and was reckless” as to whether it resulted in Boushie’s death.1033 The question posed to
the jury was whether Stanley had either of these two states of mind. The jury accepted Stanley’s
accidental shooting defence, linked to his protection of his rural farm and founded on his weapon
misfiring, and acquitted the defendant.1034

Analysis
With the acquittal of Stanley, it is important to examine his unique defence and how the
factor of implied self-defence and defence of property was used as a “tacit justification” for his
actions.1035 Although Stanley’s defence never claimed self-defence directly, implications
“haunted” the trial against Stanley and worked to relieve the defendant of any “guilt and
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responsibility” for his role in Boushie’s death.1036 This analysis will examine how self-defence and
defence of property were permitted to indirectly inform Stanley’s “hybrid defence” of an
accidental shooting.1037 Whereas Stanley’s actions, particularly his retrieval of his firearm and the
warning shots, were explicitly connected to the defence of property distinctive to a rural farmer,
the actual shooting of Boushie was depicted as an accident through implicit self-defence and
defence of property colourings.1038
Kent Roach’s book Canadian Justice, Indigenous Injustice deals primarily with the Stanley
case and Boushie’s death.1039 Roach approaches Stanley’s defence, as well as its success, for its
impact on the broader law. Stanley’s defence actively stressed the rural difference of Stanley’s
farm and the different experience of dealing with trespassers for rural Canadians. In the closing
address to the jury, Stanley’s defence explained that the Stanley family was “on their own” because
they did not have “the luxury of calling 911 and reasonably expecting” a reliably prompt
emergency police response.1040 As previously discussed, Stanley’s defence portrayed his far of
Boushie and company in an extreme and unreasonable way. Markedly, this explicit contextualizing
of Stanley’s position as a rural farmer unable to rely on the law for protection partially “mirrored”
key rhetoric from Minister of Justice Rob Nicholson 2012 reform efforts about rural security.1041
For a more detailed outline of Minster Nicholson’s assertions in relationship to the 2012 reform,
please see chapter 3 of this dissertation.
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In consideration of Stanley’s description of Boushie and company as having their “hoodies
up”, Roach draws comparison between Stanley George Zimmerman’s killing of Trayvon Martin
in Sanford, Florida.1042 Stanley voluntarily offered the reference to two of Boushie’s company
having their hoodies up during his testimony; moreover, Stanley’s defence pointedly asked the
defendant about who in the group had been wearing hoodies.1043 Incredibly, even the defendant’s
adult son, contradicted this information put forward by the defence. Stanley’s son described the
two youths in question as wearing “a black T-shirt” and “a windbreaker” instead.1044 Roach
connects Stanley to the death of Martin because of how “the iconic hoodie that the seventeen-yearold African American was wearing” at the time he was killed by Zimmerman was utilized by
Zimmerman’s defence to characterize his perception of the teen as a threat.1045 This clothing
discrepancy may at first appear nonconsequential, but roach argues that by depicting Boushie’s
company as having their “hoodies up” Stanley’s defence was able to portray the youths as
dangerous and legitimize Stanley’s claim to extreme fear by working off of “stereotypical fears of
violence from racial” minority communities, like Indigenous people in Canada.1046
According to Roach, “covert… appeals to racial bias and fear” were allowed to inform
Stanley’s actions and his defence of accidental shooting through the “self-defence factor” and its
indirect application.1047 Weight being given to Stanley’s subjective fears, seemingly informed by
racial bias, poses a danger for the assessments of defendant’s genuine perceptions of threat, even
here when self-defence was not directly claimed.1048 Stanley’s perception of danger and perception
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of Boushie and company were infused with “racial fears” and used to justify his retrieval of the
firearm and warning shots, which were pivotal justifications for the success of the accidental
shooting defence.1049
Overall, Stanley reveals the prospective “expansiveness” of Canada’s reformed selfdefence and defence of property provisions.1050 This expansiveness is especially worrisome in the
context of communities characterized by intergroup animosity, and thus, vulnerable to biased
applications of the law and unpredictability.1051 For more discussion on rural communities
characterized by intergroup animosity and insecurity fears, please refer to chapter 5 of this
dissertation.
The 2012 reform of self-defence and defence of property helped to inform Stanley’s
defence. Chief Justice Popescul made clear to the jury that Stanley was “legally justified in defence
of his property to retrieve his handgun” fire warning shots into the air.1052 This taken justification
prevented defence of property or self-defence from ever being directly assessed by the jury for
reasonableness.1053 Thus, all without ever receiving direct jury assessment, explicit suggestions of
defence of property “morphed into” implicitly self-defence, which together informed Stanley’s
overall defence of accidental shooting.1054 The Stanley acquittal suggests the expansion of selfdefence and defence of property, as reformed by C-26, in unpredictable and indirect fashions.1055
Criticisers of the Stanley verdict of acquittal fully reject that Boushie’s death was the result
of an accident and “hang fire” of Stanley’s firearm. Critics reject the notion that Boushie, as a
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victim, received a fair trial free of racial bias.1056 From the start, when he was granted bail by Judge
Bruce Bauer for such severe charges, Stanley seemed to be enjoying lenient treatment from the
criminal justice system.1057 While all visibly Indigenous people were removed during jury
selection, requests by the Boushie family for new Crown prosecutors and lead investigators were
denied.1058 Most notably, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police’s (RCMP) dealing with this case
revealed significant irregularities in the chain of custody over Boushie and company’s vehicle, as
well as problematic RCMP news releases emphasising property theft in the community.1059 In
2021, more information was revealed by the CRCC about the nature of the RCMP’s conduct in
relation to the Stanley case.

The Civilian Review and Complaints Commission
A report detailing the RCMP’s problematic conduct in relation to Boushie’s death and the
case against Stanley was published in 2021 by the CRCC.1060 This report received national
attention, as well as that of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, who commented that the treatment of
Boushie’s relatives by the RCMP was an example of “systematic racism” and unacceptable.1061
During the next-of-kin notification for Boushie’s death, the RCMP’s conduct amounted to
“a prima facie case” of racial discrimination.1062 This next-of-kin notification was to Boushie’s
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mother, Debbie Baptiste. The report found a strong “link between the insensitive manner in which
the next-of-kin-notification” was delivered to Boushie’s mother and the social context of “longstanding colonial assertions, stereotypes, and a troubled history” of the RCMP’s poor treatment of
Indigenous people.1063 As Baptiste was notified about Boushie’s unexpected death, both her
credibility and sobriety were challenged by the officers present. After being informed of her son’s
death by RCMP officers, Baptiste, understandably, reacted emotionally. One officer instructed her
to “get it together” in response to her reaction to her son’s tragic death.1064 Also, during this same
next-of-kin-notification, Baptiste’s sobriety was distrusted. Officers smelt her breath to ascertain
her sobriety.1065
Baptiste’s credibility was questioned by RCMP officers, who thought she was harbouring
witnesses to her son’s death. Astoundingly, RCMP officers checked “Baptiste’s microwave
where…Boushie’s uneaten dinner was waiting for him” as to verify her claim that she was unaware
of her son’s death and was not harbouring any of the other Indigenous youths.1066 A lawyer
representing Baptiste and Boushie’s relatives, Eleanore Sunchild, described the microwave check
as absolutely insensitive to Baptiste as a mother having just been told her son was dead.1067
Sunchild connected the microwave check to the RCMP’s distrust of Baptiste’s credibility as an
Indigenous person.1068 Hence, the 45th Finding of the CRCC’s report on Boushie’s death was that
there is a “prima facie case of discrimination” against the RCMP for their treatment of Baptiste
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whilst delivering the next-of-kin notification.1069 This discrimination as based on race and linked
to Boushie and Baptiste being Indigenous.1070
Furthermore, pivotal media releases from the Saskatchewan RCMP “early in the
investigation caused the [Boushie] family further anguish by fuelling perceptions that Boushie’s
death” was justified because Stanley was defending himself and property.1071 Casted a distinctly
“negative light” on Boushie, these media releases concentrated on property theft offences linked
to some of Boushie’s company.1072 The CRCC report asserted that these early RCMP releases set
the tone for public discourse over Boushie’s death, and they framed Stanley as justified in his
actions because he was protecting his farm property.1073
The CRCC report also that the RCMP had performed basic tasks in relation to the
investigation against Stanley inadequately. This RCMP failed to properly detain witnesses, as
previously mentioned their search for witnesses even involved the harassment of Baptiste.1074
Similarly, the witness interviews of Boushie’s company were determined to be unsatisfactory by
the report.1075 Additionally, the RCMP failed to secure key pieces of physical evidence, such as
Boushie and company’s vehicle.1076 This was deemed as an indefensible failing by the RCMP in
relationship to central evidence for the Stanley case.1077
It may possibly be the situation that so much of the sequence of events and facts of this
case are disputed by because of the RCMP’s established failings in relation to their investigation
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of Stanley. The Boushie family’s request for a different Crown prosecutor and a lead investigator
from out-of-province were both denied.1078 Considering the CRCC’s findings on the RCMP’s
conduct in relationship to key pieces of evidence and witnesses for Stanley’s charges, the
controversy of the Stanley acquittal is thickened.

Conclusion
After the facts of Stanley and their disputed nature were reviewed, the background
legislation of sections 34 and 35, which deal with self-defence and defence of property, were
unpacked for their lack of applicability to the defendant’s circumstances. The unique, hybrid
defence employed by Stanley relied on a controversially implied self-defence factor. This
indirectly informed the entirety of Stanley’s defence, but received no direct jury attention for
reasonableness. Working from Chief Justice Popescul’s jury instructions and the defendant’s
acquittal, analysis of Stanley’s defence was made, which emphasised its worrying expansive
suggestions for self-defence, defence of property, and the householder defence. In 2021, the
CRCC’s report revealed how the RCMP may have negatively impacted the case against Stanley,
as well as their problematic treatment of Boushie’s family.
Canadians were “bitterly divided” of the Stanley verdict and Stanley’s acquittal for the
death of Boushie.1079 After the verdict was publicized, a Canada wide poll found that 30% believed
the verdict was “good and fair” to all the parties, while 32% believed it was a “flawed and wrong”
verdict.1080 This same poll found that in Saskatchewan the results were very different. In
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Saskatchewan, 63% of respondents believed Stanley’s verdict was “good and fair” and only 17%
believed it to be flawed, which is a very similar percentage to that of the Indigenous population of
Saskatchewan.1081 When reflecting on Stanley and its possibilities for expanding the law of selfdefence, defence of property, and the householder defence, particular attention should be paid to
the historical and local contexts of the case, as well as the apparent inequalities the case received
from the criminal justice system, specifically the RCMP.1082 This case note of Stanley is to be read
in accompaniment with the overall dissertation on the householder defence’s proportionality in
Canada and E&W.
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